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Abstract

This paper covers the construction, of finite groups as homomorphic images of

their progenitors. We will construct the group (2 x So) : 24 as a homomorphic image
of the progenitor 2*6 :

Sq,

and we will prove by hand that (2 x 8c) : 24 is isomorphic to

2*6 : 86 factored by two relations. We have a computer-based proof that the symmetric
presentation
(zry,t\x6,y2,(xy)5,(yyx)3;(yy®2) ,t2,(xy,t), (t,yx^ , [tty]2 , [zt]5^
defines the group (2 x Sf>) : 24. With a by hand application of the double coset enumer

ation technique, we will prove that

G = (2 x 86) : 24
I will also describe the. constuction of As x A5 : 2, A? x 85, and A7. as finite

homomorphic images of progenitors 2*4 : 84, 3*5 :m 85, and 3*5 :m S5 respectively.

The main result of my thesis is the symmetric geberation of M22 X 2, where

M22 is the. Mathieu sporadic group on 22 letters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
When we wish to work with small finite groups, we use permutations and

matrices. Although these two methods are the general methods of working with groups,
they are not always effecient. In fact, when we wish to work with groups of finitely

large orders, for example M22 x 3 which has 887,040 elements, these two methods are
very inconvenient. While we have computer programs like MAGMA and GAP that can

apply these two methods to such groups, these are still verydifficult to work with.

The main purpose of this thesis is to introduce another method of working

with groups, that is more efficient when the groups we wish to work with are of a
significantly large finite order. The method which we introduce in this chapter and

that will be applied in the subsequent chapters is the called the manual double coset
enumeration technique. The only restrictions on this technique is that it can only be

performed on groups that are symmetrically generated by involutions. The manual

double coset enumeration technique allows us to write elements in such large groups in
a simpler and much more consice form.

1.1

Symmetric Generation of a Group
The free product of n copies of cyclic groups of order m is defined as

E * m*n =< t0, h,tn-iltj1 =

= ... =

=1>

So, E consists of all finite products of the involutory generators ti without adjacent
repetitions, i.e. E =< t^t^.-.t^|r € N, ki = ^+1 for i = 1,2,..., r — 1 >.

2

If m = 2, then t2 = ... =

= 1 are called symmetric generators.

Here, N denotes the natural numbers, with zero, and r denotes the empty word, which
is interpreted as the identity 1. Such finite products are called reduced words in the t{.

Let G be a group. Let T = {to,ii, ■■•■rin-i} be a subset of G such that

= 1.

Then by defining 1} = (ti) and T — {To, ...,Tn_i}, we can define IV = NG^, the set
normalizer of T in G. We say that T is a symmetric generating set for G if the following

two conditions hold:
(1) G = (T)

(2) N permutes T transitively.
In this case N is called the control subgroup. The conditions (1) and (2) imply that G

is a homomorphic image of the progenitor m*n : N, where m*n is a free product of n

copies of the cyclic groups of order m [Rot95]. Let % G IV, then we have
ti = q

(1-1)

where r is an integer that is relatively prime to m. Notice that,since all the elements

in N can be gathered on the left hand side, every element in the progenitor can be

can be represented as rw. where < G N and w is a reduced word in the symmetric

generators. For this representation to be unique, w must be simplified so that the
adjacent symmetric generators are distinct. Hence, to obtain G, we can factor the

progenitor by any additional relator that is of the form
™(41,*2,--.tn)

(1-2)

where 7r G IV and w is a reduced word in T.

By factoring the progenitor m*n : IV by such relators, we obtain a factor group.
In the preceding chapters, the groups we will be working with are presented as factor

groups. Next, we must explain how these factor groups
m*n:N
7V2W2, ’ • ’

7T1.W1,

can be identified through the manual double coset enumeration technique:

3

1.2

Manual Double Coset Enumeration Technique
We wish to obtain homomorphic image of the progenitor

(1.4)

m*n : N

In this thesis we will focus on two cases, the case where m — 2 and the case where m = 3.
In the case where m = 2, we seek homomorphic images of the progenitor 2*n : N where

N is a transitive permutation group on n letters. We begin by identifying the n free

generators and N with their respective images.
O*n .

at

■

(1-5)

7T1W1, ...,7FSWS

where n E N, t{ E T. Allow i to represent the symmmetric generator

such as the relation shown above [Cur07]. Since tin =

in expressions

or in = nF, the per

mutations can be grouped on the left. Thus, any element g of G can be written as a
permutation, 7r, in N followed by a word in the symmetric generators. That is, g = rnw,

where n 6 N, w is a word in the symmetric generators. Suppose that NgN is a double
coset of TV in G. Then we have:

NgN = NnwN = NwN

(1.6)

Notice that since n E N, it gets absorbed, hence Nn = N above. We denote the double

coset NwN by [w].

Example 1.1. We use [123] to denote the double coset NtitztzN.

The case where w is a word of length zero, namely the identity element e, we have:
NwN = NeN = N

(1.7)

This double coset is denoted by [*]. We continue by defining the point stabilisers in N.

The single point stabiliser in N is the the set
Nl = CN(ti') = {ne N\ni = in}

(1.8)

The two point stabiliser in N is the the set
Nij =

(1-9)

4
and so on. The coset stabilizing subgroup, Nw of N is given by

Nw =

{tt

&N:

Nwtt = Nw}

(1-10)

where w is a word in the symmetric generators. Notice that Nw < N(w). To obtain the

number of single cosets in each double coset NwN, denoted [w], we must divide
|N|
In order to obtain the index of N in G, we must perform a manual double

coset enumeration of G over N. This process consists of finding all the double cosets,
[w] and calculating the number of single cosets contained in each [w]. The double coset
enumeration is complete when the set of right cosets is closed under right coset multipli
cation. The Completion Test, the process of finding the point stabiliser, coset stabiliser,

and number of single coset, is best performed by calculationg the orbits of

on the

symmetric generators. For each double coset [w], take one symmetric generator, ti, from
each orbit and identify to which double coset Nwti belongs to. We will also find the

double coset decomposition of G into double cosets NgN, where g G m*n : TV and find
a set {^1,52)

of elements of G such that
G = NgiN U Ng2N U ...

(1.11)

However, we previously found that gi = 7TiWi, hence
G — TV U TVW2TV U Nw^N U ...

where wi denotes the identity, or words of lenght zero.

(1-12)
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Chapter 2

Preliminary Information
2.1

Group
A group is a set, G, combined with an operation *, such that:

(1) The identity element exist:
There exists an e G G such that for all g E G, e * g = g * e = g
(2) The inverse element exists in G:

There exists a h E G such that g *h = h* g = e

We say H is a subset of G if every element of H is also an element of G.

2.2

Semi-Direct Product

Lemma 2.1. Let K be a group and A < AutK be a subgroup of the automorphism group

of K. Then the cartesian product A x K becomes a group under the binary operation
” o ” defined by (a, x) o (b, y) == (ab, xby) where a,b E A and x,y E K.

The group constructed from a cartesian product of two groups A and K, as
described in the lemma above, is called a semi-direct product and is denoted by K : A.

A progenitor is a semi-direct product of the form:
P = m*n : N = {7rw|7r 6 N and w is a reduced word in tJ
where nTn denotes the free product of n copies of the cyclic group of order m generated

by involutions ti for i = 1,2, ...,n; and TV is a transistive permutation group of degree
n which acts on the free product by permuting the involutory generators.

6

2.3

Group Action
Let G be a group and X be a nonempty set. We say that G acts on X if there

exists a mapping a : G x X

X defined as (g, x) —> gx such that:

(1) 1 • x = x,Vx € X
(2) (gh)x = g(hx),Vg, heX
a is called an action of G on X.

The actions of the point stabiliser are by conjugation. If G is a group and a G G, then
a conjugate of a is any element in G of the form gag-1, where g E G. We also write

gag-1 - ag.

2.4

Single Coset
Let G be a group and H be a subgroup of G then a single coset is a set

Ha = {7ia|a 6 G}. Notice that cosets partitionthe set G. Two properties of single
cosets: (1) Ha = Hb or Ha Pl Hb = 0
(2) Ha = H •<=> a G H.

2.5

Double Coset
Let H be a subgroup of G. Let x G G. Then HxH = {Hxh\h € H} is the

double coset of H in G. Notice that double cosets are composed of single cosets. The

H in G. In particular, the number of single cosets in the double coset NwN is
To determine the single cosets in a double coset NwN, you take Nw and conjugate it
by its coset stabiliser N^w\ If N^w) has several elements, you do this for each element.

The orbits of

nA)

on the symmetric generators are obtained through conjugation of

each generator by N^w\ The orbits are disjoint. If H is a subgroup of G and a € G,
then the right coset Ha is the subset Ha of G, where Ha = [ha : h € H}.

7

2.6

Permutation Group
In some of the following chapters, we will be dealing with groups in which the

control subgroup ,2V, is a permutation group . The Permutation Group Sn is the group

of permutations of (O1234....n). The order of Sn is. |8n| = n!

Let X = {1,2,3,...}. Then 8%, the set of all one-to-one and onto mappings

from X to X, called permutations of X, forms a group under function composition. 8y
is called the permutation group of X. If X — {1,2,3,..., n}, then Sx = Sn is called the
symmetric group of degree n.

8

Chapter 3

The Construction of (2 x Sq) : 24
We wish to prove that the symmetric representation of (2 x So) : 24 is given

the progenitor 2*6 : 56 is:
2*6 : S6 = (x,y,t\x6 = y2 = (xy)5 = (yy®)3 = (yy®2)2 = 1 = t2 = (zy,£) = (t,yx*)^.
Notice that the control subgroup, N, is

Sq,

the permutation group on six elements.

In order to prove:
(2x56) : 24 = (x,y,t\x6 = y2 = (xy)5 = (yy®)3 = (yy®2)2 = 1 = t2 - (xy,t) = (t,yx4)^,

we must perform a double coset enumeration of (2 x 5e) : 24 over

Sq.

The double coset

enumeration consists of finding all double cosets [w] and figuring out how many single

cosets each of these contains. We know that the double coset enumeration is complete
when the set of right cosets is closed under right multiplication. That is, when none
of the tis can expand the cayley graph any further. From the definition of 2*6 we

obtain the property

= t2 =

~ ^3 = ^4 = *5 ~ 1- The control subgroup N, is

permutation group $6 which consists of the permutations of 0,1,2,3,4 and 5. That is

S6 = ((01), (012345)). The number of elements contained in Sb, the order of 56, is
calculated as follows: |5e| = 6! = 720
We will now proceed to expand our relators and obtain the relations which we

can use to simplify our computations.

The first relation is as follows: [to^i]2 = eIf we we expand the left hand side, we obtain the following:

=e

if we use the operation of right multiplication, we can further simplify this relation:
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toiiioii ■ ti — ti
toiiioii —

t±

tQt'ltf) = ti
=^> totiio • io ~ ii ‘io
toiiio = ii ’ io

=> ioii — iiio

Thus, we obtain the relation toil = iiio
The second relation is [(012345) io]6 = e.
Let

tv

= (012345). Then, by permutation multiplication, we obtain the following:

tt1

= (012345)

tt2

= (024) (135)

tv3

=

tt4

= (042) (153)

tv5

= (054321)

7r6

=e

(03) (14) (25)

So, if we expand [(012345) io]6 = e we obtain the following:
■TrtQTriQ vriQ Trio

Trio —

=> 7T7r57r-5io7r7r47r-4io7r7r37r-3io7r7r27r-2io7r7r7r-1io7rio = e

=>

tv6

(rv~5toTv5)

(%”4io7r4) (7r“3to7F3) (7r"2to7r2) (7r-1to7r) to = e
V*0 =

e

, \ ,(054321) (042)(153).(03)(14)(25),(024)(135) (012345)
_
=)> (e) t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
to — e

=> t5t4t3t2tlio = e

if we use the operation of right multiplication, we can further simplify:
=> t5t4t3t2iiio = to

=> i5i4i3^2ii — toil
=>

= <0*1*2

t5Ut3 ~

*0*1*2

Thus, we obtain the relation:

tst^ts =

The third relation is t^ts =

*0*1*2

*0*1*2 •

if we use the operation of right multiplication, we can further simplify this relation:
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=^’ ^^4^3 —

=> £5/4 = tot±t2t3

—z* ^5^4 —

=> ^5 = to£l*2M4
=> KF = totlt2t3t4t3

=> t5t3t4 — totititst^t^
=71' ts^3^4 — totit2 (^3^4)

—z* ^5^31^4 — ^oti^2

Thus, we obtain the following: ^£3^4 = KliL

3.1

The Double Coset Enumeration of G over S6
First, note that NeTV = {Nen | n E TV} = {Nn ] n E TV} = {TV}. We will

denote this double coset by [*] . The number of elements in [*] is

= 1, hence

[*] consists of the single coset, TV. Next, look at the double coset TV^TV which we will

denote by [0]. To obtain the elements in [0], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,
TV0. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV =

Sq

which fix 0 and permute

1,2,3,4,5. This means that |TV°| = 5! = 120. In this case, we have that the set

stabiliser, TV(°) = TV0. Thus, |TV<°)| = 5! = 120. To find the orbits of TV^ in
{0,1,2,3,4,5} we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4 and 5 by TV(°) . The orbits of TV(°) are {0} and

{1,2,3,4,5} . The number of single cosets in the double coset [0] is obtained by
dividing

| = fr = 6. To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must first find

the right cosets, also known as transversals, of TV(°) in TV. The transversals of TV^0) in

TV are Id(N), (0,1), (0,2), (0, 3), (0,4) and (0, 5). Now we can apply the transversals
to TVto by conjugation to obtain the single cosets in [0]:

N(tQydm =Nto

TV (to/0’1’ = jVti
N (t0)(°'2) = Ntt
A(t0)(o’3) = Nta

jV(t0)(0,4) =Nti
N (t0)(0’5) = Nts.
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Therefore [0] =

{TV£q,

Nt±, Nt2, Nt^, Nt^, Nt5}.

Look at the double coset [*] consisting of the single coset N. There are six

things that we can apply to N to obtain things in [0], thus, six things expand the Cayley
graph from [*] to [0]. Next we must take a representative from each orbit of TV^0) and ap

ply it to

by conjugation, to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
TVt0 ■ tQ = Nt% = N e [*].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0] to [*].

Nto . ti = Ntoh
This is a new double coset which we will label as [01].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 5,
five ti will extend the Cayley graph from [0] to [01].

Now, we look at the double coset TVtotj N which we denoted [01]. To obtain
the elements in [01], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0 and 1, TV01. The point

stabiliser consists of permutations in N — S$ which fix 0 and 1 and permute 2,3,4,5.
This means that pVC)11 = 4! = 24, so TV01 = S^ = ((2,3), (2,3,4,5)). The set stabiliser,

> TV0. Due to the relations mentioned in the previous section, TV^01) increases:

From our relation, we have Mi = tito
=> Ntgti (01) = N

= Nt]to = Ntoti

=> (01) G TV<01)

So TV<01) = (TV01, (01)).

Thus, |TV<01) | = 24x 2 = 48. To find the orbits of A^01), We conjugate 0,1,2,3,4 and 5 by
TV^01) . The orbits of TV^01) are {0} , {1} and {2,3,4,5}. The number of single cosets in

the double coset [01] is obtained by dividing p^Sy|- =

= 15. To obtain the elements

in this double coset, we must first find the right cosets, also known as transversals, of

Ad01) in TV. The transversals of TV^01) in TV are: Id(N), (1,2,3,4,5,0), (1,3,5) (2,4,0),
(1,2,3,4,5), (1,4) (2,5) (3,0), (1,3,5,2,4,0), (1,5,3) (2,0,4), (1,4) (2,5,3,0),

(1,3,5,2,4), (1,0,5,4,3,2), (1,5,2,4) (3,0), (2,5,3,0,4), (2,0,5,4,3), (1,0,4,2,5,3),

and (1,2,4) (5,0). Now, conjugate TVtoti by the set stabilizer TV^01) to obtain a relation:
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7Vto^CO1) = Ntito and our relation results in 01 — 10.
Applying the transversals to this relation by conjugation yields the 15 single cosets in

the double coset [01]:
(01 - 10)'<W = 01-10
(01 - io)<1»2-3»4,5,o) = 12

21

(01 - io)(1’3,5)(2,4,o) = 23 - 32

(01 - 10/1’2’3’4’5) = 02-20
(01 - io)(1>4)(2,5)(3,O) = 34 ~ 43
(01 - IO/1-3’5’2’4’°) = 13-31
(01 - io)(1’5>3)(2,o,4) = 45 54
(01

lO)^1’4)^*5*3’0) = 24 42

(01 - lo/^W) = 03 - 30
(01 - 10)(bO,5,4,3,2) = 50

05

(01- 10)(l>W)(3.0) =35-53

(01 - 10) (2’5’3’°>4) =41-14
(01 - 10)(2’°>5’4>3) = 51-15
(01 - io/LOAW) = 40 ~ 04

(01 - 10)(x>2,4)(5,0) = 52 ~ 25
Therefore, the fifteen distinct single cosets in this double coset are as follows:
[01] = {Ntoti, Ntvtz, Ntots, Ntitz, Nt its, Nt2t^, Nt^F, Nt^t^,
Ntst5, Nt^to, Ntiti, NtR-y, Nt$to, Nt5ty, 2Vt5t2}
Now we must take one representative from each orbit of 7V^01\ so 0,1, and 2, apply each

to TVtoti by right multiplication, and determine if these representatives will extend or

collapse the Cayley graph.
Ntoti

=

Relationl

Ntito

=> ATtoii • to — Ntito • to

=> Ntotito = Nt ft2 = TVti € [0].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

13

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [01] to [0] .
Ntqti' ti = A’/o (ti)2 = NtQ G [0].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [01] to [0].

Nto^l * ^2 = Nt^.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [012].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 4,
four i/s will extend the Cayley graph from [01] to [012],
Thus, we have two things collapsing the Cayley graph from [01] to [0] and four things

extending the Cayley graph from [01] to [012].

Now, we look at the double coset Ntot^N which we denoted [012], To obtain
the elements in [012], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1, and 2, IV012. The

point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S$ which fix 0,1 and 2 and permute

3,4,5. This means that |Ar012| = 3! = 6. So, TV012 = S3 = ((3,4), (3,4,5)). The set
stabiliser, A^012^ > IV012. Now we must check if there are any additional permutations
in S& , belonging to the set stabiliser. We do this by conjugation:
N (totit2)(5'o)(1’4)(2’3) = Ntsttts

JVt0tit2 => (5,0) (1,4) (2,3) € N<“12>

=
Relation2

N (t0<it2)(5’1’3’2’4’°) = JVt5i3t4

=

Ntotiti =>(5,1,3,2,4,0) 6 N’t012’

7?eiat£on3

So, (IV012, (5,0) (1,4) (2,3), (5,1,3,2,4,0)) < M012)

Therefore, |lV^012^| = 6x2x6-72.

Note that we obtain the orbits of .M012)

through the conjugation of 0,1,2,3,4 and 5 by A7f012\ Since our first conjugation
is O^(012) = {0,5,1,3,2,4}, and yields all six numbers then there is no need to conju

gate any of the remaining five numbers. Thus, the orbit of A^012) is {0,5,1,3,2,4}.

The number of single cosets in the double coset [012] is obtained by dividing

=

™ = 10. To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must first find the right
cosets, also known as transversals, of A^012^ in N. The transversals are as follows:

14
and (1,4) (2,5,3,0). Conjugating Ntotxt2 by the set stabiliser N^012\ we obtain the

following relations:

TV (totita/5,0^1’4^2’3) = Ntst^ts and our relation results in 012 ~ 543

N (Mifc)*5’1’3’2’4’0* =

and our relation results in 012 ~ 534

Thus, our relation becomes 012 ~ 534 ~ 543.
Applying the transversals to this relation by conjugation, results in the 10 single cosets
in the double coset [012]:
(012 ~ 534 - 543)/cW = 012 - 534 - 543

(012 - 534 ~ 543)<5’°) = 512 - 034 - 043
(012 ~ 534 - 543)<1’5A2)(3;o) = 351 ~ 302 ~ 320
(012 ~ 534 ~ 543)t1-2,3,4,5) = 023 ~ 145 ~ 154
(012 - 534 - 543)(1’0.4,3,2) = 401 ~ 523 ~ 523
(012 ~ 534 ~ 543)<1’2,3,4,5,o) = 123 ~ 045 ~ 054
(012 ~ 534 - 543) (1 AS,4,3,2) = 501 ~ 423 ~ 432

(012 ~ 534 ~ 543) (1A5,2,4,0) = 134 ~ 250 ~ 205
(012 ~ 534 - 543) (kM,2,o,3) = 350 ~ 412 ~ 421
(012 - 534 - 543)(L4)(2,5,3,o) = 245 ~ 301 ~ 310

Therefore [012] —

{Ntot-fa, Nt5txt2, Nt^t^tx, Ntot2t3, Ntitotx, Ntxt2t3, Nt5totx, NtxtsU, Ntststo,
Now we must take a representative from each orbit of A'^012^, so 2, apply each
to Ntotxt2 by conjugation, and determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

Ntotxt2 ■ t2 = Ntotxt2 = Ntotx

[01]

Since the orbit of 2 is of length six,
six t{S will collapse the Cayley graph from [012] to [01]

Thus, we obtain the following Cayley graph:
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[*]

[0]

[01]

Figure 3.1: The Cayley Graph of 2 x

So the index of N = S6 in G is

[012]

Sq:24

over

Sq

= 1+6+15+10 = 32

Recall that the order of TV is |7V| = 6! = 720 . The Cayley diagram gives the maximum

order of G, thus |G| < 32 x |2V| = 32 x 720 = 23040. In other words, it establishes that
|G| < 23040. Now we must show that |G| > 23040; thus proving that |G| is actually

equal to 23040.

3.2

The Homomorphic Image of G
We begin by labeling our double cosets as shown in the Table 3.1 .
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Table 3.1: Labeling of the Double Cosets
Labeling Double Coset
N
1
Nt0
2
Nt!
3
4
Nt2
Nt3
5
6
Nt4
Nt5
7
8
TVtoii
9
NtQt2
Ntot3
10
11
Ntit2
Ntit3
12
Nt2t3
13
Nt2t4
14
Nt3t4
15
Nt3ts
16
Nt4to
17
Nt4ti
18
Nt4t%
19
Ntzto
20
Nt$ti
21
Nt$t2
22
23
Ntotit2
24
Ntit2t3
Ntstoti
25
Ntot2t3
26
27
TVtii3t4
Nt2t4tQ
28
NtQtit2
29
Nt3tQtQ
30
31
Ntgt&ti
Nt4t3ti
.32

Define d : G -> £32, where a gives the action on the 32 double cosets, this

action is by conjugation and multiplication. So, we must compute the action of x, y,
and to on the 32 double cosets. These actions are shown in Table 3.2 on the next page.
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Table 3.2: Actions on the Double Cosets
xx ~ (012345)
yy - (01)
tt0
Double Coset
1. N
1. 77
1. TV
2. 77t0
3. 77*i
1. TV
3. TV*!
2. TVt0
4. Nt2
2. 77*o
8. NtQti
3. Nti
4. Nt2
5. Nt3
9. Ntot2
4. Nt2
6. Nt4
5. Nt3
10. Ntot3
5. Nt3
7.
TVt
5
6. Nt4
17.
Nt
4
to
6. Nt4
7. TVtg
2. 7V*o
20. Nt^to
7. Nts
8. 77*oti
3. Ntr,
11. N*l*2
8. Ntot±
12. A**i*3
11. 77*1*2
4. Nt2
9. NtQt2
12. 7V*i*3
18. 77*4*1
5. Nt3
10. Ntot3
11. Nt]t2
9. 77*0*2
13. 7V*2*3
23. TV*0*i*2
28. Ntfi.gR
10.
77*0*3
12. Nht3
14. 77*2*4
13. Nt2t3
26. Ntot2t3
13. Nt2t3
15. 77*3*4
16. Nt3t5
31. Nt3t$ti
14. 77*2*4
14. Nt2t4
15. 77*3*4
19. *V*4*5
29. Nt5txt2
15. Nt3U
30. Nt3tsto
16. Nt3t5
16. *V*3*5
17. TV*4*o
21. *V*5*i
18. 77t4*i
6. Nt^
17. NUt0
17. 77*4*0
32. Ntitoti
22. AT*5*2
18. NUti
19. TV *4 *5
20. *V*5*o
19. NtyR
24. Ntit2t3
21. 7V*5*i
7. Nt5
8. 77to*i
20. Ntsto
20. Nt^to
25.
9. TV*0*2
21. Nt^ti
22. TV*5*2
22. 77*5t2
10.
77*0*3
27. AV] *3*4
11. Nt-Lt2
24. 7V*i*2*3
23. 7Vio*i*2
23. 77toti*2
26. AVo*2*3
19. Nt^
24. Nt\t2t3
25. 77*5*0*1
25. 77*5*oti
21. Nt$ti
25. Ntstoti
23. 7V*o*i*2
27. 77*1*3*4
13. Nt2t3
26. Nt0t2t3
24. 77*1*2*3
22. Nt$t2
28. *V*2*4*5
29. *V*5*i*2
27. Ntit3t4
30. 77*3*5*0
28. 77*2*4*5
28. Nt2t4t$
12. Mi*3
29. Ntst-fa
15. Nt3t4
27. 77*1*3*4
26. 77*o*2*3
31. 77*3*5*1
32. *V*4*o*i
30. TV*3*5*o
16. 77*3*5
31. 77*3*5*1
30. 77*3*5*0
31. Nt3t3ti
14. TV*2*4
| 32.
32. W*4*o*i
29. Ntstit-z
18. N*4*i
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Thus we obtain the following information:

Since d (tg) = tto, then d (to) is

d (to) = (1,2) (3,8) (4,9) (5,10) (6,17) (7,20) (11,23) (12,28) (13,26) (14,31)
(15,29) (16,30) (18,32) (19,24) (21,25) (22,27)
Since d (x) = xx, then

d (x) = (2,3,4,5,6,7) (8,11,13,15,19,20) (9,12,14,16,17,21)
(10,18,22) (23,24,25) (26,27,28,30,32,29)

Since d (y) = yy, then

d (y) = (2,3) (9,11) (10,12) (17,18) (20,' 21) (24,26) (27,29) (30,31)
Define d : G —> S32 by d (to) = tto, we must show that it is a homomorphism.
In order to verify that d is a homomorphism we require the following:

(!) If d(7V) = (xx^yy), then d (to) has exactly six conjugates under
conjugation by d(7V):
We begin by computing d (rc):

(to)® = ti
(to)X = t2
(*())<= *3

(to)®' = t4

(to)®5 =t5

(to)®6=to

=>a(tg) = a(t0)^
We must now calculate

ttx = (tto)**
= (1,3) (2,8) (4,11) (5,12) (6,18) (7,21) (9,23) (10,28)

(13.24) (14,30) (15,27) (16,31) (17,32) (19, 26) (20,25) (22,29)

tt2 = .(tti)**
= (1,4) (2,9) (3,11) (5,13) (6,14) (7,22) (8,23) (10,26)

(12.24) (15,25) (16,32) (17,31) (18,30) (19,28) (20,27) (21,29)
its = (tt2)®®
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= (1,5) (2,10) (3,12) (4,13) (6,15) (7,16) (8,28) (9,26)
(11,24) (14,25) (17,29) (18,27) (19,23) (20,30) (21,31) (22,32)
«4 = (tt3)XI

= (1,6) (2,17) (3,18) (4,14) (5,15) (7,19) (8,32) (9,31)

(10.29) (11,30) (12,27) (13,25) (16,23) (20,24) (21,26) (22,28)

tt5 = (tt4)xx
= (1,7) (2,20) (3,21) (4,22) (5,16) (6,19) (8,25) (9,27)

(10.30) (11,29) (12,31) (13,32) (14,28) (15,23) (17,24) (18,26)
tt0 = (tts)xx
= (1,2) (3,8) (4,9) (5,10) (6,17) (7,20) (11,23) (12,28)

(13,26) (14,31) (15,29) (16,30) (18,32) (19,24) (21,25) (22,27)

Thus, tto has exactly six conjugates under conjugation by (xx,yy).
(2) (xx,yy) acts as

Sq

on

(That is xx =
We verified above that xx =

by conjugation,

and VV = (tto>^i)):

by the conjugation of

with xx.

Now, we must verify that yy =

First notice:

(io)y = *1
(io)y2=*o
=> d(tg) = d(to)“^
Now we must calculate tti and (tti)yy:

= (tio)yy
tti = (1,3)(2,8)(4,11)(5,12)(6,18)(7,21)(9,23)(10,28)(13,24)(14,30)
(15,27)
(16, 31) (17,32) (19,26) (20,25) (22,29)

=>

= (1,2) (3,8) (4,9)(5,10) (6,17) (7,20)(ll, 23)(12,28)(13,26)(14,31)
(15,29) (16,30) (18,32) (19,24) (21,25) (22,27)
= ttQ

Therefore yy = (tto, ^1)-

Thus, we have shown that d(2*6 : Ss) = d(IV,£o) =< ^,yy,tto > and < xx,yy,tto >

is
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a homomorphic image of 2*6 : Se- However, we want the homomorphic image of
G=

[toil J ;L(P12345jtoj

- Notice that < xx,yy, tto > is a homomorphic image of G if the

additional relations [toil]2 = 1 and [(012345) to]6 = 1 hold in < xx,yy,tto >.
So, we must verify (i) d(toti) = a(tiio) and (ii)

= a(totit2)

(i) a(toti) = a(tit0) :

On the left hand side of the equation, a(toti) = ttotti
= (1,2) (3,8) (4,9) (5,10) (6,17) (7,20) (11,23) (12,28) (13,26) (14,31) (15,29) (16,30)

(18.32) (19,24) (21,25) (22,27) (1,3) (2,8) (4,11) (5,12) (6,18) (7,21) (9,23) (10,28)

(13,24) (14,30) (15,27) (16,31) (17,32) (19,26) (20,25) (22,29)
= (1,8)(2,3) (4,23)(5,28) (6,32) (7,25)(9, U)(10,12)(13,19) (14,16)(15,22)(17,18)
(20.21) (24,26)(27,29)(30,31)

On the right hand side of the equation, d(tito) = ttitto

= (1,3) (2,8) (4,11) (5,12) (6,18) (7,21) (9,23) (10,28) (13,24) (14,30) (15,27) (16,31)

(17.32) (19,26) (20,25) (22,29) (1,2) (3,8) (4,9) (5,10) (6,17) (7,20) (11,23) (12,28)
(13,26) (14,31) (15,29) (16,30) (18,32) (19,24) (21,25) (22,27)
= (1,8)(2,3)(4,23)(5,28) (6,32)(7,25)(9, ll)(10,12)(13,19) (14,16) (15,22)(17,18)
(20.21) (24,26)(27,29)(30,31).

Therefore d(toti) = a(tiio) .
(ii) altstits) = d(tot1t2):

On the left hand side of the equation a(tattt3) =
= (1,7) (2,20) (3,21) (4,22) (5,16) (6,19) (8,25) (9,27) (10,30) (11,29) (12,31) (13,32)

(14.28) (15,23) (17,24) (18,26) (1,6) (2,17) (3,18) (4,14) (5,15) (7,19) (8,32) (9,31)
(10.29) (11,30) (12,27) (13,25) (16,23) (20,24) (21,26) (22,28) (1,5) (2,10) (3,12)
(4,13) (6,15) (7,16) (8,28) (9,26) (11,24) (14,25) (17,29) (18,27) (19,23) (20,30)

(21.31) (22,32)
= (1,23)(2,11) (3,9) (4,8)(5,19)(6,16)(7,15) (10,24)(12,26) (13,28)(14,32)(17,30)
(18.31) (20,29)(21,27)(22,25)

On the right hand side of the equation a(totit2) =

= (1,2) (3,8) (4,9) (5,10) (6,17) (7,20) (11,23) (12,28) (13,26) (14,31) (15,29) (16,30)

(18.32) (19,24) (21,25) (22,27) (1,3) (2,8) (4,11) (5,12) (6,18) (7,21) (9,23) (10,28)
(13,24) (14,30) (15,27) (16,31) (17,32) (19,26) (20,25) (22,29) (1,4) (2,9) (3,11)

21
(5,13) (6,14) (7,22) (8,23) (10,26) (12,24) (15,25) (16,32) (17,31) (18,30) (19,28)

(20,27) (21,29)
= (1,23)(2,11)(3,9)(4,8)(5,19)(6,16)(7,15)(10,24)(12,26)(13,28) (14,32) (17,30)

(18,31)(20,29)(21,27)(22,25)

Therefore d^t^) = d(foii^2)-

Thus, < xx,yy,ttQ > is a homomorphic image of G. Therefore, d preserves the
operations of G and d : G —> S32 is a homomorphism. So, d (C?) = (xx, yy, Uq) and

|d(G)| = 23040.

By the First Isomorphism Theorem, we have that

=>

- l(^,3/S/,«o)| = 23040

=> |G| = 23040 • |/cerd|
=> |G| > 23040
But we had previously shown that |(7| < 23040. Therefore |G| = 23040

3.3

Permutation and Symmetric Representation

Permutation to Symmetric:

Let p = (1,22,12,13,8,11,14,19,20,15,16,18)(2,29,31,26)
(9,10,17,21)
(3,4,28,24,25,23,30,6,7,27,5,32)

e 532

The goal is to find the symmetric representation form of the permutation p.
By definition, the right cosets of any group, partition the group into disjoint subsets.

Hence, any two right cosets of a group will either be equal or disjoint.
Since Np ~ Nw and p G Np
=> p € Nw
=> p = nw, where n G N and N = S4
In order to find the symmetric representation form of p, we must solve for this n.
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=> n = pw

.

But Np = lp = 22 and , from the labeling, 22 = Ntfa
=> Np = Nt^t?

=> p = nt§t2
=> n = pt2t^

Notice that pt2tb = (2,3,7)(4,6)(8,21,20)(9,18,22,17,11,19)(10,12,16)
(13,15) (23,26,27,32,29,24) (28,31,30)

Therefore, n = (2,3,7)(4,6)
Now we must look at the labeling of the double cosets, shown in Table 1-1, and

translate the given permutation:

=>n=(0,l,5)(2,4)

=> n = (1,5,0)(2,4)
Thus, (1,5,0)(2,4)igt2 is the symmetric representation form of the permutation p.
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Chapter 4

The Construction of

x A5 : 2

There is a computer based proof that a symmetric presentation of A5 x A5 : 2 is

given by [(0123)^j

oj& > where X - (0123) and Y - (23). The progenitor is 2*4 : S4,

and the symmetric presentation of the progenitor is as follows:
2*4 : S4 - (x,y,t\x4 = y2 = (xy)3 = 1 = i2 - [t,y] = [t®,y]\

The control subgroup, N, is S4. In order to prove that
(A5 x A5) : 2 = (x,y,t\x4 = y2 — (xy)3 = 1 — t2 = [t,y] = [t^y]), we perform a double

coset enumeration of (A5 x A5) : 2 over S4. The double coset enumeration consists
of finding all double cosets [w] and figuring out how many single cosets each of these

contains. Notice that the double coset enumeration is complete when the set of right

cosets is closed under right multiplication. That is, when none of the t$’s can expand the

cayley graph any further. From the definition of 2*4 we obtain the following property:
t2 = t2 = t2 _ ^2 = !
The control subgroup is the permutation group, S4, which consists of the

permutations of 0,1,2 and 3, that is S4 — ((0123), (23)). The number of elements
contained in S4, the order of S4, is calculated as follows: |54| = 4! = 24. These 24
elements are:

e, (01), (02), (03), (12), (13), (23), (012), (021), (013), (031), (023), (032), (123),
(132), (0123), (0132), (0213), (0231), (0312), (0321), (01) (23), (02) (13), (03) (12)

We expand our relations below.

The first relation is as follows: [(01) to]5 = e
Let 7F = (01) .Then by permutation multiplication, we obtain the following:
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7T1 = (01) = 7T3 = 7T5
7T 2 = e = 7F4

So if we expand [(01) to]5 = e we obtain the following:
7r^o7riQ7T^Q7rtQ*7r^Q — e

Using the property that 7Tn7r“n = e we can simplify the expression:

=> Tr^TV~4tQTrr3TV~3to'iv7r27r~2to7r7v17r~1tQ7rto = e

=> 7T5 (7T_4to^4) (fi~3tQTV3) (7T"2t7T2) (7T-1t7F1) to = e
Using the conjugation property, 7r_1t,7r =
=> TF^^t^tft^to = e
=> (01) ts401)t§401)t0 = e

=> (01)totjtotito = e
=> (01) totito = toil

Thus, we obtain (01) totito = toti
The second relation is as follows: [(0123) to]15 = e
Let 7T = (0123). Then, by permutation multiplication, we obtain the following:

7T1 = (0123) = 7T5 = 7T9 = 7T13
7T2 = (02) (13) “ 7T6 = 7T10 = 7T14
7T3 = (0321) = 7T7 = 7T11 = 7T15
7T4 = e = 7T8 = 7F12

So, if we expand [(0123) to]15 = e we obtain the following:
7rto7rto7rto7rto7Fto7rto7rto^to7rto7rto7rto7rio7rto7rto7rto = e
(02)(13) (0123).e,(0321) (02)(13).(0123) e
6060
^*0
60
°0
.(0321).(02)(13),(0123).e.(0321).(02)(13).(0123)
to
c0
T0
r0
c0c0
L0
f0

=> (0321) t0

e

=> (0321) t2titot3t2tltot3t2tltot3t2tlto = 6
=> (0321) t2tltot3t2tltOt3 = totlt2t3totlt2
Thus, we obtain the relation (0321) t2titot3t2titot3 = totit2t3totit2-

4.1

The Double Coset Enumeration of G over S4
First, note that TV e TV = {Nen | n G TV} = {Nn | n G TV} = {TV}. We will de

note this double coset by [*] . The number of elements in [*] is KI = || = 1, hence
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[*] consist of the single coset, N. Next, look at the double coset Nto which we will
denote by [0]. To obtain the elements in [0], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,

N°. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S4 which fix 0 and permute

1,2,3. This means that |N°| = 3! = 6. In this case, we have that the set stabiliser,

N<°) = N°. Thus, |N^| = 3! = 6. To find the orbits of N^°\ we conjugate 0,1,2 and
3 by

The orbits of

are {0} and {1,2,3} . The number of single cosets in

the double coset [0] is obtained by dividing

= 4. To obtain the elements

in the double coset, [0] we must first find the right coset representatives of

in N,

also known as transversals of N(o) in N. The transversals of M0) in N are Id(N\
(1,2,3,0), (1,3) (2,0), and (1032). Now we can apply the transversals to Nto by con

jugation to obtain the single cosets in [0]:
N(t0/d(JV) = Nt0
N(t0)(1’2’3,0) = Ntx

N (t0)(1’3)(2,0) = Nt2
N(t0)(1’0,3’2) = Nt3

Therefore [0] = {Nto, Nti, Nt2, Nts}.

Now, for the double coset [*] consisting of the single coset N, there are four tjs

that we can apply to N to obtain the right cosets in [0], thus, four tjs extend the Cayley
graph from [*] to [0]. Next we take a representative from each orbit of N^ and ap
ply it to Nto , by conjugation, to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.
Nto . t0 = Nt2 = N G [*].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0] to [*].

Nto * ti = A^toti
This is a new double coset which we will label as [01].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 3,

three t/s will extend the Cayley graph from [0] to [01].

Now, we consider the double coset NtotiN which we denoted [01]. To obtain
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the elements in [01], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0 and 1, TV01. The point

stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = S4 which fix 0 and 1 and permute 2,3. The
set stabiliser, TV<01) > TV01 = ((2,3)). In particular, TV<01) = ((2,3)). In order to find

the orbits of TV^01) on {0,1,2,3}, we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by TV^01) . The orbits of
TV^01) are {0}, {1} and {2,3}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [01] is

obtained by dividing

= 12. To obtain the elements in this double coset,

we must first find the transversals, of TV^01) in TV. The transversals of TV^01) in TV are:

Id(TV), (1,2,3,0), (1,3) (2,0), (1,3,0), (1,0,3,2), (1,2,0,3), (1,0,2), (1,3,2), (3,0),
(1,0), (1,2) and (2,3,0).

Now, conjugate TVtoti by the set stabilizer TV<01) to obtain equal names for TVioti- In

this case TVtoh has only one name, itself.
Now we can apply the transversals to TVtoti by conjugation to obtain the

different single cosets in [01]:

N(toti')IdW = Ntoti
JV(t0ti)cl’2’3’°’ = Wa

tV(t0ti)(1’”<2’0)= Ws
N (toii)(1’3’0) = Ws

JV(toti)*1,o,3’2) = Nt3t0
N (t0ti)(1’2’°’3) = Nt3t2

JV(t0ti)(1’°’2) = Wo

tV(toti)(l’3’2) = Ws
jV(t0ti)(3’0) = Wi
jVCtoti)*1’0’ = Wo
iV(toti)(1’2’ = Wa
N (toti)(2’3’0) = Wi

Therefore, [01] =

{TVtoii, TVtot2, TVi0t3, TVtito, TVtii2, TVtit3, TVt2t0, Nt2ti, TV£2£3, TVt3fo, TVt3ti, TVt3t2}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of TV^01) and apply it to
Ntoti to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
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Ntfiti - to = -Ntotito

=

Relation!

IVtoti G [01].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti maps [01] to [01] .
IVtoti • ti = Nto (ti)2 = Nto G [0].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01] to [0].

IVtoti • 12 = Ntotlt2>
This is a new double coset which we will label as [012],

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 2,
two ids will extend the Cayley graph from [01] to [012].

Now, we look at the double coset Ntot^N which we denoted [012]. To obtain

the elements in [012], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1, and 2, IV012. The
point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S4 which fix 0,1 and 2 and permute 3.

The set stabiliser, Ad012) > IV012, thus, |lV^012^| = 1! = 1. In order to find the orbits
of IV(012) on {0,1,2,3}, we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by A^012\ The orbits of AM012) are
{0} , {1} , {2} and {3}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [012] is obtained

by dividing

| =

= 24. To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must

first find the transversals of AM012) in AT. We found that the transversals of aA012) in

AT, are all the elements in S4.
Now we can apply the transversals to ATtoii^2 by conjugation to obtain the

different single cosets in [012]:
AI

N

= Ntot]t2
= Wo«2

= Wit0
N (4otlt2)(3,O) = Wl«2

N (totit2)M = Ntotih
TV (toil t2/1,3) = Ntot3t2
TV (ioi^/2’3’ = TVtotit3

N (totit2)(O,1’3) = TVtit3t2
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ZV (to*ii2)<O,31) = VVZaZoZa
JV(totlt2)'0’1,2’ = JVtlt2to

N (t0tlt2)(°'2’1) = Wotl
N (t0tlt2)(0A3) — Nt2tlt3

N (t0tit2)(0’3’2) = NtstitQ

W(t0tit2)(1’2’3) = Ntat2t3
N (totit2)(1'3’2) = Wstl
JV(totii2)(O,1’2’3) =Ntit2t3

JV(totit2)(O’1,3'2)=Ntit3to
W(W2)((W’3) = W3tl

N (tot1t2)(o’2'3’1) = Nt2t0t3

iV(to*lt2)tOA1’2)=W2*0
JV(totlt2)(°’3’2'1)= Wotl

AWit2)(0’1)(2'3) = Wot3

JV(totlt2)l°’2)(1’3) = W3to
JV(totii2)(O’3)(1’2) = W2ti

Therefore [012] =
{NtQtit2, NtQt2ti, Ntotit3,

Nt-fato, Ntit2t3,

NtoFF,NtGt3t2,Mitofo Nt-fato, Ntitifa,

Nt2toti, Nt2tit0, Nt2tQt3, Nt2t3to3 Nt2tit3,

Nt3t0ti, NtstitQ, Nt3tot2,, Nt3t2tQ, Nt3tit2,Nt3t2ti}
Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of 7\r<012) and apply it
to Ntotit2 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

Ntotit2 • to = Ntotit2to

This is a new double coset which we will label as [0120].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [012] to [0120].

Ntotit2 ■ ti = Ntotit2ti

But we found that [0121] — [012].
Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
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one ti maps [012] to [012].

= Ntoti E [01].

Ntotit2 • t2 = TViofy

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [012] to [01].

Nt^t^t^ • t3 = Nt()tit2t3.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [0123].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,

one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [012] to [0123].
Now, consider the double coset Ntot-fats N which we denoted [0123]. To obtain
the elements in [0123], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and 3, denoted

TV0123. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = £4 which fix 0,1, 2 and

3. The set stabiliser jV^0123) > TV0123 = ((1)). Thus, |TV(0123)| = 1. To find the orbits
of TV<0123> on {0,1,2,3}, we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by JV(0123). The orbits of N't0123)
are {0} , {1}, {2} and {3}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [0123] is

obtained by dividing

= t = ^4. To obtain the elements in this double coset,

we must first find the transversals of TV^0123) in N. The transversals of 7V(0123) in N are

all the elements in S4.
Now we can apply the transversals to Ntotfat3 by conjugation to obtain the

different single cosets in [0123]:
N (totlt2*3)/d(JV) = Wlt2t3

Nfatfats'f1,0^ = Ntfatfa
N (tfoU.^3/2,0) = Ntfatffa
N (totlt2t3)^3,Q^ = Nfat-fato
TV (totfata)^1,2^ = Ntot2tfa

N
= Ntotfati
TV (t0tl^t3)(2’3) = TVt0tii3t2
TV(totit2t3)(O,1’3) = TVtit3t2to

TV (toti^3/0,3,1) = Ntfatfa
N

= Ntitfafa
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N (totit2t3)^3,2’1^ = Nt2totit3
N (t()tlt2t3/0’2’3) = Nt2txtgto

N (tot^h)^0,3,2^ — Nt3titot2
N (totl^ts/1,2,3) — Ntot2t3tl
N (toti^s/1,3,2) = Ntotstite

N (toti^ts/0,1,2,3) — Ntxtztzto
N (^t W°’W) — Ntit3tot2

N (toW3)(O’2,1’3) = Nt2t3txtQ
N (totit2t3/0,2’3,1) — Nt2tot3tx
N (totit2t3/0’3’1,2) — Nt^toti

N (toti^ts/0,3,2’1) = Nt3totxt2

N (toWa/0’1^ — Ntxtot3t2
N(toiit2t3)(°’2)(1’3) = Ntihtotx

N (totit2t3)^0’3^1,2^ = N^t^ito
Therefore [0123] =
{Nt0tit2t3, Ntxtffatz, Nt2titot3, Ntst-fato, Nttfatifa NtGt3t2ti, Nt0tit3t2, Ntit^to,

Nt3tot2tl, Ntxt2tot3, Nt2totxt3, N.t2tlt3tG, Nt3tltot2, Nt0t2t3ti, Ntot3tlt2, Ntit2t3t0,
Ntxt3tQt2, Nt2t3tito, Nt2tot3ti, Ntfatotx, Nt3totit2, Ntitot3t2, Nt2t3toti, Nt3t2tito}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of Nt0123) and apply it to
Ntotit2t3 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

Ntotit2t3 • to = Ntotxt2t3to
This is a new double coset which we will label as [01230].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [0123] to [01230].

Ntotit2t3 ■ tx = Ntotit2t3ti
This is a new double coset which we will label as [01231].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,

one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [0123] to [01231].
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77*0*1*2*3 ■ *2 = 77*0*1*2*3*2

But we found that [01232]

[0123].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,

one ti will map [0123] to [0123]

77*0*1*2*3 • *3 — 77*0*1*2 (*s)2 — 77*0*1*2 G

[012].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
one R collapse the Cayley graph from [0123] to [012].

Now, consider the double coset 7V*o*i*2*o77 which we denoted [0120]. To obtain
the elements in [0120], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1 and 2, A'0120. Note
that in this double coset, we have the relation [0,1,2,0] ~ [2,1,0,2]. The point stabiliser
consists of permutations in 77 = S4 which fix 0,1,2 and permute 3. Hence, the set

stabiliser of 0,1 and 2, A^0120) > A*0120 and, due to the relation mentioned above,the

set stabiliser 77<0120) increases:
N (*o*i*2*o)(°2)

— N*2*i*o*2 = 77*0*1*2*0?

(v [0,1,2,0] ~ [2,1,0,2])

=> (02) E 77<0120)

So, 77t°120) = ((02))

Thus, 177(0120) J = 2. To find the orbits of 77(0120) in {0,1,2,3}, we conjugate 0,1, 2
and 3 by 77^0120\ The orbits of AM0120) are {0,2}, {1} and {3}. The number of single

cosets in the double coset [0120] is obtained by dividing

= ^ = 12. To obtain

the elements in this double coset, we must first find the transversals, of AM0120) in N.

The transversals of 77(0120) in ATare
Id(N), (1,2) (3,0), (2,3), (1,3), (1,3,0,2), (1,2,0),

(1,0,3,2), (1,2,3), (1,0,3), (1,3,2,0), (1,0,2), (3,0).
Now we can apply the transversals to 77*o*i*2*o by conjugation to obtain the

different single cosets in [0120]:
77 (*o*i*2*o)/d^ = 77*0*1*2*0
77 (to*l*2*o)^’2^3’0^

77 (*o*l*2*o/2,3)

— 77*3*2*1*3

= N*o*l*3*0

77 (*o*l*2*o/1,3) — 77*0*3*2*0
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N (totlt2to)^1,3’0,2^ — Nt2t3tit2
N (toti^to)^1’2,0^ = Nt-fatoti
N (W2*o)(1’0’3’2) = Ntstotit^
N (ioti^to/1,2,3) “ Ntotofyto

N (ioWo)^ — Nt3tot2t3
N (^i^o/1’3’2’0) = Ntifytoti

TV(totlt2to)(1,0’2) = Nt2totlt2
N (totit2to)^’0^ = Nt3tit2t3

Therefore [0120] =

{JVtotiMo, Nhtzhta, NtQtit3to, Ntot3t2to, ffyfatfa,

Nt3tQtit3, Ntot2t3to,

Nt3tot2t3, Nt^toti, Nt2totlt2, Nt3tit2t3}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of JV^0120^ and apply it to
NtQtit2to to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
Ntotit2to ■ to = TVtotit2 (to)2 = Artotit2

[012]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 2,
two tf’s will collapse the Cayley graph from [0120] to [012] .

Ntotit2to • ti = Ntoti^toti

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [0120] to [01201].

Ntotit2to ■ t3 = 2V#otit2tot3
Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,

one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [0120] to [01203]
Now, we look at the double coset Ntotit2t3tQN which we denoted [01230]. To
obtain the elements in [01230], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and 3,

TV01230.

pOint stabiliser consists of permutations in N =

which fix 0,1,2 and 3.

The set stabiliser, M01230) > TV01230 thus, |7V(01230) | = 1. In order to find the orbits
of Nt01230) in {0,1,2,3}, we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by _/v<01230). The orbits of A7^01230)
are {0} , {1}, {2} and {3}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [01230] is
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obtained by dividing p^(^30) | = ^ = 24. To obtain the elements in this double coset,
we must first find the transversals of IV^01230) in N. The transversals of A^01230) in N

are all the elements in S4.

Now we can apply the transversals to NtotR2t3to by conjugation to obtain the

different single cosets in [01230]:
= Aio^l^2^3^O

AT
A’

— NtRoDtsti

N
= Nt2titot3t2
N (to^it2i3^o)(3,0) =
N

= N'to^i^o

N
= ATo/s^Mo
N (/0/1/2/3/0/2’3) = Ar/0/1/3/2/0
N (to^2^o/0,1’3) = AT/i/3/2/o/i
N (IoUJl2jL3^o/°’3,1'1

= A7/3/q/2/1^3

^(totl^Mo)^0’1’2^ — Ntit2tot3ti

N (io^i^^o/0’2,1) = Ar/2/0/1/3/2
AT (to^l^2^3^o)^0,2’3^ —

A7/2/i/3/o/2

N (totit2*3*o)(°’3’2) = Nt3tRot2t3
N (to^l^3^o)^1’2’3'1 = AT/o^^l^O
N (io^i^^o/1,3’2) = AT0/3/1/2/0

N (ioil^3^o)^0,1’2’3^ = Nt^tstotl

N (io^i^^o)^0’1,3’2) — AT/i/3/o*2*i
AT (io^il2^3^o)^’2,1,3^ — H/2/3/1/0/2
N (to^l^^o/0’2’3’1) = Nt2tf}t3tit2

AT (to/i/^/s^o/0’3’1’2) — A7/3t2^oIil3
N (tofyfo^o/0’3’2’1) —

N (ioii'te^o/0,1^2’3) = Ntito/s^i
N (/oti^sio/0’2^1’3) =
AT (tot 1/2/3/o)C°’3)(1’2) = Art3/2/i/ot3
Therefore [01230] =
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{NtQtitztsto, TVtito^Mi, Nt2titQt3t2, Nt3tit2tQt3, Nt^titzto, Ntot3t2tito,
Ntotit3t2to, Ntit3t2tot!, Nt3tot2tlt3, Ntit2tot3ti, Nt2totit3t2, Nt2tit3tot2,
Nt3titot2t3, NtotitstitOiNtotot^tovNtitztstQti, Ntit3tot2ti, Nt2t3titot2,

Nt2t3totit2, Nt3t2tltQt3}

Nt2tot3tit2, Nt3t2totit3, Nt3totit2t3,

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of Art01230) and apply it to
TVtoiit2t3io to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
Ntotit2t3tQ - to = Nt0tit2t3 (to)2 = Ntotit2t3 G [0123]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [01230] to [0123].
Ntotit2t3to • ti = 7Vt0tit2t3t0ti

This is a new double coset which we will label as [012301].
Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [01230] to [012301].

7Vtotit2t3to • t2 — Ntotit2t3tot2
This is a new double coset which we will label as [012302].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,

one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [01230] to [012302].
TVtotit2t3to • t3 = 7Vtotit2t3tot3

But we found that [012303]

[01203].

This is a new double coset which we will label as [01203].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
one ti maps from [01230] to the new double coset [01203].

Now, we look at the double coset Ntotit2t3tiN which we denoted [01231]. To
obtain the elements in [01231], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1, 2, and 3,

denoted by TV01231. Note that for this double coset, we obtained the following relation
[0,1,2,3,1]

[0,3,2,1,3]. The point stabiliser consists of the permutations in TV = S4
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which fix 0,1,2 and 3. The set stabiliser TV<01231) > TV01231 and, due to the relation
mentioned above, TV<01231) increases:

TV

= Ntot3t2tit3

=

NtotfaFF => (13) e TV<01231)

relation

So, TV<01231) = ((13))
Thus, |TV<01231) | = 2. In order to find the orbits of 7V(01231) in {0,1,2,3}, we conjugate

0,1,2 and 3 by TV^01231). The orbits of 7V<01231) are {0} , {1,3} and {2}. The number of
single cosets inside the double coset [01231] is obtained by dividing

| = ~ = 12.

To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must first find the transversals of TV^01231)
in N. The transversals of A^01231) in N are Id(N), (0,1,2,3), (2,3), (0,2), (0,1,3),

(0,1,2), (1,2) (0,3), (0,3,2), (0,2,3,1), (0,2,1,3), (1,2), (0,3,1).
Now we can apply the transversals to Ntotit2t3ti by conjugation to obtain the

different single cosets in [01231]:
TV (tot= Ntotfat^ti

TV(toW3ti)(O’1,2’3) = Ntfahtoh
TV (totfatsti)^2’3^ = Ntotfat2ti
TV (toti^tsti/0’2) — Ntfatotsti

TV (totlt2t3ti)(°’X’3) = Ntfatfats
N (iohWi)(O,1’2) = TVtit2tot3*2

TV (toW3ti)(1,2)(0,3) = NtshtM*
TV(t0tiWi)(0,3’2) = TVt3titot2ti

TV (totii2t3ti)^0’2’3’^ = Nt2tot3tito
TV (totit2t3ti/0’2,1’3) = TVt2<3^1^0^3
TV (MifoMi/1,2) = Ntot2tit3t2

N (fotitfati)^’3,1} — Nt3tot2tito
Therefore [01231] =

{Ntotfafati, Ntit2t3tot2, Ntotfatfa, Nt2titot3ti, NtfaFtoK, Ntit2tot3t2,
Nt3t2tit0t2i TVt3titot2ti, Nt2tot3tito, Nt2t3titot3, Ntot2tit3t2i Ntfatfato}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of TV<01231) and apply it to

TVtotit2t3ti to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
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Ntot^tsti

• *o = 77*0*1*2*3*1*0

This is a new double coset which we will label as [012310].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [01231] to [012310] .

77*0*1*2*3*1 ’ *1 — TVto*l*2*3 (*1)2 “ *V*o*l*2*3

£ [0123]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 2,

two tfis will collapse the Cayley graph from [01231] to [0123].

77*0*1*2*3*l ' *2 = 77*otl*2*3*l*2

This is a new double coset which we will label as [012312].
Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [01231] to [012312]
Now, we look at the double coset 77*o*i*2*0*177, denoted above as [01201]. To

obtain the elements in the double coset [01201], we must first find the point stabiliser of
0,1 and 2, TV01201. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in 77 = S4 that fix 0,1,

and 2. The set stabiliser, 7V(01201) > TV01201. In this double coset, we have the relations

[0,1,2,0,1] ~ [2,0,1,2,0] - [2,1,0,2,1] - [1,2,0,1,2] - [1,0,2,1,0] ~ [0,2,1,0,2].
Due to this relation, the set stabiliser, M01201), increases:
77 (*o*i*2*0*1 )(02)

= 77t2*i*o*2*i

77totit2*o*i => (02) G 77<01201)

=

relation

So, .V™1231) > ((02))
N (toiit2toti)(O21) = jVt2iotit2to

=.

Witgtoti => (021) 6 7V<°1201)

Now, 77(°1201) > ((02), (021)) S* S3.
Thus 77<01201) = S3 and therefore |*v(01201) | — 31 = 6. In order to find the
orbits of 77t°1201) in {0,1,2,3}, we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by 77(°1201\ The orbits of
2^(01201) are {3} an(} {0,1,2}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [01201]
is obtained by dividing |NffJoi) | =

= 4.

obtain the elements in this double coset,

we must first find the transversals of 77^01201) in 77. The transversals of Aft01201) in 77

are Id(N), (0,1,2,3), (1,0,2,3), (1,3) (0,2).
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Now we can apply the transversals to Ntotit2toti by conjugation to obtain the

different single cosets in [01201]:
TV (totM)1^ =
N (^1 Wl/0’1’^ = Ntit2t3tit2

(1,3)(°>2) = Nt2t3tot2t3

TV (tot

Therefore [01201] = {Ntotit2toti1Ntit2t3tit2,Nt2tQt3t2to,Nt2t3tot2t3}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^01201^ and apply it to
Ntotit2tQty to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

Ntotit2t()ti • ti = Ntotit2to (ii)2 = Ntotit2to € [0120]
Since the orbit of 1 is of length 3,
three t/s will collapse the Cayley graph from [01201] to [0120].

Ntotit2toti • t3 = AY0M2WA3
This is a new double coset which we will label as [012013].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [01201] to [012013].

Now, we look at the double coset NtotitrfcfaN which we denoted [01203],
above. To obtain the elements in the double coset [01203], we must: first find the point

stabiliser of 0,1,2 and 3, TV01203. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = 54
which fix 0,1,2 and 3. The set stabiliser N(01203^ > TV01203. In this double coset, we have
the relation [0,1, 2,0,3] — [2,1,0,2,3]. Due to this relation, the set stabiliser, A^01203\

increases:
N (totit2tot3)^ = Nt2tit0t2t3

= Ntotit2tQt3 => (02) e N’t01203)
relation

So, A^01203) = ((02))

Thus, |2V(°12°3) ] = 2! = 2. In oorder to find the orbits of A^01203\ we conjugate 0,1,2
and 3 by AT(01203>. The orbits of M01203) are {1}, {3} and {0,2}. The number of single
cosets in the double coset [01203] is obtained by dividing pyffJos) | = ^ = 12.

To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must first find the transversals of Aff01203^
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in N. The transversals of A^01203) in N are Id(N), (1, 2) (0,3), (2,3), (1,3), (1,3,0,2),

(1,2,0), (1,0,3,2), (1,2,3), (1,0,3), (1,3,2,0), (1,0,2), (0,3)
Now we can apply the transversals to TV*o*i*2*0*3 by conjugation to obtain the

different single cosets in [01203]:
N (*o*i*2*o*3)7^^ = TV*0*l*2*0*3

N (*0*l*2*0*3/1,2^°'3)

N (*0*l*2*0*3/2,3)

= TV*3*2*l*3*0

= N*0*l*3*0*2

77 (*0*l*2*0*3)^1’3^ = N*o*3*2*0*1

77 (totl*2*O*3)^1,3’0’2^ = 77*2*3*1*2*0

N (*O*l*2*0*3)tl,2,0J

= *V*1*2*O*1*3

N (*0*l*2*0*3/1,0’3’2)
77 (*0*l*2*0*3)(1,2,3)

= TV*3*o*l*3*2

= TV*o*2*3*O*l

TV (*0*i *2*0*3)^’°’^ = 77*3*0*2*3*1

77 (*0*l*2*0*3)^’3’2,0^ = 77*1*3*0*1*2
TV (*0*l*2*0*3)^1,0,2^ = 77*2*0*1*2*3

TV (*0*l*2*0*3)^0,3^ = 77*3*1*2*3*0

Therefore [01203] =
{AV0*l*2*0*3, Ar*3*2*l*3*0, TVtotl*3*O*2> N*0*3*2*0*l, N‘*2*3*l*2*0) 77*1*2*0*1*3?

77*3*0*1*3*2, TV*o*2*3*O*l? TV*3*o*2*3*1 , N*i*3*o*1*2? 77*2*0*1*2*3? Nt3tit2*3*o}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^01203) and apply it
to

TV*o*i*2*o*3

to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

77*0*1*2*0*3 ■ *3 ~ TV*0*l*2*0 (*3)2 = 77*0*1*2*0

€ [0120]

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,

one *2 will collapse the Cayley graph from [01203] to [0120].

77*0*1*2*0*3 • *1 = 77*0*1*2*0*3*1

This is a new double coset which we will label as [012031].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [01201] to [012013].
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NtQtit2tQt3 • h = Ntotit2tot3t2

But we found that [012032] ~ [01230]

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 2,
two tfs will map from [01203] to [01230].

Now, we look at the double coset Ntotit2t3totiN which we denoted [012301].
To obtain the elements in [012301], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and
3, TV012301. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S4 which fix 0, 1,2
and 3. The set stabiliser, Nt012301) > jy0i230i

Thug, | ^(012301) | _ j

jn or^er t0

find the orbits of JV(°12301) in {0,1,2,3}, we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by 2V(°12301) . The

orbits of 7V(01230) are {0}, {1}, {2} and {3}. The number of single cosets in the double

coset [012301] is obtained by dividing

= y- = 24. To obtain the elements in

this double coset, we must first find transversals of A^012301) in N, The transversals of
jV(°i230i)

Afare all the elements in S4.

Now we can apply the transversals to Ntotit2t3toti by conjugation to obtain
the different single cosets in [012301]:

N (tot^toh)1^ = Ntotit2t3toti
TV(W2Wi)(1,0) =

Ntrtohtohto

N (totlt2^3^o£l)(2’0) = Nt2titot3t2ti
N (totit2t3toti)(3,ty = Nt3t-]t2tot3ti

N (io^2£3toti)(1,2) = Ntot2t!t3tot2
n

(tot^tot^ = TVAM2LW3

N(toiiWoti)(2,3) = TVtoiit3t2toti

TV (totit^toti)^’1’3} = Nt1t3t2tot1t3
N (totit2t3toti)^0'3^ = Nt3tot2tit3to

TV (totlt2t3totiyO’l’2) = Ntit2tot3tit2
N (totit2t3totiyQ'2,1) = Nt2totit3t2to

TV Cto*i*2*3*o*i/°’2’3) = TV t2tit3tot2ti
TV(totiWoti)(O,3,2) = TVt3tltot2t3tl

TV (toilt2t3toti),2’3) = Ntot2t3titot2
N (toiii2i3ioii)(1,3’2) - NtQt3tit2tot3
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— Ntit2t3totit2

TV

N
— Ntit3tot2tit3
TV (fotl^tsto^l)^0’2’1’3) — Nt2t3t-]tQt2t3
TV (foti^tsioii/0,2,3’1) — Nt2tot3tit2to
TV (totit2t3totl)tO>3,1,2) — TVt3<2to^l^2

TV (toti^a^o^i)^0’3,2’1^ ~ TV£3£otit2i3io

TV (ioiii2i3ioii)^°’1X2,3^ = Ntitois^tiio
TV(t0tit2t3^oti)(0,2X1,3) = Nt2t3tQtit2t3

TV (toil^3^ofy)^°’3X1’2^ = Nt3t2tltot3t2
Therefore [012301] =

{Ntot^tstoti, Ntitot2t3tito, TV^iiioi^tb TV^i^o^i, AY0MM3M2, TVf0MMiMs,
NtQtit3t2toti, Ntit3t2totit3, Nt3tot2tlt3to, Ntitztotsfrifa Nt2totit3t2to, Nt2tit3tot2ti,
Nt3titot2t3ti, Ntot2t3t-]_tQt2, Ntot3t-]t2tQt3, Ntit2t3totit2, NtitstQtrtits, Nt2t3titot2t3i

TV^to^tL^o, Nt3t2totit3t2, Nt3totit2t3to, TVtitote^iiio, TVi2t3toiii2t3)
Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of aM012301) and apply it to
NtQtit2t3toti to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

TVtotii2t3^oti ■ io = TVtotit2i3toiiio
But when checking if this double coset was new,

we found [0123010] - [012310].
=> Ntotit2t3totito — TVtotit2i3iiio 6 [012310]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti will map [012301] to the new double coset [012310].
Ntotit2t3toti ■

= Ntot]t2t3to (ti)2 = Ntotit2t3tQ G [01230]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [012301] to [01230].
TVtotit2i3ioii • t2 = Ntotit2t3totit2

This is a new double coset which we will label as [0123012],
Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
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one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [012301] to [0123012].

NtOtxt2t3totx • t3 = Nt0tlt2t3*0tlt3

This is a new double coset which we will label as [0123013].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
one ti maps from [012301] to the new double coset [0123013].
Now, we look at the double coset Ntotxt2t3tot2N which we denoted [012302].

To obtain the elements in [012302], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,
and 3, N012302. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S4 which fix

0,1,2 and 3. The set stabiliser, 7x7(012302) > yy012302. jn ^is double coset, we have the

relation [0,1,2,3,0,2] ~ [2,1,0,3,2,4]. Due to this relation, the set stabiliser, ]v(012302)?

increases:
N (40*1*2*3*0*2/°2) = Nt2titot3t2to

So, N<012302) > ((02))

Nt0*l*2*3*0*2 => (02)

g

A^012302)

S2 =>N<012302) = S2

Thus, |N(°12302)| = 2! = 2. In orer to find the orbits of N<012302) in {0,1,2,3}, we conju
gate 0,1,2 and 3 by 7v(012302), The orbits of _zv(012302) are {1}, {3} and {0,2}. The num

ber of single cosets in the double coset [012302] is obtained by dividing

=

12. To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must first find the transversals of
^(012302) in N The transversals of 77(012302) are; Jd^
2) (3j
3,0, y ,
(1,2,0), (1,0,3,2), (1,2,3), (1,0,3), (1,3,2,0), (1,0,2), (3,0)
Now we can apply the transversals to Ntotit2t3tot2 by conjugation to obtain
the different single cosets in [012302]:

N

— Ntotxt2t3tot2
-N (io*i*2*3*o*2/1,2^3’0) — Xt3t2txtot3tx
N (*0*l*2*3*0*2/2’3)

=

Ntotit3t2tot3

N (totxt2t3tot2y1,3^ = NtQt3t2titot2
N (to*it2*3*0*2)^1’3’0’2^

= N42 *3*1*0 *2*1

N (totit2t3tot2^1>2’^ = Ntit2tot3titQ
N (*o*i*2*3*o*2)(1,0’3’2)

= Ntgto*i*2*3*i

N (to*l*2*3*O*2)^1,2’3^ =

Ntot2t3txtot3
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AT (totlt2t3tot2)(W) = Nt3t0t2tlt3t2
N (totit2t3tot2')^1>3,2,0^

= Ar/i/3to/2^1io

AI (/0/1/2/3/0/2/1’0’2) — 11/2^0^1^2^1

N (totit2t3toh/3,G^ =

AI/3/1/2/0/3/2

Therefore [012302] =
{Ar/o/i/2/3io/2) Al/3/2/1/0/3/1, Ar/o/i/3/2/oi3, Al/o^/i/t^, AI/2/3/i/o/2/i,

AIZi/2/o^ii^o,

AI/3/0/1/2/3/l, AI/o/2^3il^oi3,11/3/0/2^1^3^2, Al/i/s/f^/l/o, A7/2/o/l/3^2tl, AI/s/j^/o^}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^012302) and apply it to

IV/0/1/2/3/0/2 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
AI/0/1/2/3/0/2 • /2 = AI/0/1/2/3/0 C/2)2 = AI/0/1/2/3/0

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 2,
two t/s will collapse the Cayley graph from [012302] to [01230].

AI/0/1/2/3/0/2 • ti = Ar/0/1/2/3/0/2/1

This is a new double coset which we will label as [0123021].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
one t{ will extend the Cayley graph from [012302] to [0123021].

IV/0/1/2/3/0/2 ■ /3 = IV/0/1/2/3/0/2/3

But when checking if this double coset was new,

we found [0123023] ~ [012302]
Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,

one ti maps from [012302] to the [012302].

Now, we look at the double coset AI/0/1/2/3/1/0AI which we denoted [012310].
To obtain the elements in [012310], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,

and 3, AI012310. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in AI = S4 which fix

0,1,2 and 3. The set stabiliser, jv^012310) > AI012310. In this double coset, we have the

relation [0,3,2,1,3,0]

increases:

[0,1,2,3,1,0]. Due to the relation, the set stabiliser, A^012310),
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= TVtotit2t3tito => (13) 6 a^012310>
TGlOrtlOn
So, TV<012310> > ((13)) 2* S2 =>M01231°) = s2

TV (tot&tzhto)^ = Ntotztztrtsto

Thus, [A^012310)] = 2! = 2. In order to find the orbits of aA012310) in {0,1,2,3},
we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by

aM012310\

The orbits of TV^012310) are {0}, {2} and

{1,3}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [012310] is obtained by di
viding 1^(0^310)1 = T =

°btam the elements in this double coset, we must

first find the transversals, of jV^012310^ in N. The transversals of TV<012310) in TV are:

/d(TV), (1,2,3,0), (2,3), (2,0), (1,3,0), (1,2,0), (1,2) (3,0), (2,0,3), (1,0,2,3),

(1,3,0,2), (1,2), (1,0,3).
Now we can apply the transversals to TVtotit2t3tito by conjugation to obtain

the different single cosets in [012310]:
N (t0tit2t:il.1tEyd!-N> = Artotit2t3tito

JV Ro41t2t3tlto)(1,2’3’O) = JVtl<243*ot2il
N (iotlt2t3£l£o/2’3) = JVtoflt3t2<lto

^V(totlt2^3il^o)^2,0^ = ZVt2ilio^3il^2
N (totit2t3tiio)(1,3'O) = Wtit3t2tot3ti
N (to(lt2t3tlto)(1,2’0) = Wtl42t0t3t2t1

N (toilt2i3£lto)(1,2^3,0) = Nt3t2tltQt2t3

•/V(toW3iiio)(2’O’3) = JVt3tit0t2ti«3
W(totit243tito)(1'o'2’3) = JVtaWltOfe
N (<otit2t3tito)(1’3’0,2) = NWiWs

N (totlt2t3tlto)<1’(1’3) = Nt3tot2tltot3
Therefore [012310] =

{Ntot^tstito, Ntit2t3tot2tr, Ntotr^tito, TVt2titoi3tit2, Nt^t^ot^ti, Nt ii2<o*3*2*i,

TVt3t2Mo^3> TVf3tito42^1^3, Nt2tot3t1tot2, TVt2t3titot3t2, Ntohtyto^to, TVt3tot2*lM3}
Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of Aft012310) and apply it to
TVtotit2t3tito, to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

TVtotit2t3tito - to = TVtQtit2t3ti (to)2 = 7Vtotit2t3ti
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Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [012310] to [01231] .

77*0*1*2*3*1*0 • *2 = N*otl*2*3*l*O*2

This is a new double coset which we will label as [0123102].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [012310] to [0123102].

77*0*1*2*3*1*0 ' *1 = TVt0*i*2*3*l*0*l

But when checking if this double coset was new,
we found [0123101] ~ [012301]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 2,
two fi’s map from [012310] to [012301].

Now, we look at the double coset Ntot1*2*3*1*277 which we denoted [012312].
To obtain the elements in[012312], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and

3, X012312. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in 77 = S4 which fix 0,1,2 and
3. The set stabiliser, 7y(012312) >

In this double coset, we have the relations

at012312.

[0,1,2,3,1,2] ~ [0,3,1,2,3,1] and [0,1,2,3,1,2] ~ [0,1,3,2,1,3] . Due to this relation,
the set stabiliser, Ar(012312)? increases:
N (t0tii2t3tit2)(132) = Ws*i*2t3ti

Ntotititshtz => (132) g Art012312)

=
relation

77

(*o*l*2*3*1*2/23>

— 77*0*1*3*2*1*3

=

7V*otit2*3*l*2 => (23) E A^012312)

refusion

So, 77<01231°) > ((132), (23)) “ S3

=>n(012310) =

S3

Thus, |A*(°12312)| = 3! = 6. In order to find the orbits of A*t012312> in {0,1,2,3}, we

conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by jv^012312). The orbits of A^012312) are {0} and {1,2,3}. The

number of single cosets in the double coset [012312] is obtained by dividing

=

~ = 4. To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must first find the transversals

of A^012312) in TV. The transversals of A^t012312) in 77 are: 7d(77), (1,2,3,0), (1, 3) (2,0),

(1,0,3,2).

Now we can apply the transversals to TV*o*i*2*3*i*2-N by conjugation to obtain

the different single cosets in [012312]:
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TV
= Ntotfat^tfa
TV (totfatstfa)^ = Ntfahtotzts

TV (totfatstih)^1’3^2,0^ — Xt2t3totit3to
N (totfatstfay1'0,3,2^ — Nt3totit2tot3

Thus, [012312] = {NtQt1t2t3t1t2iNt1t2t3tot2t3,Nt2t3tQt1t3toiNt3t(itfatot3}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of 7y(°12312) and apply it
to Ntotfatstfa to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
Ntotfatstfa • t2 = NtotfatsK (t2)2 = NtotitfatL

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 3,
three tfs will map from [012312] to [01231].

Ntotitfatfa • t0 = Ntotitfatfato
This is a new double coset which we will label as [0123120].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [012312] to [0123120].
Now, we look at the double coset NtotfatotfaN which we denoted [012013],
To obtain the elements in [012013], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and

3, TV012013. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = S4 which fix 0,1,2
and 3. The set stabiliser, A^012013) > AT012013. In this double coset, we obtained the

following relations [0,1,2,0,1,3] ~ [0,2,1,0,2,3] and [0,1,2,0,1,3] ~ [1,2,0,1,2,3] .
Due to this relation, the set stabiliser, A^012013), increases:
TV fatfatotfay012^ = Ntfatotfats
N (W2 W3)<12) ~ Ntot2titot2t3

=

relation

TVto^i^2^o^i^3

= Ntotfatotfa
Tsldtiorir
So, M012013) > ((012), (12)) “ S3 =>TV(°12013) = S3

(012) G AT^012013^
(12) G Af(012013)

Thus, |TV(012013) I = 3! = 6. In order to find the orbits of TV^012013^ in {0,1,2,3}, we

conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by Af(012013\ The orbits of TV^012013) are {3} and {0,1,2}. The
number of single cosets in the double coset [012013] is obtained by dividing ■|jv-(o^q13)| =
= 4. To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must first find the transversals

of TV^012013) in TV. The transversals of A^012013) in TV are: Id(TV), (1, 2,3,0), (1, 3) (2,0),
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(1,0,3,2)

Now we can apply the transversals to 77*0*1*2*0*1*3 by conjugation to obtain
the distinct single cosets in [012013]:

N
= TV*o*l*2*O*l*3
N (to*l*2*O*l*3)^’2’3’^ = TV*l*2*3*l*2*0
TV (*0*l*2*0*l*3)^1,3^2,0^ = TV*2*3*0*2*3*l

TV (*0*l*2*0*l*3)^1,0’3’2^

= 77*3*0*1*3*0*2

Therefore [012013] = {TV*otit2*o*i*3,N*i*2*3*i*2*o,-Nt2*3*o*2*3*i,T7*3*o*i*3*o*2}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of 7V(012013) and apply it to
77*0*1*2*0*1*3

to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

TV*o*1*2*O*1*3 • *3 = TV*o*1*2*O*1 (*3)2 = 77*0*1*2*0*1

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [012013] to [01201] .

77*0*1*2*3*1*2 ' *0 = 77*0*1*2*3*1*2*0

But when checking if this double coset was new,
we found [0123120] ~ [012031]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 3,
three i/s map from [012013] to [012031].

Now, we look at the double coset TV*o*i*2*o*3*iTV which we denoted [012031].

To obtain the elements in [012031], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and
3, TV012031. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = S4 which fix 0,1,2, and
3. Notice that in this double coset, we have the relation [0,1,2,0,3,1] ~ [2,1,0,2,3,1].
Due to the relation mentioned above, the set stabiliser, ]y(°12031\ increases:
TV (*o*i*2*o*3*i)^ = 77*2*1*0*2*3*1

So,

TV<012031> >

((02)) “ S2

=.

TSlOitZOHr

=>7V(°12031) =

77*0*1*2*0*3*1 => (02)

E

TVt012031)

S2

Thus, |77(012031) | = 2! = 2. In order to find the orbits of ,/y(012031) in {0,1,2,3},

we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by jy(012031).

The orbits of 2y(012031) are {1},{3} and
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{0,2}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [012031] is obtained by di
= 12. To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must

viding

first find the transversals, of Ad012031) in N. The transversals of yyl012031) in AI, are

Id (AI), (1,2) (3,0), (2,3), (1,3), (1,3,0,2),
(1,2,0), (1,0,3,2), (1,2,3), (1,0,3), (1,3,2,0), (1,0,2), (3,0)
Now we can apply the transversals to Ntotit2tot3ti by conjugation to obtain
the distinct single cosets in [012031]:

= Ntotit2tot3tl
AI (to/l/2/0/3/l)^1,2^3’0^ = Nt3t2tit3tQt2
AI

AI (/o/l/2/o/3/l/2i3) =

NtQtit3tQt2ti

AI (to/i^/o/s/l/1,3) “ AI/0/3/2/0/1/3

AI (/o/l/2/o/3/l) (1’3’0,2^ = AI/2/3/1/2/o/3
AI (to/l/2/0/3/l)^1’2’0^ —

Ntit2totit3t2

AI (totlt2toi3il)^1,0,3’2^ = Nt3tQtit3t2to

Ntot2t3tot\t2

N (to/l/2/0/3/l)^1’2’3^

—

N (/0/1/2/0/3/1/1’0’3)

= 11/3/0/2/3/1/0

N (/0/1/2/0/3/iy0’1’3’2)

= AI/1/3/0/1/2/3

AI (/0/1/2/0/3/iy1’0,2) = AI/2/0/1/2/3/0

AI(/O/l/2/o/3/l)(3,O) = AI/3/1/2/3/otl

Therefore [012031] =
{11/0/1/2/0/3/1, AI/3/2/1/3/o/2, 11/0/1/3/0/2/1, AI/o/3/2/o/1/3

AI/1/2/0/1/3/2,

AI/3/0/1/3/2^, AI/0/2/3/0/1/2AI/3/0/2/3/1/0, AI/1/3/0/1/2/3, Nt2totit2t3tQ, AI/3/i/2/3/o/l}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of AI<012031) and apply it
to AI/0/1/2/0/3/1 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

AI/0/1/2/0/3/1 • /1 = AI/0/1/2/0/3 (ti)2 = Al/0/1/2/0/3

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [012031] to [01203].
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Ntot^tot^tx • *3

= N*o*1*2*O*3*1*3

But when checking if this double coset new,
we found [0120313] - [012013]

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
one ti maps from [012031] to [012013].

N*o*l*2*O*3*l ' *0 = Nto4142*0*3*1*0

But when checking if this double coset was new,

we found [0120310] - [0123013]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 2,
two */s map from [012031] to [0123013].

Now, we look at the double coset N*o*i*2*3*o*i*2*V which we denoted [0123012].
To obtain the elements in [0123012], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and

3, N0123012. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N =

which fix 0,1,2 and

3. The set stabiliser, N<0123012) > N0123012.Thus, |N<0123012) | = 1. In order to find the
orbits of N(°123012) in {0,1,2,3}, we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by Ad01230*2) . The orbits
of jv(0123012) are {0} , {1}, {2} and {3}. The number of single cosets in the double coset

[0123012] is obtained by dividing 1^(0123012) | = y = 24. To obtain the elements in this
double coset, we must first find the transversals, of N^0123012hn N. The transversals of
yy(0123012)

yy, are

elements jn £4<

Now we can apply the transversals to N*o *1*2 *3*0*1 *2 by conjugation to obtain
the distinct single cosets in [0123012]:
N (*o*l*2*3*O*l*2)^rf^ = N*o*l*2*3*O*l*2
N (*o*l*2*3*O*l*2)^1,0^ = N*i*o*2*3*l*O*2

N (*0*l*2*3*0*l*2)(2’0) = N*2*l*0*3*2*1*0
N (*0*l*2*3*0*l*2)(3’°) = N*3*i*2*0*3*1*2
N (*o*1*2*3*0*1*2)^’2^ = N*o*2*1*3*O*2*1
N (*o*1*2*3*O*1*2)(1,3) = N*o*3*2*1*0*3*2
N (*o*1*2*3*O*1*2/2’3) = AT*o*i*3*2*O*1*3
N (*o*1*2*3*O*1*2)^0,1’3^ = N*i*3*2*q*1*3*2
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N (totlt2Wl*2)C°'3,1) = WMW!
N(Mit2t3toM2)(O,1,2) = WsWi^to
N (totihtstot^)10-2-^ = Nt2tatit3t2toti
N(totiWotit2)(Q’2’3) = WiWzhte

N (toWsWa)^2’ = W1WM>
JV(totii2i3totit2) (1'2’3) = NtoWiWs

W(totit2t3toti<2)(1'3,2) = Ws*lW3h

^(totltststotl^)*0'1'2’3’ = Ntlt2t3toilt2t3
N (totit2t3totii2)(o’1'3'2) = WsWlWo

2V(totit2Wii2)(O,2’1,3) = WsWM
JV (totitatatotiia)^’2’3’1’ = NtMthtitots
N (Mit2t3totit2)(0,3’1’2) = Ntititahtfato
N (tOtlt2<3totlt2)(O,3’2’1) =

jV(totlt2t3totlt2)(O’1)(2’3) = WoWl*O<3
N(tOtlt2t3toili2)<O'2)(1'3) =

N(toW3to*ite)(O’3)(1’2) =
Therefore [0123012] =

TViitot2i3iiioi2j TVt2tiiot3t2tiio, Nt3tit2tot3tit2, TVtot2iit3tot2iiJ

Ntoi3i2ilioi3t25 TVtot it3t2totit3? Nt it

, Nt3tQt2t]t3tot2, Ntit2tot3tit2to,

Nt2totit3i2toii) At2tii3tot2tit3, TVt3t1tot2t3tito, TVtot2t3titot2t3, TVtot3tit2tot3ti,
Ntit2t3ioiii2i3j Ariit3tot2tii3to> Nt2t3titot2t3ti, Nt2tot3tit2tot3, TVt3t2totii3i2io)

Nt3totit2i3toti, TVtitoi3t2titot3, Nt2t3totit2t3to, TVt3t2titot3t2ti}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of jv(0123012) and apply it
to TVtotit2t3toiii2 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

TVtotit2t3toiii2 • t2 — TVtotit2t3toti (t2)2 — Ntotit2t3toti G [012301]

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0123012] to [012301] .

Ntotit2t3totit2 • to = TVtotit2i3toiii2io
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This is a new double coset which we will label as [01230120].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [0123012] to [01230120]

NtQtit2tstotit2 ■ ti = Ntotit2t3tQtit2ti

When checking if this double coset was new,
we found [01230121] - [0123021]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,

one ti maps from [0123012] to [0123021]

Ntotit2t3totit2 • h = Ntotit2t3totit2t3
When checking if this double coset was new,

we found [01230123] ~ [0123012]
Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,

one ti maps from [0123012] to [0123012].
Now, we look at the double coset Ntot-fatototjt&N which we denoted [0123013],

To obtain the elements in [0123013]. we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and
3, IV0123013. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S4 which fix 0,1,2 and
3. The set stabiliser, Ad0123013) > AT0123013. Thus, |Ad0123013)| = 1. In order to find the

orbits of Aft0123013) jn {0,1,2,3}, we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by A^0123013). The orbits of

^(0123013) are {0}, {1}, {2} and {3}. The number of single cosets in the double coset

[0123013] is obtained by dividing |JV(0i^013)| =

= 24. To obtain the elements in this

double coset, we must first find the transversals, of A^0123013) in N. The transversals of
TV(0123013)

jy, are£Qi the elements in S4.

Now we can apply the transversals to Ntotrf^tetotits by conjugation to obtain

the distinct single cosets in [0123013]:

TV (totit2t3totit3)Id^ = TVtot
TV (totii2t3^oilt3)(1,0) = Ntitot2t3titot3

TV (totit2t3totit3)^2,°^ = Nt2trtot3t2tit3
TV (totit2t3totit3)^’0^ = Nt3tit2tot3tito
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Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^0123013) and apply it
to *V
oi

2*3oi

*o determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

*Vt0*1*2*3*0*1*3

■ *3 = *V*0*l*2*3*0*l (*3)2 = *Vtotl*2*3*O*l

€ [012301]
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Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0123013] to [012301].
• to = Ntotfatstotitfa
When checking if this double coset was new,
we found [01230130] - [0123013]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti maps from [0123013] to [0123013]
Ntotit2t3tot1t3 • ti = Ntotitfatotfati
When checking if this double coset was new,
we found [01230131]

[012031]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
one ti maps from [0123013] to [012031]

Ntotfat3totit3 • t2 = Ntotfatstotfah
When checking if this double coset was new,

we found [01230132] ~ [01230120]

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,

one ti maps from [0123013] to [01230120]
Now, we look at the double coset Ntotfat3tot2tiN which we denoted [0123021],
To obtain the elements in [0123021]. we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and

3, /V0123021. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S4 which fix 0,1,2 and
3. Tthe set stabiliser, A^0123021) > TV0123021.In this double coset, we have the relation

[0,1,2,3,0,2,1] ~ [2,1,0,3,2,0,1], Due to this relation, the set stabiliser,

a^0123021\

increases:
N (totitfatotfay02^ = Nt2titQt3t2tQti

=

Ntotit2t3tot2ti

relation

=> (02) e Ar(0123021)

So, AM0123021) > ((02))

S2 =>M0123021) = S2

Thus, |a^0123021)| = 2! = 2. In order to find the orbits of A/t0123021) in {0,1,2,3},

we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by A/^0123021) . The orbits of aM0123021) are {1}, {3} and
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{0,2}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [0123021] is obtained by divid|jy(O123O21)|

—

12.

~

To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must first

find the transversals of Ad012302*) in AI. The transversals of j\d0123021) in N are all the
elements in S\.

Now we can apply the transversals to Ntotitztstfat, by conjugation to obtain

the different single cosets in [0123021]:

N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)/W

= Nt0*l*2*3*0*2*l

N(t0*l*2*3*0*2*l)(1,0) = N*it0*2*3*l*2*0

x (*0*1*2*3*0*2*1)(2’0) = NtQtxtotststotx

A (*0*l *2*3 *0*2*1)^’°^

=

Nt3tit2t()t3t2ti

N (*o*i*2*3*o*2*i)(1,2)

=

Ntohhtstotxtz

N (*0*1*2*3*0*2*1/1,3)

=

NtQt3t2tltot2t3

N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)(2,3)

=

N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)(0,1,3)

= N*i*3t2t0*i*2*3

N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)(°i3,1)

= N*3*0*2*l*3*2*0

N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)^0,1’2^

= N*i*2*0*3*1*0*2

N (*0*1*2*3*0*2*1)(0,2,1)

= Nt2t0*l *3*2*1 *0

N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)t0,2,3) = Ni2*l*3*0*2*3*l

A (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)(0,3’2) =
N (#0*l*2*3*0*2*l)(1,2,3) = Nt0*2*3*l*0*3*2

Ar(*o*i*2*3*o*2*l/1’3,2) = Nto *3* 1*2*0 *1*3

(*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)(0,1’2,3) = Ntit2t3to*l*3*2
AT (*o*i*2*3*o*2*i)(O,1,3,2) = Nti*3tOt2ti*o*3
AT (*0*1*2*3*0*2*1)(0,2,1’3) = Nt2t3*i*o*2*i*3

N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)t°’2’3’1)

= Nt2*0*3*l*2*3*0

AT (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)(0,3,1,2) = A^*3*2*0*l*3*0*2

Ar (*0*i*2*3*0*2*i)(0,3,2il) =

N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)(0,1)(2’3)

Ntstotxi^tstlto

= N*1*O*3*2*1*3*O

AT (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)C°’2)(1’3) = N*2*3*0*l*2*0*3

N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l)(0’3)tl,2) = N*3*2*21*o*3*1*2
Therefore, [0123021] =
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{Ntot^htohtl, Ntito*2*3*l*2*O > TVt2*l*0*3*2*0*1, -Nt3ti t2*0*3*2*l, Nt0*2*l*3*0*l*2 ,
Nto*3*2*l*o*2*3> TVtotit3t2to*3*l> ATtit3t2to*l*2*3; TVt3to*2*l*3*2*O! TV*i*2*0*3*1*0*2)

Nt2*0*l*3*2*l*0, TVt2*l*3*0*2*3*l, TVt3tito*2*3*0*l, TV*o*2*3*1*0*3*2, TV*o*3*1*2*O*1*3i

Nti*2*3*0*l*3*2, ^*1*3*0*2*1*0*31 *V*2*3*1*O*2*1*3, N*2*0*3*1 *2*3*0, N’*3*2*0*l*3*0*2J

Nt3to*l*2*3*l*O, ^1^0*3*2*1*3*01 TVt2*3*0*l*2*0*3i TVt3t2*21*0*3*l*2}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of
to

N*o*i*2*3*o*2*i

123021) and apply it

to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

TVto*l*2*3*O*2*l • *1 = TVto*l*2*3*O*2 (*i)2 = AT*0*l*2*3*0*2 €

[012302]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0123021] to [012302].

TVto*l*2*3*O*2*l 1 *0 = N*o*l*2*3*O*2*l*O

When checking if this double coset was new,
we found [01230210] - [0123012]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one tf maps from [0123021] to [0123012]

TVt0*l*2*3*0*2*l • *2 = 7Vt0*l*2*3*0*2*l*2

When checking if this double coset was new,

we found [01230212] — [0123012]
Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,

one ti maps from [0123021] to [0123012]

Ar*0*l*2*3*0*2*l • *3 = TV*o*l*2*3*O*2*l*3

This is a new double coset which we will label as [01230213].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [0123021] to [01230213].
Now, we look at the double coset Nio*i*2*3*i*o*2N which we denoted [0123102].
To obtain the elements in [0123102]. we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and
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3, IV0123102. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in IV = S4 which fix 0,1,2 and
3. Hence [at0123102] = 15 and the set stabiliser, aA0123102) > AI0123102. In this double

coset, we have the relation [0,3,2,1,3,0,2] ~ [0,1,2,3,1,0,2]. Due to the relation, the

set stabiliser, A^0123102), increases:

IV (/o/i/2/3/i/o/2)^13^ = NtotzhtihtoD

=

IV/0/1/2/3/1/0/2

relation

--- (13) € aA0123102)
So, IV<0123102) > ((13))

S2 =>M0123102) = S2

Thus, |tv(0123102)| = 2! = 2. In order to find the orbits of Ad0123102) in 0,1,2,3},
we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by iy(0123102> . The orbits of AI^0123102) are {0}, {2} and

{1,3}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [0123102] is obtained by di
= 12. To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must

viding |JV(0i^3ltl2)| =

first find the transversals of Ad0123102) in IV. The transversals of at(°123102) in IV are:

Id(N), (1,2,3,0), (2,3), (2,0), (1,3,0), (1,2,0),
(1,2) (3,0), (2,0,3), (1,0,2,3), (1,3,0,2), (1,2), (1,0,3).
Now we can apply the transversals to Ntotit2tstitot2 by conjugation to obtain
the different single cosets in [0123102]:

IV (tot^tshtoh)1^ = NtotR^titoh
N (to/l/2/3/1/0/2/1’2’3’0) = Nt-4t2t3tot2tit3

N

= NtQtit3t2titot3

IV(/Oil/2/3tlto/2)(2,O) = IVt2tltot3tl/2to
IV (to/l/2/3/l/oi2)^’3’^ = IV/it3t2/o/3/1^2

IV (/o/l/2/3/l/o/2)^1,2’°^ = IV/i/2/0/3/2/l/o
IV (/o/l/2/3/l/o/2)^’2^3’0^ = IV/3/2/1/0/2/3/l
IV (40/1/2/3/1/0/2) ^‘2’0’3'1 = Nt3txtQt2tit3to
IV (/o/l/2/3/l/o/2)^1,0’2’3^ = A^/2/0/3/1/0/2/3
IV (/0/1/2/3/1/0/2)
— IV/2/3/1/0/3/2/1
IV (/o/l/2/3/l/o/2)^1,2^ = IV/o/2/l/3/2/otl
IV (40/1/2/3/1/0/2) ^’°’3^ = IV/3/0/2/1/0/3/2

Therefore [0123102] =

{IV/0/1/2/3/1/0/2) IV/1/2/3/0/2/1/3) IV/0/1/3/2/1/0/3) IV/2/1/0/3/1/2/0) IV/1/3/2/0/3/1/2)
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Nt3t2tltot2t3ti, Nt3titot2tit3to. Ntfatstfatfa, Nt2t3tfat3t2ti,

Ntot2t-Lt3t2tQti, N't3tot2tltot3t2 }
Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^0123102) and apply it to

Ntotit2t3titQt2 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
TVtotit2t3titot2 ■ K — Ntot4t2t3titQ (t2)2 — Ntotfatstitf) e [012310]

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0123102] to [012310] .

Nto*iM3*i*ot2 •

= Ntotfat3titQt2to

When checking if this double coset was new,
we found [01231020] - [0123120]
Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one U maps from [0123102] to the double coset [0123120]

Ntotit2t3tfat2 • tl = Ntotit2t3tit()t2ti
When checking if this double coset was new,
we found [01231021] ~ [01230120]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 2,
two tj’s map from [0123102] to the new double coset [01230120]

Now, we look at the double coset NtotitfatfatoN which we denoted [0123120].
To obtain the elements in [0123120], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and

3, AT0123120. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = St which fix 0,1,2 and
3. The set stabiliser,

a^0123120>

> AT0123120. In this double coset, we have the following

relations [0,2,3,1,2,3,0] ~ [0,1,2,3,1,2,0] and [0,1,3,2,1,3,0] - [0,1,2,3,1,2,0] .
Due to this relation, the set stabiliser, A^0123120), increases:

N (totfatstfato)^23^ = Ntot2t3tit2t3to

=

Ntotitfatfato

relation

=> (123) G AT(°12312°)

N

=> (23)

= Ntotit3t2tit3tQ

=

relation

Ntotit2t3tit2to

6 jy(°123120)

So, jy(oi23i2o) > ((123) t (23)) “ S3

=>n(012312°) =

S3
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Thus, [M0123120)| = 3! = 6. In order to find the orbits of A^0123120) in {0,1,2,3}, we

conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by Ad0123120) . The orbits of aA0123120> are {0} and {1,2,3}.

The number of single cosets in the double coset [0123120] is obtained by dividing
._ _ _ 1*1_ _ _ r = 24 = 4
6

77(0123120)

To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must first

find the transversals of jy(oi23i2O) jn yy

transversals of AT<0123120) in N, are:

Id(N), (1,2,3,0), (1,3) (2,0), (1,0,3,2)
Now we can apply the transversals to Ntotit2t3tit2to by conjugation to obtain

the distinct single cosets in [0123120]:

TV (totit2t3tit2to)ld^ = Ntotit2t3tit2to
N (totit2t3tlhto/1,2,3,0^ = Ntit2t3tQt2t3ti

— Nt2tot2tft3tot2

N

AT (io^i^a^i^o/1,0,3,2) = Nt3totit2t()tit3

Therefore
[0123102] = {Ntotit2t3tit2to, TV’tit2t3^0^2^3fy, Nt2tot2tit3tot2, TVY3toil1^3}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of AT^0123120) and apply it to
Ntotit2t3tit2to to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

Ntotit2t3tit2to • to = Ntotit2t3tit2 (to)2 = NtQtit2t3tit2 G [012312]
Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0123120] to [012312].
Ntotit2t3tit2to ■ ti = Ntotit2t3tit2toti

But when checking if this double coset was new,

we found [01231201] - [0123102]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 3,
three ids map from [0123120] to the double coset [0123102]

Now, we look at the double coset Ntotit2t3totit2toN which we denoted
[01230120]. To obtain the elements in [01230120]. we must first find the point stabiliser
of 0,1,2, and 3, AT01230120. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S4 which

fix 0,1,2 and 3. The set stabiliser, A^01230120) > AT01230120. Thus, [a^01230120)| = 1.
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In order to find the orbits of TV*01230120), we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by /vt01230120) .
The orbits of Aft01230120) are {0}, {1} , {2} and {3}. The number of single cosets in the

double coset [01230120] is obtained by dividing j^J12o)| = T = 24. To obtain the
elements in. this double coset, we must first find the transversals of 7^(01230120) in Ar.

The transversals of TV*01230120) in N are all the elements in S4.

Now we can apply the transversals to TVto*i*2*3*o*i*2*o by conjugation to obtain

the distinct single cosets in [01230120]:
A'(*O*l*2*3*O*l*2*o)/d^ = TViofi *2*3*0 *1*2*0
TV (*o*l*2*3*0*1*2*o)( ’

= Af*l*o*2*3*l*0*2*l

AT(*0*l*2*3*0*1*2*0)(2’0) = TV£2*l*0*3*2*l*0*2

N (*O*l*2*3*0*l*2*0)(3’0)

~ ^^^*0*3*1 *2*3

N (*o*i*2*3*o*i*2*o)(1,2)

=

Ntot2tit3tQt2tito

AT(*O*1*2*3*O*1*2*o)(1,3) = TVf0*3*2*l*0*3*2*0

N (*o*i*2*3*o*i*2*o)(2,3)

= TVfotii^oWo

TV (*0*l*2*3*0*l*2*o)^0,1,3^ = TVt1t3t2t0t1t3f2ti

TV (*0*l*2*3*0*l*2*o/0,3,1) = TVi3ioi2*l*3*O*2*3

N (*O*l*2*3*O*l*2*o)(O,1’2)

= *Vt4t2*0*3*l*2*0*l

N(totlt2i3totlt2to)(0,2,1)

= *Vt2t0*l*3*2*0*l*2

AT (*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*o)(0,2,3) = ATt2*l*3*0*2*l*3*2

N (*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*0)(0’3,2)

= TVi3iif0*2*3*l*0*3

N
= Ntot2htitQt2t3to
N (*o*l*2*3*o*l*2*o)(1,3,2) = *Vf0*3*l*2*0*3*l*0
TV(to*i*2*3*0*l*2*o)^0’1,2,3^ = TViif2*3*0*l *2*3*1
N'(*o*1*2*3*0*1*2*o)CO,1’3’2) = TV^igtotsfy^o^

AT (*O*1*2*3*O*1*2*o)C°,2,1’3) = A/'*2*3*i*o*2*3*1*2

K (*O*1*2*3*O*1*2*o)(°’2’3,1)

= A**2*0*3*l*2*0*3*2

N (*0*l*2*3*0*l*2*0)f°,3'1,2)

= fV*3i2*0*l*3*2*0*3

TV (*0*l*2*3*0*l*2*0)(0’3,2,1) = TV*3t0*l*2*3*0*l*3
^(*O*1*2*3*O*1*2*o)C°’1X2’3) =

N (*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*0)(0’2)(1,3)

Ntitot3t2tltot3t1

= TVt2*3*0*l*2*3*0*2

AT (*0*l*2*3*0*l*2*o)^0,3^1’2^ =

Nt3t2*1*0*3*2*1 *3
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Therefore [01230120] =
{77*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*0? N*i*o*2*3*l*O*2*l? 77*2*1*0*3*2*1*0*2? 77*3*1*2*0*3*1*2*3? 77*0*2*1*3*0*2*1*0?

Nto*3*2*l*O*3*2*O? 77*0*1*3*2*0* 1*3*0? TV*i*3*2*0*l*3*2*l? *V*3*o*2*l*3*O*2*3? *V*i*2*0*3*l*2*0*l?
Nt2*0*l*3*2*0*l*2? 77*2*1*3*0*2*1*3*2? 77*3*1*0*2*3*1*0*3? 77*ot2*3*l*O*2*3*O? 77*o*3*i*2*O*3*1*0?

Ntit2*3*o*l*2*3*l? 77*1*3*0*2*1 *3*0*1 ? TVt2*3*l*0*2*3*l*2? 77*2*0*3*1*2*0*3*2? A7*3*2*0*l*3*2*0*3?
Nt3*o*i*2*3*0*1*3? *Vti*o*3*2*l*0*3*l? N*2*3*0*l*2*3*0*2? TV*3t2*i*o*3*2*1*3}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of A/!01230120) and apply it

to 77*o*i*2*3*o*i*2*o

determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

N*0*l*2*3*0*l*2*0 ■ *0 = 77*0*1*2*3*0*1*2 (*o)2 “ -N*o*l*2*3*o*l*2 €

[0123012]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [01230120] to [0123012].

77*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*0 ■ *1 = 77*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*0*1

When checking if this double coset was new,

we found [012301201] - [01230120]
Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,

one ti maps from [01230120] to [01230120]

77*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*0 ’ *2 = 77*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*0*2

When checking if this double coset was new,

we found [012301202] - [0123102]

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
one ti maps from [01230120] to [0123102]

77*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*0 ■ *3 = 77*0*1*2*3*0*1*2*0*3

When checking if this double coset was new,

we found [012301203] - [0123013]

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
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one

maps from [01230120] to [0123013] .

Now, we look at the double coset N*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*3-V which we denoted [01230213].

To obtain the elements in [01230213]. we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,
and 3, AT01230213. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S4 which fix

0,1,2 and 3. The set stabiliser, Ad01230213) > 7^01230213, jn this floub[e coset,. we have
the following relations [1,2,3,0,1,3,2,0] ~ [0,1,2,3,0,2,1,3] and [0,3,2,1,0,2,3,1] ~

[0,1,2,3,0,2,1,3]. Due to this relation, the set stabiliser, 7V(01230213), increases:
N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l*3)''°123^ = N*i*2*3*0*1*3*2*0

N*o*l*2*3*O*2*l*3

=

relation

=> (0123) e Ad01230213).
N (*0*1*2*3*0*2*1*3/13) “ A*o*3*2*l*O*2*3*l

—

relation

N*o*l*2*3*O*2*l*3

(13) G Ad01230213)

So, Ad01230213) > ((0123), (13))

Thus, |Ad01230213)| = 4(2) = 8. In order to find the orbits of Ad01230213) in{0,1,2,3},

we conjugate 0,1,2 and 3 by Ad01230213) . The orbits of Ad01230213) are {0,1,2, 3}.

The number of single cosets in the double coset [01230213] is obtained by dividing
|AT|
| jy(01230213) |

_ 24 = o
”8

To obtain the elements in this double coset, we must first

find the transversals of A/(01230213) jn

tv

transversals of Ad01230213) in N are:

/d(N), (1,3), (0,1,2).
Now we can apply the transversals to N*o*1*2*3*0*2*1*3 by conjugation to obtain

the distinct single cosets in [01230213]:

N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l*3)jf<i^^

= N*o*1*2*3*O*2*1*3

N (*o*i*2*3*O*2*1*3)(1,3) = N*o*3*2*l*O*2*3*l
N (*0*l*2*3*0*2*l*3/0,1’2) — N*i*2*0*3*1*0*2*3

Therefore [01230213] =

{AT*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*3, -V*o*3*2*i*o*2*3*i, N*i*2*o*3*i*o*2*3}

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of Aft01230213) and apply it

to

N*o*i*2*3*o*2*i*3

to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

N*o*1*2*3*O*2*1*3 * *3 — N*q*1*2*3*0*2*1 (*3)2 =

N*0*1*2*3*0*2*1 € [0123021]
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Since the orbit of 3 is of length 4,

all four tfs will collapse the Cayley graph from [01230213] to [0123021] .
Since the set of right cosets obtained is closed under right coset multiplication,we

know that the double coset enumeration is complete. Thus , we obtain the following
Cayley Graph:
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Figure 4.1: The Cayley Graph of A5 x Ag : 2 over S4
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Hence, the double coset enumeration shows that the index of N = S4 in G is at most:

= 1 + 4 + 12 + 24 + 24 + 12 + 24 + 12 + 4 + 12 + 24 + 12 + 12 + 4 + 4 + 12 + 24 + 24 +

12 + 12 + 4 + 24 + 3 = 300

Recall that the order of TV is |TV| = 4! = 24 . Thus |G| < 300 x |TV| = 300 x 24 = 7200.
Therefore, |CJ| < 7200. Now we must show that |G| > 7200:

4.2

The Homomorphic Image of G
We begin by labeling our double cosets as as shown in Table 4.1:
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Table 4.1: Labeling of the Double Cosets

_

Labelingn — Double Coset
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

[]
[4]
[1]
[3]
[2]
[L4]
[3,4]
[2,4]
[2,1]
[4,3]
[4,1]
[2,3]
[3,1]
[1,3]
[3,2]
[2,1,4]
[4,2]
[L2]
[2,3,4]
[3,1,4]
[1,3,4]
[3,2,4]
[3,2,1]
[1,4,3]
[1,2,4]
[3,4,1]
[1,2,3]
[4,2,1]
[2,4,3]
[2,4,1]
[4,2,3]
[4,3,1]
[2,1,3]
[4,3,2]

Labeling

Double Coset

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
Continued

[2,3,1]
[3,2,1,4]
[1,4,2]
[4,1,3]
[4,1,2]
[1,3,2]
[1,2,3,4]
[1,2,4,1]
[3,4,2]
[3,1,2]
[4,2,3,4]
[1,3,4,1]
[2,1,3,4]
[4,3,2,4]
[2,3,1,4]
[4,3,2,1]
[2,1,4,3]
[4,1,3,4]
[4,1,2,4]
[1,3,2,4]
[2,3,4,1]
[4,1,2,3]
[2,3,1,2]
[3,1,2,4]
[3,1,2,3]
[2,4,1,2]
[3,2,4,1]
[1,4,2,3]
[3,4,1,3]
[3,2,1,3]
[3,4,2,1]
[1,2,4,3]
[1,4,3,2]
[4,2,3,1]
on next page
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Labeling Double Coset Labeling Double Coset
104
[4,3,1,2,4]
(4,3,2,1,4]
69
[4,2,1,3,2]
[3,1,4,2]
105
70
[4,3,2,4,1]
[3,4,2,3]
106
71
14,1,2,4,3]
72
[2,4,3,1]
107
[4,1,3,2,1]
[4,2,1,3]
108
73
[3,4,1,2]
109
[2,1,4,3,1]
74
[4,1,3,2]
[4,1,2,3,1]
110
75
111
[1,3,4,2,1]
[4,1,2,3,4]
76
[2,3,1,2,4]
112
[3,1,2,4,3]
77
[2,1,4,3,2]
113
[2,4,1,3]
78
114
[1,4,2,3,1]
[3,1,2,3,4]
79
[1,4,3,2,1,4]
[4,1,2,4,1]
115
80
[2,3,1,4,2]
[4,3,1,2]
116
81
[3,1,4,2,1]
117
82
[1,3,2,4,3]
[1,3,2,4,1]
13,4,1,3,4]
118
83
119
[3,1,4,2,3]
[3,2,1,3,4]
84
[1,2,4,3,1]
[3,4,2,1,4]
120
85
[1,3,4,2]
121
[3,4,2,1,3]
86
[2,3,4,1,2]
[1,2,3,4,2]
122
87
[2,4,1,3,2]
[4,2,3,1,4]
123
88
[3,4,1,2,3,4]
[1,4,3,2,1]
124
89
[4,1,3,4,2]
125
90
[3,2,1,4,3]
[3,4,2,3,1,4]
126
[2,3,4,2,3]
91
11,3,4,1,2]
[2,4,3,1,4]
127
92
[1,2,4,3,2]
[4,2,1,3,4]
128
93
[3,4,1,3,2]
[3,2,1,4,2]
94
129
[2,4,1,2,3,4]
[4,1,3,2,4]
130
95
[1,2,3,1,2,4]
[1,2,3,4,1]
131
96
132
[3,2,4,1,3]
[3,4,1,2,3]
97
[4,2,1,3,2,4]
[3,4,2,1,3]
133
98
134
[4,1,3,2,1,4]
[1,2,4,1,3]
99
[2,3,4,1,3,4]
135
100
[2,3,1,4,3]
[4,1,2,3,1,4]
[4,2,3,4,1]
136
101
[1,3,4,2,1,4]
137
102
[2,4,1,2,3]
[2,1,3,4,2]
11,2,3,1,2)
103
138
Continued on next page
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Table 4.1 - Continued from previous page
Labeling Double Coset Labeling Double Coset
[4,1,2,3,4,2]]
174
[2,1,4,3,2,1,4]
139
11,4,2,3,1,4]
[4,2,3,1,4,2]
175
140
[2,1,4,3,2,1]
[4,1,2,3,1,2]
141
176
[2,4,3,1,2,4]
142
[4,3,2,1,4,3]
177
[3,4,1,2,4,1]
[3,4,2,1,3,2]
143
178
[2,4,3,1,2]
[2,3,1,4,2,1]
144
179
[4,1,3,2,4,31
14,1,3,2,4,1]
145
180
[1,2,4,3,1,4]
[2,3,1,4,2,3]
146
181
[3,4,2,1,3,4]
[3,1,2,4,3,1]
182
147
[4,3,2,1,4,2]
[1,3,4,2,1,3]
183
148
[2,4,1,3,2,41
[1,2,3,4,1,2]
184
149
[3,2,4,1,3,2]
14,1,2,3,4,1]
150
185
[2,3,4,1,2,3,4]
[2,3,4,1,2,3]
186
151
[4,1,3,4,2,1]
152
187
[1,2,4,1,3,2]
[2,3,1,2,4,3]
188
[4,1,2,4,3,1]
153
[1,2,3,4,2,3]
[2,4,3,1,2,4,1]
154
189
[3,4,1,3,2,4]
[3,2,1,3,4,2]
155
190
[3,1,2,3,4,1]
191
156
[4,3,2,4,1,3)
[1,3,4,1,2,31
14,2,3,4,1,2]
157
192
[2,4,1,3,2,4,3]
[2,3,4,2,3,11
193
158
13,4,1,3,4,2]
[4,1,2,4,1,3]
194
159
13,1,2,4,3,2]
[4,2,3,1,4,3]
195
160
12,4,3,1,4,2]
11,3,2,4,3,1]
196
161
162
13,1,4,2,1,3]
197
[2,1,4,3,1,2]
[1,2,4,3,2,1]
[3,1,4,2,1,3,4]
198
163
164
[3,4,2,1,4,3]
199
[2,3,1,4,3,2]
(1,2,4,3,2,1,4]
[1,2,3,4,2,1]
165
200
[1,4,2,3,1,2,4]
[3,2,1,4,2,3]
201
166
[2,4,1,3,2,1]
167
202
1,4,3,2,1,3,40
[3,2,1,4,3,1]
203
[2,1,3,4,2,1,4]
168
[4,2,1,3,4,2]
169
[3,4,1,2,3,1]
204
12,1,3,4,2,1]
[3,2,1,4,3,2,4]
170
205
13,1,4,2,3,1,4]
206
[4,3,1>2,4,3]
171
[3,2,1,4,3,21
[3,2,1,4,3,2,1]
172
207
[1,4,3,2,1,4,3]
13,1,4,2,3,1]
208
173
Continued on next page
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[4,1,2,3,1,2,4]
244
[1,2,3,4,2,3,1]
209
[3,4,1,2,4,1,3]
210
11,3,2,4,1,3]
245
[3,1,4,2,3,4,1]
211
[3,4,2,1,3,2,41
246
212
[1,2,4,31,2]
247
[2,3,1,4,2,1,3]
[1,2,4,3,1,2,4]
[2,3,1,4,2,3,4]
248
213
[3,1,2,4,3,1,4]
249
[1,2,4,3,1,2,3]
214
14,2,3,1,4,2,1]
[1,3,4,2,1,3,4]
250
215
[2,4,1,3,2,4,1)
[1,2,3,4,1,2,4]
251
216
[3,2,4,1,3,2,4]
252
217
14,2,3,1,4,2,3]
[3,4,1,2,3,4,1]
218
253
[2,3,4,1,2,3,11
254
[4,1,2,3,4,1,3]
219
[1,2,3,4,1,2,3]
[3,4,1,2,3,4,2]
255
[4,3,1,2,4,3,1]
220
221
[3,4,2,1,3,4,1]
256
[2,1,3,4,2,1,3]
[3,1,4,2,3,1,2]
257
[4,1,2,3,4,1,2]
222
[1,3,2,4,1,3,2]
[1,3,2,4,1,3,4]
258
223
[4,1,3,2,4,1,2]
224
[1,4,2,3,1,4,3]
259
[1,4,3,2,1,4,2]
[4,2,1,3,4,2,31
225
260
[1,3,4,2,1,3,2]
[2,1,3,4,2,1,3,2]
226
261
[2,1,4,3,1,2,4]
262
14,3,1,2,4,3,2]
227
[2,3,1,4,2,3,1,2]
[4,2,1,3,2,4,1]
263
228
[2,4,3,1,4,2,3]
264
13,2,1,4,2,3,1]
229
[2,3,1,4,3,2,1]
230
265
[1,2,3,4,2,1,3]
11,3,2,4,3,1,2]
[4,1,3,2,1,4,31
266
231
[3,4,2,1,4,3,2]
232
[2,1,3,4,2,3,1]
267
[4,3,1,2,4,1,3]
268
[3,2,4,1,3,2,4,31
233
[1,2,4,3,1,2,4,1]
234
[2,1,4,3,2,4,1]
269
[4,1,2,3,1,4,2]
235
[4,3,2,1,4,2,3]
270
[3,2,4,1,3,2,1]
14,2,3,1,4,3,2]
236
271
14,3,2,1,4,3,1]
272
[l,3,4,3,l,4,2,3j
237
[4,2,1,3,4,1,2]
238
[2,1,4,3,2,1,3]
273
[4,2,1,3,4,2,1]
13,2,1,4,3,1,2]
274
239
275
[1,2,3,4,1,2,3,11
240
12,4,3,1,2,4,3]
[4,3,2,1,4,3,2]
[3,1,2,4,3,1,2,3]
241
276
[4,2,1,3,4,2,1,4]
242
277
[2,3,1,4,2,3,11
[3,4,2,1,3,4,2]
[1,4,2,3,1,4,2)
243
278
Continued on next page
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290
[3,4,2,1,3,4,2,31
279
[4,3,2,1,4,3,2,4]
[2,3,4,1,3,4,2]
11,3,4,2,1,3,4,1)
291
280
292
14,1,3,2,4,3,1,2]
(3,1,4,2,3,1,4,31
281
12,1,4,3,2,1,4,2]
[4,1,3,2,4,1,31
282
293
[2,3,4,1,2,3,4,2]
283
294
[3,2,1,4,3,2,1,3]
[4,1,3,2,4,1,3,4]
13,1,2,4,3,1,2]
284
295
[4,2,3,1,4,2,3,4]
296
[4,1,2,3,4,2,1,31
285
[2,4,1,3,2,4,1,2]
297
[1,3,2,4,1,3,2,1]
286
[4,3,1,2,4,3,1,41
[1,4,3,2,1,4,3,11
287
298
[4,1,2,3,4,1,2,4]
[2,4,3,1,2,4,3,2]
299
288
11,4,2,3,1,4,2,1]
[3,4,1,2,3,4,1,31
289
300

Define d : G —>

S3qq

by a (to) = tto, where a gives the action on the 300

double cosets. Recall that this action is by conjugation and multiplication. We must

show that it is a homomorphism. The actions of x, y, and to on the 300 single cosets

are as follows:
d(t0) = tto
= (1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8)(9,16)(12,19) (13,20) (14,21) (15,22)(18,25) (23,36)
(27,41)(28,42)(31,45) (32,46) (33,47)(34,48)(35,49) (38,52) (39,53)

(40,54) (44,58) (50,69) (56,76) (57,77) (59,79) (60,80) (62,82) (63,83)
(64,84)(65,85) (67,87)(68,88)(71,91) (72,92) (73,93)(74,94) (75,95)
(78,100) (81,104) (89,115) (90,99) (96,101)(97,124) (98,126) (102,130)

(103,131)
(105,

133) (106,118) (107,112) (108,134) (109,135) (110,136)

(111, 137) (113,139)(114,140) (116,127) (117,143) (119,145)(120,146)

(121,147) (122,148)(123,149) (125,138) (128,154) (129,155) (132,160)
(141,174)(142,164)(144,177)(150, 161) (151,186) (152,189)(153,159)
(156,158) (157,193) (162,198) (163,200)(165,180) (166,171)(167,201)

(169,202)(170,203)(172, 205) (173,206) (175,196) (176,209) (178,211)
(181,213) (182,214) (183,215) (184,216) (185,217) (187,220) (188,221)

(190,194) (191,224) (192,225) (197,227) (199,204)(207,219) (208,233)
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(210,223)(212,248) (218,246)(222,261) (226,263) (228,244) (229,268)

(230,269) (231,245) (232,272) (234,251) (235,240) (236,275) (238,276)
(239,277) (241,279) (242,258) (243,273) (247,281) (249,283) (252,285)

(253,286)
(255,

287) (256,284) (257,288)(264,291) (265,292)(266,293)

(267,294)(270,280)(271,278)(274, 296) (282,295)

a(x) — xx
= (2,3,5,4)(6,9,15,10) (7,11,18,12) (8,13,17,14) (16,23,34,24)

(19,26,39,27) (20,28,40,29)(21,30,44,31) (22,32,37,33) (25,35,43,38)
(36,50,67,51) (41,55,74,56) (42,57,71,52) (45,46,60,59) (47,61,81,62)

(76,96,122,97)(48,63,53,64) (49,65,75,66) (54,72,70,73) (58,68,86,78)
(69,89,113,90)(77,98,125,99) (79,101,127,102)(80,103,91,83)
(82,92,117,105) (84,106,129,107) (85,108,128,100) (87,109,94,110)
(88, 111, 123,112) (93,118,144,119) (95,120,116,121) (104,114,138,132)
(115,141,172,142) (124,150,184,151)(126,152,187,153) (130,156,192,157)
(131,158,194,159) (133,161,196,162)(134,163,199,164) (135,143,176,154)
(136,165,197,166) (137,167,195,160)(139,168,148,169)(140,170,185,171)
(145,146,179,178) (147,180,212,181) (149,182,175,183)(155,188,190,191)

(173,204,210,177) (174,207,241,208) (186,218,257,219)(189,222,260,223)

(193,214,250,226) (198,228,266,229) (200,230,267,231) (201,232,271,233)
(202,234,274,235) (203,236,262,224) (205,237,225,238) (206,239,258,240)

(209,244,280,245)(211,246,273,247) (213,221,259,249) (215,251,284,252)
(216,253,220,254) (217,255,243,256)(227,264,270,265)(242,278,282,248)

(261,268, 287,289) (263,290,295,269) (272, 281) (275, 294,300,288)
(276,285,291, 297) (277, 286, 299,292) (279,298,293, 283)

a(y) = yy

= (4,5) (7,8) (9,13)(10,17)(12,15)(14,18)(16,20)(19,22)(21, 25)
(23,35)(24,37)(26,30)(27,40)(28,32)(29,43)(31,34)(33,44)(38,49)

(38,39)(41,54) (42,46)(45,48)(47,58)(50,68)(51,70)(52,53)(55,61)
(56,75)(57,64) (60,63) (62,67) (65,72)(66,86)(69,88)(73,81)(74,78)

(76,95)(77,84)(80,83)(82,87)(85,92)(89,114)(90,116) (93,104)
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(94,100) (96,118) (97,123) (99,127)(101,106) (102,129)(107,125)

(108,110) (109,117)(111,120) (112,138)(113,119)(115,140) (121,144)
(122,132)
(124,

149) (130,155)(134,136) (135,143) (137,146)(139,145)

(141,173)(142,175) (147,177)(148,160) (150,180)(151,185) (152,188)

(153,190) (157,187)(159,194) (161,165)(162,197) (164,196)(166,199)
(167,169) (168,179) (170,182) (171,204)(172,181)(174,206) (183,212)
(184,210)(186,217)(189,221)(191, 192) (193,220) (198,227) (201,202)

(203,214) (205, 213) (207, 242) (208,243) (215,248) (216,223) (218,251)
(219,258)(222,238)(224,225)(226, 249) (229,267)(230,264) (231,270)
(233,273)
(234,246)(235,

271) (236,253) (237,250)(239,255)(240, 278)

(241,252)(245,280)(247,274)(254,259)(256,284) (257,282)(260,262)
(261,276)(263,283)(265, 266) (268,294) (269,291) (275,286) (277,287)

(279,285) (281,296)(288,295)(289,298)(290,299)(292,293)(297, 300)

In order to verify the d is a homomorphism, we require the following:
(1) If d(7V) = (xx,yy), then d(to) has exactly four conjugates under

conjugation by a(N):
We begin by computing d (x):
(to)x = ti
(t0r2=t2

(*or3=i3
(io)s4 = io

We must now calculate tti,tt2,tt3:

th = (ttoyx
= (1,3) (2,11)(4,13) (5,9)(7,26) (8,30) (10,32) (12,35) (15,23)(17,28)

(1955)(21,46)(22,61)(24,63) (25,42) (27,64) (29,72) (31,68) (34,50)

(37,60) (40,57)(41,96) (43,65) (45,101) (47,92) (48,106) (51,109)
(52,83)(53,80) (54,118)(56,110) (58,85) (59,103) (62,114) (66,120)
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(67,89)(69,77)(70,117) (71,98)(75,108) (76,150)(79,156)(82,161)
(84,88)(86, 111) (87,165)(90,168)(91,158) (93,146) (94,143) (95,180)
(97,169) (99,132) (100,135)(102,121)(104,137)(105,176)(107, 188)

(112,182)(113,141) (115,134) (116,179) (119,173) (122,127) (123,167)

(124,218) (125,152) (126,131) (128,163) (129,144) (130,214)(133,228)
(136,140) (138,170) (139,234) (142,237) (145,246) (147,221) (149,251)

(151,253) (153,254) (154,244) (155,203) (157,238) (159,191) (162,183)
(164,210)(166,264)(171,255)(172,207)(174, 201) (175,250) (177,189)
(181,242)(184,196) (185,236) (186,241) (187,222) (190,259)(192,194)

(193,290) (195,232) (197,212) (198,287) (199,230) (200,209) (202,206)
(204,239)(205,285) (208, 298) (211,272) (213,279) (215, 291) (217,252)

(219,275)(220, 299) (227, 277) (229,283) (231,300) (233,282) (235,296)

(240,278)(243,289) (245,265)(247,256)(248,269)(257,273)(258, 286)
(260,268)(262,294)(263,267)(266,280)(270, 297) (271,281) (274,284)

t*2 = (tti)xx

= (1,5)(2,17)(3,18)(4,15)(6,37)(7,43)(10,34)(11,39)(13,44)(14, 40)
(16,53)(19,48)(20,70) (21,86) (24,67) (26,74) (29,71) (30,60) (32,81)

(33,59) (35,57)(36,94) (38,75) (41,87)(42,80) (45,91) (46,127)(47,138)
(49,116) (51,113) (52,125) (55,122) (61,117) (63,129) (64,103) (66,128)
(68,108) (69,148)(72,144)(73,105) (76,139) (77,104) (78,123)(79,95)
(82,154) (83,194) (84,190) (85,143) (88,175) (89,98) (90,172) (92,196)

(93,204)(96,184) (97,102) (99,187) (100,199)(101,192) (106, 111)

(107,119) (109,197) (110,176)(112,195) (114,167) (115,225) (118,179)
(120,212) (121,178) (124,220) (126,216) (130,205) (131,155) (132,185)
(133,149) (134,177) (135,280) (136,270) (140,243) (141,163) (142,241)
(146,273) (147,278) (150,257)(151,162) (152,158) (153,260) (156,250)
(157,159) (160,271) (161,266) (164,267) (165,170) (166,181) (168,274)
(171,262)(173,222) (174,293) (180,259) (182,284) (183,226) (186,294)
(188,236) (191,249) (198,279) (200,288) (201,248)(202,296)(206,282)

(207,232)
(208,

218) (209,227) (210,258) (211,217) (214,295) (215,255)

(219,247) (221,298)(223,287)(224,300)(228,289)(229,245)(230, 244)

(231,290) (233,272) (234,239) (235,252) (237,291) (240,299) (242,263)
(246.281) (251, 297)(254, 292)(256,261) (264,286)(265,276)

its = (tt2Tx
= (1,4)(2,10)(3,14)(5,12)(6,24)(8,29)(9,33)(11,38)(16,51)(17,31)

(18,27) (20,52) (22,45)(23,64)(25,66)(26, 63) (28,73)(30,78)<36,90)

(37,62) (39,56) (42,99) (43,71) (44,59) (46,83) (48,91) (49,100) (50,110)
(53,107) (54,82)(55,109) (57,103) (58,112) (60,102) (61,132) (65,121)
(69,142) (70,119) (74,97) (76,79) (77,153) (80,159) (81,105) (84,93)
(85,164) (86,128) (87,154) (88,160) (89,169)(92,135) (94,166)(95,145)

(96,168)(98,114)(101,120) (104,171) (106,191)(108,176) (111, 183)

(113,125) (115,208) (116,181)(117,162) (118,210) (122,151)(123,129)

(124,133) (126,223) (127,157)(130,131) (134,231) (136,147) (137,233)
(138,195)
(140,

224) (141,238) (143,245) (144,178) (148,235) (149,193)

(150,254) (152,253) (155,213) (156,237) (158,188)(161,182) (163,173)
(165.265) (170,256)(172,199)(174,257)(175,252) (177,240)(179,247)

(180.282) (184,219) (185,197) (186,211) (187,194) (189,289) (190,262)
(192,226) (196,229) (198,209) (200,295) (201,281) (202,215) (203,288)

(204,260) (206,292) (207,283) (212,249)(216,277)(217,268) (218,300)
(225,297) (227,285) (228,298) (230,275) (232,242) (234,296) (239,248)
(241,271) (243,251) (244,264)(246,255)(250,269) (258,274)(259,293)

(261.266) (267,280) (270,299) (272,273) (276,284) (278,290)

tto = (tt3)xx
= (1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8)(9,16)(12,19) (13,20) (14,21) (15,22)(18,25)(23,36)

(27,41)(28,42)(31,45)(32,46)(33,47)(34,48)(35,49)(38,52)(39,53)
(40,54)(44,58) (50,69) (56,76) (57,77) (59,79) (60,80) (62,82) (63,83)
(64,84)(65,85)(67,87)(68,88)(71,91)(72,92)(73,93)(74,94)(75,95)
(78,100)
(81,104)(89,115)(90,99)(96,

101) (97,124) (98,126) (102,130)

(103,131) (105,133)(106,118)(107,112) (108,134) (109,135) (110,136)
(111, 137) (113,139) (114,140) (116,127) (117,143) (119,145) (120,146)

(121,147) (122,148) (123,149) (125,138) (128,154)(129,155) (132,160)
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(141,174) (142,164) (144,177)(150,161) (151,186) (152,189) (153,159)
(156,158) (157,193)(162,198)(163,200) (165,180) (166,171) (167,201)

(169,202) (170,203) (172,205) (173,206) (175,196) (176,209) (178,211)
(181,213) (182,214)(183,215)(184,216) (185,217) (187,220) (188,221)

(190,194) (191,224) (192,225) (197,227) (199,204) (207,219) (208,233)
(210,223)(212,248)(218,246)(222, 261) (226,263) (228,244) (229,268)

(230,269)(231,245)(232,272) (234,251) (235,240) (236,275) (238,276)

(239,277) (241,279) (242,258) (243,273) (247,281) (249,283) (252,285)

(253,286) (255,287) (256,284) (257,288) (264,291)(265,292) (266,293)

(267,294)(270,280)(271,278)(274,296) (282,295)
Thus, tto has exactly four conjugates under conjugation by {xx,yy}.
(2) < xx, yy) acts as S4 on **o,**i,**2,**3 by conjugation,
(That is xx = (tto,**i5**25**3) and yy = (**2,**3)):

We verified above that xx = (**o>**ii **21**3) by the conjugation of tti with xx. Now,

we must verify that yy = (**25**3) by conjugation:

First notice:
(t2)y = *3
(t2)y2 = *2
=> d(*2) = d(*2)a'^

Now we must calculate **3 and (**3)yj/:

(**3) = (tt2)yy
=>tt3 = (1,4) (2,10) (3,14) (5,12) (6,24) (8,29) (9,33)(11,38)(16,51) (17,31)
(18,27) (20,52)(22,45) (23,64) (25,66) (26,63) (28,73) (30,78) (36,90)
(37,62) (39,56) (42,99) (43,71) (44,59) (46,83) (48,91) (49,100) (50,110)
(53,107) (54,82) (55,109) (57,103) (58,112)(60,102) (61,132) (65,121)
(69,142) (70,119) (74,97)(76,79) (77,153) (80,159) (81,105) (84,93)
(85,164) (86,128) (87,154)(88,160) (89,169) (92,135) (94,166) (95,145)
(96,168) (98,114) (101,120)(104,171) (106,191)(108,176) (111, 183)
(113,125)(115,208) (116,181) (117,162) (118,210) (122,151)(123,129)
(124,133) (126,223) (127,157) (130,131)(134,231) (136,147) (137,233)
(138,195)
(140,224)(141,238)(143,245)(144,
178) (148,235)(149,193)
(150,254) (152,253) (155,213) (156,237) (158,188) (161,182) (163,173)
(165,265) (170,256) (172,199) (174,257) (175,252) (177,240) (179,247)
(180,282) (184,219) (185,197) (186,211) (187,194) (189,289) (190,262)
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(192,226) (196,229) (198,209) (200,295) (201,281) (202,215) (203,288)
(204,260) (206,292) (207,283) (212,249) (216,277) (217,268) (218,300)
(225,297)(227,285)(228,298)(230,275)(232,242)(234,296)(239,248)
(241,271)
(243,251)(244,264)(246,255)(250,269)(258,274)(259,
293)
(261,266)
(267,280)(270,299)(272,273)(276,
284) (278,290)

(tt3)yy = (1,5) (2,17) (3,18) (4,15) (6,37) (7,43) (10,34) (11,39) (13,44) (14,40)
(16,53)(19,48) (20,70) (21,86) (24,67) (26,74) (29,71)(30,60)(32,81)
(33,59) (35,57) (36,94) (38,75) (41,87) (42,80) (45,91) (46,127)(47,138)
(49,116) (51,113) (52,125) (55,122) (61,117) (63,129) (64,103) (66,128)
(68,108)
(69,
148) (72,144)(73,105) (76,139) (77,104) (78,123)(79,95)
(82,154) (83,194)(84,190)(85,143)(88, 175) (89,98)(90,172)(92,196)
(93,204)(96,184)(97,102)(99,187)(100,199)(101,192)(106, 111)
(107,119) (109,197) (110,176)(112,195) (114,167) (115,225) (118,179)
(120,212)(121,178) (124,220)(126,216) (130,205) (131,155) (132,185)
(133,149)(134,177) (135,280) (136,270) (140,243) (141,163)(142,241)
(146,273)
(147,278)(150,257)(151,162)(152,158)(153,260)(156,
250)
(157,159) (160,271) (161,266) (164,267) (165,170)(166,181) (168,274)
(171,262) (173,222) (174,293) (180,259) (182,284)(183,226) (186,294)
(188,236)(191,249) (198,279) (200,288) (201,248) (202,296) (206,282)
(207,232) (208,218)(209,227) (210,258) (211,217) (214,295) (215,255)
(219,247) (221,298)(223,287)(224,300)(228,289)(229,245)(230, 244)
(231,290)
(233,272)(234,239)(235,252)(237,
291) (240,299) (242,263)
(246,281) (251,297)(254,292)(256,261) (264,286)(265,276)
=4> (t/3)yy = th

Therefore yy =

Thus, we have shown that d(2*4 : S4) = oi(N, to) =< xx-,yy-, tto > and
< xx, yy, tto > is a homomorphic image of 2*4 : S4. However, we want the homomorphic

image of G —

i&» Notice that < xx,yy, tto > is a homomorphic image of

G if the additional relations [(0123)toJ15 = 1 and [(01) to]5 = 1 hold in < xx,yy,tto >.

So, we must verify the following relations: (i) d((01)totito) = d(toti) and
(ii) d((O321)t2titot3t2titot3) = d(totit2t3totit2)-

(i) d((Ol)totito) = d(toti):

On the left hand side of the equation, d((01)totito) = d(01)ttottitto
Note: We used magma to compute d(01):
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d(01) =
(2,3) (6,11) (7,13) (8,9) (10,14)(16,30) (17,18) (19,35)(20,26)(21,32) (22,23)(24,38)(25,28)

(27,31) (29,33) (34,40) (36,61) (37,39) (41,68) (43,44) (45,64) (47,72) (48,57) (49,55) (50,54)
(51.78) (52,63)(53,60)(56,62)(58,65)(59,71)(66,73)(67,75)(69,118)(70,74)(76,114)
(70,74) (76,114) (77,106)(79,98) (81,86) (82,110) (84,101)(87,108)(88,96)(89,95)(90, 132)

(91,103)(93,120)(94,117) (97,119)(100,109) (102,107)(104, lll)(105,128) (112,21)

(113,123) (115,180) (116,122) (124,173) (125,129) (126,156)(130,188) (131,158) (133,163)
(134,165)(136,161)(138,144)(139,167)(140, 150) (141,149) (142,210) (145,169)(147,182)

(148,179) (151,181)(152,155) (153,191)(154,176)(160,168)(162,166) (170,177) (171,183)
(172,185)(174,251) (175,184) (178,195)(186,242)(189,203) (190,192) (193,238) (197,199)

(198,264)(200,228)(201,234)(202,246)(204,212) (205,236)(206,218)(207,217) (208,282)
(209.244) (211,232)(213,253) (214,221) (215,255) (216,250)(219,252)(220,222)(223, 237)

(224,254)
(225,259)(226,262)(227,

230) (231,265)(235,247)(239,248)(240,256) (241,258)

(243,257) (249,260) (261,299) (263,294) (266,270) (268,283) (269,277) (271,274) (275,285)
(276,290)
(278,284)(279,

286) (281,296)(287,291) (288,289)(292,300)(293,297)(295, 298)

(1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8)(9,16)(12,19)(13,20)(14,21)(15,22)(18,25)(23,36)(27,41)(28, 42)

(31,45) (32,46) (33,47) (34,48) (35,49) (38,52) (39,53) (40,54) (44,58) (50,69) (56,76) (57,77)
(59.79) (60,80) (62,82) (63,83) (64,84) (65,85) (67,87) (68,88) (71,91) (72,92) (73,93) (74,94)

(75,95) (78,100) (81,104) (89,115) (90,99) (96,101) (97,124) (98,126) (102,130) (103,131)

(105,133)
(106,118)(107,

U2)(108,134) (109,135) (110,136)(111,137) (113,139)(114,140)

(116,127) (117,143) (119,145) (120,146)(121,147) (122,148) (123,149) (125,138) (128,154)
(129,155) (132,160)(141,174) (142,164) (144,177) (150,161) (151,186) (152,189) (153,159)
(156,158)
(157,

193) (162,198) (163,200) (165,180) (166,171) (167,201)(169-, 202) (170,203)

(172,205) (173,206) (175,196) (176,209) (178,211) (181,213) (182,214) (183,215) (184,216)
(187,220)(188,221)(190,
(185,217)

194) (191,224) (192,225)(197,227) (199,204)(207,219)

(208,233) (210,223) (212,248) (218,246)(222,261)(226,263) (228,244) (229,268) (230,269)

(231.245) (232,272)(234,251) (235,240)(236,275)(238,276)(239,277) (241,279)(242,258)
(243,273)
(247,

281) (249,283)(252,285)(253,286)(255,287)(256,284)(257,288)(264,291)

(265,292)(266,293)(267,294)(270,280)(271,278)(274,296) (282,295)(1,3)(2,11)(4, 13)
(5,9) (7,26) (8,30)(10,32)(12,35) (15,23)(17,28) (1955) (21,46) (22,61) (24,63) (25,42)
(27,64) (29,72) (31,68) (34,50) (37,60) (40,57) (41,96) (43,65) (45,101) (47,92)(48,106)

(51,109) (52,83)(53,80) (54,118)(56,110)(58,85) (59,103) (62,114) (66,120) (67,89) (69,77)
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(70, 117) (71,98)(75,108) (76,150)(79,156)(82,161)(84,88)(86,111)(87,165)(90,168)
(91,158) (93,146) (94,143) (95,180) (97,169) (99,132) (100,135)(102,121) (104,137)

(105,176) (107,188) (112,182)(113,141) (115,134) (116,179)(119,173) (122,127) (123,167)
(124,218) (125,152) (126,131)(128,163) (129,144) (130,214) (133,228) (136,140) (138,170)
(139,234) (142,237) (145,246) (147,221) (149,251) (151,253) (153,254) (154,244)(155,203)

(157,238) (159,191) (162,183)(164,210) (166,264) (171,255) (172,207) (174,201)(175,250)
(177,189) (181,242) (184,196) (185,236) (186,241) (187,222) (190,259) (192,194) (193,290)
(195,232)(197,212)(198, 287) (199,230)(200,209)(202,206)(204,239)(205,285)(208,298)
(211,272)
(213,

279) (215,291) (217,252) (219,275) (220,299) (227,277)(229,283) (231,300)

(233,282)
(235,296)(240,278)(243,

289) (245,265)(247,256)(248,269) (257,273)(258,286)

(260,268) (262,294) (263,267) (266,280) (270,297) (271,281) (274,284) (1,2) (3,6) (4,7)(5,8)

(9,16) (12,19) (13,20)(14,21) (15,22) (18,25) (23,36) (27,41)(28,42) (31,45) (32,46) (33,47)
(34,48) (35,49) (38,52) (39,53)(40,54)(44,58)(50,69)(56,76)(57,77)(59,79)(60,80)(62,82)
(63,83)(64,84)(65,85)(67,87) (68,88) (71,91) (72,92) (73,93) (74,94) (75,95) (78,100) (81,104)
(89,115) (90,99) (96,101) (97,124) (98,126) (102,130)(103,131)(105,133) (106,118) (107,112)

(108,134) (109,135) (110,136)(111,137) (113,139) (114,140)(116,127)(117, 143) (119,145)

(120,146) (121,147) (122,148) (123,149)(125,138)(128,154) (129,155) (132,160)(141,174)
(142,164)
(144,177)(150,

161) (151,186)(152,189)(153,159) (156,158) (157,193)(162,198)

(163,200) (165,180)(166,171)(167,201)(169,202)(170, 203) (172,205) (173,206) (175,196)
(176,209) (178,211)(181,213) (182,214)(183,215)(184,216) (185,217) (187,220) (188,221)
(190,194) (191,224) (192,225) (197,227) (199,204)(207,219) (208,233) (210,223) (212,248)
(218,246)
(222,

261) (226,263)(228,244)(229,268)(230,269)(231,245)(232,272)(234,251)

(235,240)(236,275)(238,276)(239,277) (241,279)(242,258) (243,273)(247,281) (249,283)

(252,285)(253, 286)(255,287)(256,284)(257,288)(264, 291)(265,292)(266,293)(267, 294)
(270,280) (271,278)(274,296) (282,295)

When we multiply the permutations we get 6(01) =

(1,11,2,3,6) (4,26,7,13,20) (5,30,8,9,16) (10,32,21,14,46) (12,55,19,35,49)

(15,61,22,23,36) (17,28,25,18,42) (24,63,52,38,83) (27,96,45,68,84) (29,72,47,33,92)
(31,101,41,64,88) (34,106,54,57,69) (37,60,53,39,80) (40,118,48,50,77)

(43,65,58,44,85) (51,109,100,78,135) (56,150,82,114,136) (59,156,91,98,131)
(62,161,76,110, 140)
(66,

120,93,73,146)(67,165,95,108, U5)(70,117,94,74,143)

(75,180,87,89,134)(81,137,86,
(71,158,79,103,126)

111, 104)(90,132,160,99,168)
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(97,218,145,173,202) (102,214,112,188,147) (105,228,154,163,209)

(107,182,130,121,221) (113,234,149,167,174) (116,122,148,127,179)
(119,246,124,169,206) (123,251,139,141,201) (125,170,155,144,189)

(128,244,133,176,200) (129,203,138,152,177) (142,210,223,164,237)

(151,241,213,242,286) (153,191,224,159,254) (157,290,193,238,276)
(162,287,171,264,215) (166,255,198,183,291) (172,285,217,236,219)
(175,184,216,196,250) (178,272,195,232,211)(181,279,186,253,258)

(185,252,205,207,275) (187,299,220,222,261) (190,192,225,194,259)

(197,277,204,230,248) (199,239,227,212,269) (208,282,295,233,298)
(226,267,262,294, 263)(229,260,268,283,249) (231,265,292,245,300)
(235,278,281,256, 274)(240,296,284,247,271) (243,257,288,273,289)

(266,293,280,297,270)
On the right hand side of the equation,we have d(toii) = ttotti —

(1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8)(9,16)(12,19)(13,20)(14,21)(15,22)(18,25)(23,36)(27,41)(28,42)
(31,45) (32,46) (33,47) (34,48) (35,49) (38,52) (39,53) (40,54) (44,58) (50,69) (56,76) (57,77)

(60,80)(62,82)(63,83)(64,84)(65,85)(67,87)(68,88)(71,91)(72,92)(73,93)(74,
(59,79)

94)

(75,95)(78,100) (81,104) (89,115) (90,99) (96,101) (97,124) (98,126)(102,130) (103,131)

(105,133) (106,118) (107,112) (108,134) (109,135) (110,136)(111,137) (113,139) (114,140)
(116,127) (117,143)(119,145) (120,146)(121,147) (122,148) (123,149) (125,138) (128,154)
(129,155)(132,160) (141,174) (142,164) (144,177) (150,161) (151,186) (152,189) (153,159)
(156.158) (157,193) (162,198)(163,200) (165,180) (166,171)(167,201)(169,202) (170,203)

(172,205) (173,206) (175,196) (176,209) (178,211) (181,213) (182,214) (183,215) (184,216)

(185,217) (187,220) (188,221) (190,194)(191,224)(192,225) (197,227) (199,204) (207,219)
(208,233) (210,223) (212,248) (218,246) (222,261) (226,263) (228,244) (229,268) (230,269)
(231,245) (232,272) (234,251) (235,240) (236,275) (238,276) (239,277) (241,279) (242,258)
(243,273)
(247,

281) (249,283)(252,285)(253,286)(255,287)(256,284)(257,288)(264,291)

(265,292) (266,293) (267,294)(270,280)(271,278)(274,296)(282, 295) (1,3) (2,11)(4,13)

(5,9)(7,26) (8,30)(10,32) (12,35) (15,23) (17,28) (1955) (21,46) (22,61) (24,63) (25,42)
(27,64) (29,72) (31,68)(34,50)(37,60)(40,57)(41,96)(43,65)(45,101)(47,92)(48,106)

(51,109) (52,83)(53,80)(54,118)(56,110)(58,85)(59, 103) (62,114) (66,120)(67,89)(69, 77)

(70,117) (71,98)(75,108)(76,150)(79, 156) (82,161) (84,88)(86, 111) (87,165)(90,168)
(91.158) (93,146) (94,143) (95,180) (97,169) (99,132) (100,135)(102,121) (104,137)
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(105,176) (107,188) (112,182) (113,141) (115,134)(116,179) (119,173) (122,127) (123,167)
(124,218)
(125,

152) (126,131) (128,163) (129,144) (130,214) (133,228) (136,140) (138,170)

(139,234) (142,237) (145,246) (147,221) (149,251)(151,253) (153,254) (154,244) (155,203)

(157,238) (159,191) (162,183) (164,210) (166,264) (171,255) (172,207) (174,201) (175,250)
(177,189) (181,242) (184,196) (185,236) (186,241) (187,222) (190,259) (192,194) (193,290)

(195,232) (197,212) (198,287)(199,230)(200,209)(202,206)(204,239)(205,285)(208,298)
(211,272) (213,279) (215,291) (217,252) (219,275)(220,299)(227,277)(229,283)(231, 300)
(233,282) (235,296) (240,278) (243,289) (245,265) (247,256)(248,269) (257,273) (258,286)

(260,268)
(262,294)(263,

267) (266,280)(270,297) (271,281) (274,284)

When we multiply the permutations we get d(*o*i) =

(1,11,2,3,6) (4,26,7,13,20) (5,30,8,9,16) (10,32,21,14,46)(12,55,19,35,49)

(15,61,22,23,36) (17,28,25,18,42) (24,63,52,38,83) (27,96,45,68,84) (29,72,47,33,92)
(31,101,41,64,88) (34,106,54,57,69) (37,60,53,39,80) (40,118,48,50,77)

(43,65,58,44,85) (51,109,100,78,135) (56,150,82,114,136) (59,156,91,98,131)

(62,161,76,110,140) (66,120,93,73,146) (67,165,95,108,115) (70,117,94,74,143)
(71,158,79,103,126) (75,180,87,89,134) (81,137,86, 111, 104) (90,132,160,99,168)
(97,218,145,173, 202) (102,214,112,188,147) (105,228,154,163, 209)
(107,182,130,121,221) (113,234,149,167,174) (116,122,148,127,179)
(119,246,124,169,206) (123,251,139,141,201) (125,170,155,144,189)
(128,244,133,176, 200)
(129,

203,138,152,177) (142,210,223,164,237)

(151,241,213,242,286) (153,191,224,159,254) (157,290,193,238,276)
(162,287,171,264,215) (166,255,198,183,291) (172,285,217,236,219)
(175,184,216,196,250) (178,272,195,232,211) (181,279,186,253,258)
(185, 252,205, 207,275) (187, 299,220, 222, 261) (190,192,225,194, 259)

(197,277,204,230,248) (199,239,227,212,269) (208,282,295,233,298)
(226,267,262,294,263) (229,260, 268, 283,249) (231,265,292,245,300)
(235,278,281,256,274) (240,296,284,247,271) (243,257,288,273,289)
(266,293,280,297,270)
Therefore a((Ol)*o*i*o) = d(*o*i)

(ii) d((0321) *2*1*0 *3 *2*1*0 *3) = d(*o*i*2*3*o*i*2):
On the left hand side of the equation we have,
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d((0321)t2tiio^2ii^o^3) = 61(0321)^2^1^0^3^2^1^0^3

Note: We used magma to compute d(0321).
d((0321)Mi MMMMoM) =
(2,4,5,3) (6,10,15,9) (7,12,18,11) (8,14,17,13) (16,24,34,23) (19,27,39,26)
(20,29,40,28) (21,31,44,30) (22,33,37,32) (25,38,43,35) (36,51,67,50)
(41,56,74,55)(42,52, 71,57)(45,59,60,46)(47,62,81,61)(48,64,53,63)

(49,66,75,65) (54,73,70,72)(58,78,86,68) (69,90,113,89) (76,97,122,96)
(77.99.125.98) (79,102,127,101) (80,83,91,103) (82,105,117,92)

(84,107,129,106)(85,100,128,108)(87,110,94,109)(88,112,123, 111)

(93,119,144,118) (95,121,116,120) (104,132,138,114)(115,142,172,141)

(124,151,184,150) (126,153,187,152)(130,157,192,156) (131,159,194,158)
(133,162,196,161) (134,164,199,163) (135,154,176,143) (136,166,197,165)
(137,160,195,167) (139,169,148,68) (140,171,185,170) (145,178,179,146)
(147,181,212,180) (149,183,175,182) (155,191,190,188) (173,177,210,204)

(174,208,241,207)(186,219,257,218) (189,223,260,222) (193,226,250,214)
(198,229,266,228)
(200,

231,267,230) (201,233,271,232)(202,235,274,234)

(203,224,262,236)(205,238,225,237)(206,240,258,239)(209,245,280,244)

(211,247,273,246) (213,249,259,221) (215,252,284,251) (216,254,220,253)
(217,256,243,255) (227,265,270,264) (242,248,282,278) (261,289,287,268)

(263,269,295,290)
(272,

281) (275,288,300,294)(276,297,291,285)

(277,292,299,286) (279,283,293,298) (1,5) (2,17) (3,18) (4,15) (6,37) (7,43) (10,34)
(ll,39)(13,44)(14,40)(16,53)(19,48)(20,70)(21,86)(24,67)(26,74)(29,71)(30,60)

(33,59)(35,57)(36,94)(38,75)(41,87)(42,80)(45,91)(46,127)(47,
(32,81)

138) (49,116)

(51,113) (52,125) (55,122) (61,117) (63,129) (64,103) (66,128) (68,108) (69,148) (72,144)
(73,105)
(76,

(89.98)

139) (77,104)(78,123) (79,95)(82,154)(83,194)(84,190) (85,143) (88,175)
(90,172) (92,196) (93,204)(96,184) (97,102) (99,187) (100,199) (101,192)

(106, lll)(107,119)(109,197) (110,176) (112,195) (114,167)(115,225)(118,179)

(120,212)
(121,

178) (124,220) (126,216) (130,205) (131,155) (132,185)(133,149)

(134,177) (135,280) (136,270)(140,243)(141,163)(142,241)(146,273)(147, 278)

(150,257) (151,162) (152,158)(153,260)(156,250)(157,159) (160,271) (161,266)
(164,267)(165,170)(166, 181) (168,274) (171,262) (173,222) (174,293) (180,259)

(182,284) (183,226)(186,294) (188,236) (191,249) (198,279) (200,288) (201,248)
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(202.296) (206,282) (207,232) (208,218) (209,227) (210,258) (211,217) (214,295)

(215,255) (219,247) (221,298)(223,287)(224,300)(228,289)(229,245)(230, 244)
(231.290) (233,272)(234,239)(235, 252) (237,291)(240,299)(242,263) (246,281)
(251.297) (254,292) (256,261) (264,286) (265,276) (1,3) (2,11) (4,13) (5,9) (7,26)
(8,30) (10,32) (12,35) (15,23) (17,28) (1955) (21,46)(22,61) (24,63) (25,42)(27,64)
(29,72) (31,68)(34,50) (37,60) (40,57)(41,96) (43,65)(45,101) (47,92)(48,106) (51,109)

(52,83)(53,80)(54,118)(56,110)(58,85)(59,103)(62,114)(66,120)(67, 89)(69, 77)

(70,117) (71,98) (75,108) (76,150) (79,156) (82,161) (84,88)(86, 111) (87,165) (90,168)
(91,158) (93,146) (94,143) (95,180) (97,169)(99,132)(100,135) (102,121)(104,137)
(105,176)(107,188)(112,182) (113,141)(115,134)(U6,179) (119,173) (122,127)

(123,167) (124,218) (125,152) (126,131) (128,163) (129,144)(130,214)(133,228)
(136,140) (138,170) (139,234) (142,237) (145,246) (147,221) (149,251) (151,253)

(153.254) (154,244)(155,203)(157,238) (159,191) (162,183)(164,210)(166,264)
(171.255) (172,207) (174,201) (175,250) (177,189)(181,242) (184,196) (185,236)

(186,241) (187,222) (190,259) (192,194) (193,290) (195,232) (197,212) (198,287)
(199,230)(200,209)(202,206)(204,239)(205,285)(208,298)(211,272)(213, 279)

(215.291) (217,252) (219,275)(220,299)(227,277)(229,283) (231,300)(233,282)
(235,296) (240,278)(243,289)(245,265)(247,256)(248, 269) (257,273) (258,286)

(262,294)(263,267)(266,280)(270,297)(271,281)(274,
(260,268)

284) (1,2) (3,6)

(4,7) (5,8) (9,16)(12,19)(13,20) (14,21) (15,22) (18,25) (23,36) (27,41)(28,42)(31,45)
(32,46) (33,47) (34,48) (35,49) (38,52) (39,53) (40,54) (44,58) (50,69) (56,76) (57,77)
(59,79) (60,80) (62,82)(63,83) (64,84) (65,85) (67,87) (68,88)(71,91)(72,92) (73,93)
(74,94) (75,95) (78,100) (81,104) (89,115) (90,99) (96,101) (97,124) (98,126) (102,130)

(103,131) (105,133)(106,118) (107,112) (108,134) (109,135) (110,136) (111, 137)
(113,139) (114,140) (116,127)(117,143) (119,145) (120,146) (121,147) (122,148)

(123,149) (125,138) (128,154) (129,155) (132,160) (141,174) (142,164) (144,177)
(150,161) (151,186) (152,189)(153,159) (156,158) (157,193) (162,198) (163,200)
(165,180) (166,171)(167,201) (169,202) (170,203) (172,205) (173,206) (175,196)
(176,209)(178,211)(181,213) (182,214)(183,215) (184,216) (185,217)(187,220)

(188,221)
(190,

194) (191,224) (192,225) (197,227) (199,204)(207,219) (208,233)

(210,223)
(212,

248) (218,246)(222,261) (226,263)(228,244)(229,268)(230,269)

(231,245)(232,272)(234,251) (235,240)(236,275)(238,276)(239,277) (241,279)
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(242.258) (243,273) (247,281) (249,283)(252,285)(253,286)(255,287) (256,284)

(257,288)(264,291) (265,292)(266,293)(267,294)(270,280) (271,278)(274,296)
(282.295) (1,4) (2,10) (3,14) (5,12) (6,24)(8,29)(9,33)(11,38)(16,51)(17,31)(18,27)
(20,52)(22,45)(23,64)(25,66)(26,63)(28,73)(30,78)(36,90)(37,62)(39,56)(42,99)

(43,71)(44,59) (46,83) (48,91)(49,100)(50,110)(53,107)(54,82)(55,109)(57, 103)
(58,112)(60,102)(61,132) (65,121)(69,142)(70,119) (74,97)(76,79)(77,153)(80,159)

(81.105) (84,93)(85,164) (86,128) (87,154) (88,160)(89,169) (92,135) (94,166) (95,145)
(96,168)(98,114) (101,120)(104,171)(106,191)(108,176)(111,183)(113,125)(115, 208)
(116.181) (117,162) (118,210) (122,151) (123,129) (124,133) (126,223)(127,157)

(130,131) (134,231) (136,147) (137,233) (138,195) (140,224) (141,238) (143,245)
(144.178) (148,235) (149,193) (150,254) (152,253) (155,213) (156,237) (158,188)
(161.182) (163,173)(165,265)(170,256)(172, 199) (174,257) (175,252)(177> 240)

(179.247) (180,282) (184,219) (185,197) (186,211)(187,194) (189,289) (190,262)

(192,226) (196,229) (198,209) (200,295) (201,281) (202,215) (203,288) (204,260)
(206,292)
(207,

283) (212,249) (216,277) (217,268) (218,300)(225,297)(227,285)

(228,298)
(230,275)(232,242)(234,296)(239,

248) (241,271) (243,251) (244,264)

(246,255)
(250,269)(258,274)(259,293)(261,

266) (267,280)(270,299) (272,273)

(276,284)
(278,

290) (1,5) (2,17) (3,18) (4,15) (6,37) (7,43)(10,34) (11,39) (13,44)

(14,40)(16,53)(19,48)(20,70) (21,86) (24,67) (26,74) (29,71)(30,60) (32,81) (33,59)
(35,57)(36,94)(38,75)(41, 87) (42,80) (45,91)(46,127) (47,138)(49,116) (51,113)
(52,125) (55,122) (61,117) (63,129) (64,103) (66,128) (68,108) (69,148) (72,144)

(73.105) (76,139) (77,104) (78,123) (79,95) (82,154) (83,194) (84,190) (85,143)

(88,175) (89,98) (90,172) (92,196) (93,204) (96,184) (97,102) (99,187) (100,199)
(101,192)(106, 111)(107,119)(109,197)(110,176)(112,195)(114,167)(115,225)

(118.179) (120,212)(121,178) (124,220) (126,216)(130,205) (131,155) (132,185)
(133,149) (134,177)(135,280)(136,270) (140,243) (141,163) (142,241) (146,273)

(147,278)
(150,257)(151,

162) (152,158) (153,260) (156,250) (157,159)(160,271)

(161,266)(164,267)(165,170)(166, 181) (168,274) (171,262) (173,222) (174,293)

(180.259) (182,284)(183,226)(186,294)(188,236)(191,249)(198,279)(200, 288)
(201.248) (202,296)(206,282)(207,232)(208, 218) (209,227) (210,258) (211,217)
(214.295) (215,255) (219,247) (221,298) (223,287) (224,300) (228,289) (229,245)
(230,244)(231,290)(233,272)(234,239)(235,252)(237,291) (240,299)(242,263)
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(246.281) (251,297)(254,292)(256,261) (264,286)(265,276) (1,3) (2,11) (4,13)(5,9)

(7,26) (8,30)(10,32) (12,35) (15,23) (17,28) (1955) (21,46)(22,61) (24,63) (25,42)
(27,64) (29,72) (31,68) (34,50) (37,60) (40,57) (41,96) (43,65) (45,101) (47,92)(48,106)
(51,109) (52,83) (53,80) (54,118) (56,110) (58,85) (59,103) (62,114) (66,120) (67,89)

(69,77)(70,117) (71,98)(75,108) (76,150) (79,156)(82,161) (84,88)(86,111)(87,165)

(90,168) (91,158)(93,146) (94,143) (95,180) (97,169) (99,132)(100,135) (102,121)
(104,137)(105,176)(107,188) (112,182)(113,141)(115,134) (116,179)(119,173)
(122,127)(123,167)(124,218) (125,152) (126,131)(128,163) (129,144) (130,214)
(133,228)
(136,140)(138,170)(139,234)(142,

237) (145,246) (147,221) (149,251)

(151,253) (153,254) (154,244) (155,203) (157,238) (159,191) (162,183) (164,210)
(166,264) (171,255) (172,207) (174,201) (175,250) (177,189) (181,242) (184,196)
(185,236)(186,241) (187,222)(190,259) (192,194) (193,290) (195,232)(197,212)

(198,287) (199,230)(200,209)(202,206)(204,239)(205,285)(208,298)(211,272)
(215,291)
(213,279)

(217,252) (219,275)(220,299)(227,277)(229,283) (231,300)

(233.282) (235,296) (240,278) (243,289) (245,265) (247,256) (248,269) (257,273)

(258.286) (260,268) (262,294) (263,267) (266,280) (270,297) (271,281) (274,284)
(1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8) (9,16) (12,19) (13,20) (14,21) (15,22) (18,25) (23,36) (27,41)
(28,42)
(31,

45) (32,46)(33,47)(34,48)(35,49)(38,52)(39,53)(40,54)(44,58)(50,69)

(56,76) (57,77) (59,79) (60,80) (62,82)(63,83) (64,84) (65,85) (67,87) (68,88) (71,91)

(72,92) (73,93)(74,94)(75,95)(78,100)(81,104)(89, 115) (90,99)(96,101) (97,124)
(98,126)
(102,

130) (103,131) (105,133)(106,118) (107,112) (108,134) (109,135)

(110,136) (111, 137)(113,139)(114, 140) (116,127) (117,143) (119,145)(120,146)
(121,147) (122,148) (123,149)(125,138) (128,154) (129,155) (132,160) (141,174)
(142,164) (144,177) (150,161) (151,186)(152,189)(153,159)(156,158) (157,193)

(162,198) (163,200) (165,180) (166,171)(167,201) (169,202) (170,203) (172,205)
(173,206) (175,196) (176,209) (178,211)(181,213) (182,214) (183,215) (184,216)
(185,217)
(187,220)(188,221)(190,194)(191,

224) (192,225) (197,227) (199,204)

(207,219) (208,233) (210,223) (212,248) (218,246) (222,261) (226,263) (228,244)
(229,268)
(230,269)(231,245)(232,272)(234,251)(235,240)(236,275)(238,

276)

(239.277) (241,279) (242,258)(243,273)(247,281) (249,283)(252,285)(253, 286)
(255.287) (256,284) (257,288)(264,291)(265,292)(266,293)(267,294)(270, 280)
(271.278) (274,296) (282,295)(1,4) (2,10) (3,14)(5,12)(6,24) (8,29) (9,33) (11,38)
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(16,51)(17,31)(18,27)(20,52)(22,45)(23,64)(25,66)(26,63)(28,73)(30,78)(36,90)
(37,62) (39,56) (42,99) (43,71) (44,59) (46,83) (48,91) (49,100) (50,110) (53,107)
(54,82) (55,109)(57,103)(58,112) (60,102)(61,132) (65,121)(69,142)(70,119)(74,97)

(76,79) (77,153) (80,159) (81,105) (84,93) (85,164) (86,128)(87,154) (88,160) (89,169)

(92,135) (94,166) (95,145) (96,168) (98,114) (101,120) (104,171) (106,191) (108,176)
(111, 183) (113,125) (115,208)(116,181) (117,162) (118,210)(122,151)(123,129)

(124,133) (126,223) (127,157) (130,131)(134,231)(136,147) (137,233) (138,195)
(140,224) (141,238) (143,245) (144,178) (148,235) (149,193) (150,254) (152,253)

(155,213) (156,237)(158,188)(161,182) (163,173) (165,265)(170,256)(172, 199)
(174,257) (175,252) (177,240)(179,247)(180,282)(184,219)(185,197)(186, 211)
(187,194)'(189,289) (190,262) (192,226)(196,229) (198,209)(200,295) (201,281)

(202,215) (203,288) (204,260)(206,292)(207,283) (212,249) (216,277) (217,268)
(218,300) (225,297) (227,285) (228,298) (230,275) (232,242) (234,296) (239,248)

(241,271) (243,251) (244,264)(246,255) (250,269)(258,274)(259,293) (261,266)
(267,280)
(270,299)(272,273)(276,284)(278,

290)

When we multiply the permutations, we get: d((0321)t2tiioi3t2iiioi3) =
(1,257,272,13,281,174) (2,184,267,32,230,261) (3,266,200) (4,208,229,14,231,219)

(5,295,228,35,198,115) (6,122,258,26,152,276) (7,250,187,63,239,226)
(8,196,241,72,207,201) (9,284,126) (10,289,157,38,240,151) (11,192,206)

(12,142,252,33,153,269) (15,223,251,64,130,189) (16,74,291,55,89,202)

(17,273,218,68,186,134)(18,292,156,23,215,69) (19,216,113,109,285,253)
(20,117,185,46, 111, 249)(21,179,123,83,170,178)(22,175,172,120,268,275)
(24,297,97) (25,127,287,101,141, 209)(27,90,277)(28,212,88)

(29,233,119,78,171,162) (30,144,140) (31,164,181,73,112,247)
(34,237,299,110,76,225)(36,39,274,96,50,286) (37,280,150,98,263,77)

(40,160,180,103,93,137) (41,148,67,168,234,169) (42,81,221,61,108,136)
(43,298,290,114,124,177)(44,224,118,57,147,85)(45,288,128,132,213,183)

(47,143,75,135,165,176) (48,243,260,188,193,248)(49,60,197,92,65,236)

(51,235,56) (52,259,105) (53,194,214,158,222,131) (54,116,199,182,232,283)
(58,70,271,161,163,211)(59,100,203) (62,99,166,102,66,245)
(71,210,262,121,82,293)(79,94,125,254,244,238)(80,129,146,106,167,84)

(86,300,246,173,133,104) (87,270,205,264,220,227) (91,282,195,191,145,256)
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(95,190,204,255,294,217) (107,159) (138,278,279,242,149,155) (139,296) (154,265)

On the right hand side of the equation, aftotfatstotfa) = ttQttitt2tt3ttott-iU2

Hence diitotfatstotfa) =

(1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8)(9,16)(12,19)(13,20)(14,21)(15,22)(18,25)(23,36)(27,41)
(28,42)
(31,45)(32,

46) (33,47)(34,48)(35,49)(38,52)(39,53)(40,54)(44,58) (50,69)

(56,76)(57,77)(59,79)(60,80)(62,82)(63,83)(64,84)(65,85)(67,87)(68,88)(71,91)

(72,92) (73,93) (74,94) (75,95)(78,100) (81,104) (89,115) (90,99)(96,101)(97,124)

(98,126) (102,130) (103,131)(105,133) (106,118)(107,112) (108,134) (109,135)(110,136)
(111, 137)(113,139)(114,140) (116,127)(117,143)(U9,145) (120,146)(121,147)(122, 148)

(123,149) (125,138) (128,154) (129,155) (132,’160) (141,174) (142,164) (144,177) (150,161)
(151,186)(152,189) (153,159) (156,158) (157,193) (162,198) (163,200)(165,180) (166,171)

(167,201) (169,202) (170,203) (172,205) (173,206) (175,196)(176,209)(178,211)(181, 213)
(182,214) (183,215) (184,216) (185,217) (187,220) (188,221) (190,194) (191,224) (192,225)

(197.227) (199,204)(207,219) (208,233) (210,223) (212,248) (218,246)(222,261)(226,263)
(228,244) (229,268)(230,269) (231,245)(232,272)(234,251) (235,240)(236,275)(238,276)

(239,277) (241,279) (242,258)(243,273)(247,281) (249,283) (252,285) (253,286)(255,287)
(256,284) (257,288) (264, 291) (265,292) (266,293) (267,294) (270, 280) (271,278) (274, 296)
(1,3)(2,11)(4,13)(5,
(282,295)

9) (7,26)(8,30)(10,32) (12,35)(15s 23) (17,28) (1955) (21,46)

(22,61)(24,63)(25,42)(27,64) (29,72) (31,68) (34,50) (37,60) (40,57) (41,96) (43,65)
(45,101) (47,92)(48,106) (51,109)(52,83) (53,80) (54,118) (56,110) (58,85)(59,103)
(62,114)(66,120) (67,89)(69,77) (70,117)(71,98) (75,108) (76,150) (79,156) (82,161)
(84,88) (86, 111) (87,165) (90,168)(91,158) (93,146)(94,143) (95,180) (97,169) (99,132)

(100,135) (102,121)(104,137) (105,176) (107,188)(112,182) (113,141)(115,134) (116,179)
(119,173) (122,127)(123,167) (124,218) (125,152)(126,131) (128,163) (129,144) (130,214)
(133.228) (136,140)(138,170)(139,234)(142,237)(145,246)(147,221)(149,251)(151, 253)
(153, 254)(154,244) (155, 203) (157, 238) (159,191) (162,183)(164,210) (166,264)(171, 255)

(172,207)(174,201) (175,250) (177,189) (181,242) (184,196) (185,236) (186,241) (187,222)

(190,259) (192,194) (193,290) (195,232)(197,212)(198,287) (199,230)(200,209)(202,206)
(204,239)(205,285)(208,298)(211,272)(213,279)(215,291)(217,252)(219, 275)
(220,299) (227,277) (229,283) (231,300) (233,282) (235,296) (240,278) (243,289) (245,265)
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(247.256) (248,269) (257,273)(258,286)(260,268)(262,294)(263,267)(266, 280)
(270,297) (271,281) (274,284) (1,5) (2,17) (3,18) (4,15)(6,37) (7,43)(10,34)(11,39)
(13,44)(14,40)(16,53)(19,48)(20,70)(21,86)(24,67)(26,74)(29,71)(30,60)(32,81)

(33,59)(35,57)(36,94) (38,75) (41,87) (42,80) (45,91) (46,127) (47,138) (49,116) (51,113)
(52,125)(55,122) (61,117) (63,129) (64,103) (66,128) (68,108) (69,148) (72,144) (73,105)
(76,139) (77,104) (78,123) (79,95) (82,154) (83,194) (84,190) (85,143) (88,175) (89,98)

(90,172) (92,196) (93,204)(96,184) (97,102) (99,187) (100,199) (101,192) (106, 111)

(107,119) (109,197) (110,176)(112,195) (114,167) (115,225)(118,179) (120,212)
(121,178) (124, 220) (126,216) (130,205) (131,155) (132,185) (133,149) (134,177)
(135.280) (136,270)(140,243) (141,163)(142,241) (146,273) (147, 278) (150,257)

(151,162) (152,158) (153,260) (156,250)(157,159) (160,271) (161,266) (164,267)
(165,170) (166,181)(168,274) (171,262)(173,222) (174,293) (180,259) (182,284)
(183,226) (186,294) (188,236)(191,249) (198,279)(200,288) (201,248)(202,296)
(206,282) (207,232) (208,218) (209,227) (210,258)(211,217) (214,295) (215,255)

(219,247) (221,298) (223,287) (224,300) (228,289)(229,245)(230,244) (231,290)
(233,272) (234,239) (235,252) (237,291) (240,299)(242,263)(246,281)(251,297)
(256,261)(264,
(254,292)

286) (265,276) (1,4) (2,10) (3,14)(5,12)(6,24) (8,29) (9,33)

(11,38) (16,51)(17,31)(18,27)(20,52)(22,45)(23,64)(25,66)(26,63) (28,73) (30,78)

(36,90)(37,62)(39,56) (42,99) (43,71) (44,59) (46,83) (48,91)(49,100) (50,110) (53,107)
(54,82) (55,109) (57,103) (58,112) (60,102)(61,132)(65, 121) (69,142) (70,119) (74,97)
(76,79) (77,153) (80,159) (81,105) (84,93)(85,164) (86,128) (87,154) (88,160) (89,169)

(92,135) (94,166) (95,145) (96,168) (98,114)(101,120) (104,171) (106,191) (108,176)
(111, 183) (113,125)(115,208) (116,181)(117,162)(118,210) (122,151)(123,129)

(124,133) (126,223) (127,157) (130,131)(134,231)(136,147) (137,233) (138,195)
(141,238)(143,
(140,224)

(155,213)
(156,

245) (144,178) (148,235) (149,193) (150,254)(152,253)
237) (158,188) (161,182) (163,173) (165,265) (170,256) (172,199)

(174.257) (175,252)(177,240) (179,247) (180,282) (184,219) (185,197) (186,211)
(187,194)(189,289) (190, 262) (192, 226) (196,229) (198,209) (200,295) (201, 281)
(202,215) (203,288) (204,260) (206,292) (207,283) (212,249) (216,277) (217,268)
(218,300) (225,297) (227,285) (228,298) (230,275) (232,242) (234,296) (239,248)

(241,271) (243,251) (244,264)(246,255)(250,269) (258,274) (259,293) (261,266)
(267.280) (270,299) (272,273) (276,284) (278,290) (1,2) (3,6) (4,7) (5,8) (9,16) (12,19)
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(13,20)(14,21)(15,22)(18,25) (23,36) (27,41) (28,42) (31,45) (32,46) (33,47) (34,48)
(35,49) (38,52)(39,53) (40,54)(44,58) (50,69)(56,76)(57,77)(59,79)(60,80)(62,82)

(63,83)
(64,

84) (65,85)(67,87) (68,88)(71,91)(72,92)(73,93)(74,94)(75,95)(78,100)

(81,104) (89,115)(90,99)(96,101) (97,124) (98,126) (102,130) (103,131) (105,133)
(106,118)(107,112) (108,134) (109,135)(110,136)(111,137) (113,139)(U4,140)

(116,127) (117,143) (119,145)(120,146) (121,147) (122,148) (123,149)(125,138)

(128,154) (129,155) (132,160)(141,174) (142,164) (144,177)(150,161)(151,186)

(152,189) (153,159)(156,158)(157,193) (162,198) (163,200)(165,180) (166,171)
(167,201) (169,202)(170,203) (172,205) (173,206) (175,196) (176,209) (178,211)
(181.213) (182,214)(183,215) (184,216)(185,217) (187,220) (188,221)(190,194)
(192,225)
(191,224)

(197,227) (199,204)(207,219)(208,233) (210,223) (212,248)

(218,246)(222,261) (226,263)(228,244)(229,268)(230,269) (231,245)(232,272)

(234.251) (235,240)(236,275) (238,276)(239,277) (241,279)(242,258)(243,273)
(247,281) (249,283)(252,285) (253,286)(255,287)(256,284)(257,288)(264, 291)
(265,292) (266,293) (267,294) (270,280) (271,278) (274,296) (282,295) (1,3) (2,11)
(4,13) (5,9) (7,26) (8,30)(10,32) (12,35) (15,23) (17,28) (1955)(21,46) (22,61) (24,63)
(25,42) (27,64) (29,72) (31,68) (34,50) (37,60) (40,57) (41,96) (43,65) (45,101) (47,92)

(48,106) (51,109)(52,83) (53,80) (54,118) (56,110) (58,85) (59,103)(62,114)(66,120)
(67,89) (69,77) (70,117) (71,98) (75,108) (76,150) (79,156) (82,161) (84,88) (86, 111)

(87,165) (90,168) (91,158) (93,146)(94,143) (95,180) (97,169) (99,132) (100,135)
(102,121)(104,137) (105,176) (107,188) (112,182) (113,141) (115,134) (116,179)
(119,173)(122,127) (123,167) (124,218) (125,152) (126,131) (128,163)(129,144)

(130.214) (133,228) (136,140) (138,170) (139,234) (142,237) (145,246) (147,221)
(149.251) (151,253)(153,254)(154,244)(155,203)(157,238)(159,191)(162, 183)

(164,210)(166,264)(171,255)(172,207)(174,201)(175,250)(177,189)(181,242)
(184,196) (185,236) (186,241) (187,222)(190,259)(192,194) (193,290) (195,232)

(197,212) (198,287) (199,230)(200,209)(202,206)(204,239) (205,285) (208,298)
(211.272) (213,279) (215,291) (217,252) (219,275) (220,299) (227,277) (229,283)

(231,300) (233,282)(235,296) (240,278)(243,289) (245,265)(247,256)(248, 269)
(257.273) (258,286)(260,268)(262,294)(263, 267) (266,280) (270,297) (271,281)

(274,284) (1,5) (2,17) (3,18) (4,15)(6,37) (7,43)(10,34) (11,39) (13,44) (14,40)
(16,53)(19,48)(20,70)(21,86)(24,67)(26,74)(29,71)(30,60)(32,81)(33,59)(35,57)
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(36,94) (38,75)(41,87)(42,80)(45,91)(46,127)(47,138)(49,116)(51, 113) (52,125)

(55,122)(61,117)(63,129) (64,103) (66,128) (68,108) (69,148) (72,144) (73,105)(76,139)

(77.104) (78,123) (79,95)(82,154) (83,194) (84,190) (85,143) (88,175)(89,98) (90,172)
(92,196) (93,204)(96,184) (97,102)(99,187) (100,199) (101,192)(106, 111) (107,119)
(109,197)(110,176)(112,195) (114,167)(115,225)(118,179) (120,212) (121,178)

(124,220) (126,216) (130,205) (131,155) (132,185) (133,149) (134,177) (135,280)
(136,270) (140,243) (141,163) (142,241) (146,273) (147,278) (150,257) (151,162)

(152,158) (153,260) (156,250) (157,159)(160,271) (161,266) (164,267) (165,170)
(166,181) (168,274) (171,262) (173,222) (174,293) (180,259) (182,284) (183,226)

(186,294) (188,236) (191,249)(198,279)(200,288) (201,248)(202,296)(206,282)
(207,232)(208,218)(209,227)(210,258)(211,217)(214,295)(215,255)(219,247)

(221,298)(223,287)(224,300)(228,289)(229,245)(230, 244) (231,290)(233,272)
(234,239)(235,252) (237,291) (240,299)(242,263) (246,281) (251,297)(254,292)
(256,261) (264,286)(265,276)
When we multiply the permutation, we get:

(1,257,272,13,281,174) (2,184,267,32,230,261) (3,266,200) (4,208,229,14,231,219)
(5,295,228,35,198,115) (6,122,258,26,152,276) (7,250,187,63,239,226)

(8,196,241,72,207,201) (9,284,126) (10,289,157,38,240,151)(11,192,206)

(12,142,252,33,153,269) (15,223,251,64,130,189) (16,74,291,55,89,202)
(17,273,218,68,186,134) (18,292,156,23,215,69) (19,216,113,109,285,253)
(20,117,185,46, 111, 249)(21,179,123,83,170,178)(22,175,172,120,268, 275)

(24,297,97) (25,127,287,101,141,209)(27,90,277)(28,212,88) (29,233,119,78,171,162)
(30,144,140) (31,164,181,73,112,247) (34,237,299,110,76,225) (36,39,274,96,50,286)
(37,280,150,98,263,77) (40,160,180,103,93,137) (41,148,67,168,234,169)
(42,81,221,61,108,136) (43,298,290,114,124,177) (44,224,118,57,147,85)

(45,288,128,132,213,183) (47,143,75,135,165,176) (48,243,260,188,193,248)
(49,60,197,92,65,236) (51,235,56) (52,259,105) (53,194,214,158,222,131)
(54,116,199,182,232,283)(58,70,271,161,163,211)(59,100,203)(62,99,166,102,66,245)
(71,210,262,121,82,293)(79,94,125,254,244,238) (80,129,146,106,167,84)

(86.300.246.173.133.104) (87,270,205,264,220,227) (91,282,195,191,145,256)
(95,190,204,255,294,217) (107,159) (138,278,279,242,149,155) (139,296) (154,265)
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Therefore

= & (toti^isioii^)

By the First Isomorphism Theorem, we have that
£s = “(G)

=*• ]^Fa[ -

= 7200

=> |G| = 7200 • |&erd|
=> |G| > 7200

But, using the cayley diagram, we had previously shown that |(7| < 7200. Therefore

]G| = 7200.

4.3

Permutation and Symmetric Representation
Permutation to Symmetric: The goal is to find the symmetric representa

tion form of the following permutation p.

Let p =

(1,105,284,175,205,96,38,169,152,37,113,221,210,242,106) (2,97,215,216,139,156,
24,253,230,53,128,140,164,217,165) (3,59,212,196,204,150,63,110,89,39,67,291,237,

264,158) (4,178,266,116,260,92,78,238, 111, 17,187,224,282,294,61) (5,123,292,243,
279,55,14,176,192,70,172,146132,173,65) (6,56,286,250,87,228,52,183,207,80,71,

206,142,227,234) (7,151,198,148,154,126,51,275,239,25,119,136,233,149,180) (8,157,
(8, 157, 147, 288, 220, 118, 10, 226, 281, 94,195, 88, 99, 283, 170)(9, 40, 197, 273, 278,

161, 32, 64, 108, 74,125, 287, 168, 188, 98)(11, 27, 236, 184, 138, 218, 83, 121, 141, 60,

34, 258, 223, 296, 244)(12, 249, 257, 190, 290, 46, 73, 222, 117, 43, 267, 160, 265, 232,
30)(13, 103, 144, 127, 199, 214, 109, 114, 50, 18, 75, 274, 298, 255, 101)(15, 185, 295,

270, 246, 26, 33,167, 122, 86, 241, 135, 191, 163, 28)(16, 62, 202, 289, 95, 251, 21, 162,
186, 143, 91, 200, 90, 248, 285)(19, 219, 130, 225, 145, 69, 66, 201, 240, 58, 181, 84, 245,

133, 203) (20, 102, 263, 179, 48, 272, 100, 256, 268, 42, 31, 276, 208, 155, 299) (22, 229,

93, 293,193, 85, 29, 261, 231, 104, 262, 49, 159, 211, 259) (23, 44, 129, 280, 300, 182, 72,
35, 57, 81, 194, 271, 254, 120, 68)(36, 107, 209, 297, 54, 252, 47, 247, 124, 137, 45, 174,
153, 177, 213)(41, 269, 76, 189, 82, 115, 112, 134, 171, 77, 166, 131, 235, 79, 277)g S300
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By definition, the right cosets of any group, partition the group into disjoint

subsets. Hence, any two right cosets of a group will either be equal or disjoint.
Since Np = Nw and p E Np
=> p E Nw

=> p — nw, where nE N and N = S4
In order to find the symmetric representation form of p, we must solve for this n.

=> n = pw~L

But Np = lp = 105 and , from the labeling, 105 = JVt4t2*1*3*2
=> TVp = 7V*4*2*1*3*2

=> p =
=> n

ni4t2*i*3*2

= P*2*3*l*2*4

Notice that p*2*3*i*2*4 = (2,3,7)(4,6)(8,21,20)(9,18,22,17,11,19)(10,12,16)
(13,15) (23,26,27,32,29,24) (28,31,30)

Therefore, n — (2,3). Now we must look at the labeling of the double cosets, and
translate the permutation (2,3):

n = (4,1)
Thus, (4,1)*4*2*i*3*2 is the symmetric representation form of the permutation p.
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Chapter 5

The Construction of A7 x

S$

We want to prove that the symmetric representations of A? x

is given by

where X ~ (01234) (01234) and Y ~ (00) (11) (22) (34) (43). The symmetric
presentation of the progenitor 3*5 :m S$ is :
3*5 :m S5 = (x, y, *|z5 = y2 = (yrr)4 = [x, y]3 = 1 = t3 = (yt)2 = (ytx)2, (ytx2^

The control subgroup N is S5 on ten letters, ti and ti for i = 0, ..,4 .
To prove:
A7 x S3 = (x, y, *|z5 = y2 = (yx/ = [x, y]3 = 1 = t3 = (yt)2 = (ytx)2 , (ytx2^

,

we must perform a double coset enumeration of A7 x S5 over £5. The double coset
enumeration consists of finding all double cosets [w] and figuring out how many single

cosets each of these contains. Notice that the double coset enumeration is complete when
the set of right cosets is closed under right multiplication. That is, when none of the
*i’s can expand the cayley graph any further. From the definition of 3*5 we obtain the

following relation: t^ — t3 = t2=tl = t3 = 1. Since t3 = 1 for i = 0,..., 4 , then t3 -tT*1 =
1 -tP1 => t2 = tf1. Thus we obtain this new relation t2 = tf1. The control subgroup is
permutation group S5 on ten letters which consists of the permutations of 0,1,2,3 and

4, as well as 0,1,2,3 and 4. That is, S3 = ((01234) (01234), (00)(lI)(22)(34)(43))
We will proceed to expand the relators and obtain our relations.

The first relation is as follows: [(01) (23) to]4 = e
Let 7r = (01) (23) .Then by permutation multiplication, we obtain the following:

7T1 = (01) (23) = 7T3

7T2 = e = 7T4.
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So if we expand [(01) (23) io]4 = e we obtain the following:
7r*o7rto7rto7r*o = e
Using the property that nnn~n = e we can simplify the expression

=> nn3n~3tonn2n~2tonn1Tr~1tonto = e
=> tt4 (n~3ton3) (n~2t7r2) (7r_1t7r1) to = e

Using the conjugation property, 7r_1ti7r = t? ,
=> 7r4to3 tg2 Iq to — e

—z* titotito 1—1 e
—t" tyto = *o*l
Thus, we obtain the relation tito = toil

The second relation is as follows: [(01) (234234) to]6 = e.
Let 7T = (01) (234234). Then, by permutation multiplication, we obtain the following
tt1

= (01) (234234)

tt2

=

tt3

= (01) (22) (33) (44)

tt4

= (234) (234)

tt5

= (01) (243243)

(243) (243)

7r6 = e
So, if we expand [(01) (01) (234234) to]6 = e we obtain the following

ntontontontontonto — e
=> nGtf if tf tj2 tg1 to = e
. , (01) (243243) .(234)(234) ,(01) (22) (33) (44), (243) (243),(01)(234234). _
Lq
tg
tg
tg
tg
tO — "

=> titotitotlto = e
—titoti — totito

Thus, we obtain the relation tjtgti = *o*i*o-

The third relation is as follows [(01) (234234) to]6 = e
Let % = (01) (234234). Then, by permutation multiplication, we obtain the following
tt1

= (01) (01) (234234)

tt2

= (243) (243)

tt3

= (01) (01) (22) (33) (44)

tt4

= (234) (234)
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tt5

= (01) (01) (243243)

7T6 =

e

So, if we expand [(01) (234234) to]6 = e we obtain the following
7Vto7rtQTVtQTVtQ7VtQ7VtQ = e

=e

=>

t r(0i)(01)(243243)t(234)(234)t(01)(01)(22)(33)(44)t(243)(243)7(01)(01)(234234)t- _
=> t0
r0
i0
c0
l0
to —
=/■ *i*o*i*o*i*o =

e

c

“z' *1*0*1 = *0*1*0

Thus, we obtain the relation *i*o*i = *o*i*o-

From relations 2 and 3 we obtain the following relation:
By transitiviy, since *i*o*i = *o*i*o and *i*o*i = *0*1*0? then *i*o*i = *i*o*i

Thus we obtain a new relation *i*o*i = *i*o*i.

5.1

The Double Coset Enumeration of G over S5
First, note that TV = ((0,0) (1,1) (2,2) (3,4) (4,3), (0,1,2,3,4) (0,1,2,3,4)).

The empty word is TVeTV

=

{Nen | n E

TV} =

{TVn | n E

TV} = {TV}.

double coset by [*] . The number of elements in [*] is

We will denote this

= 1, hence [*] consists of

the single coset, TV. Since TV = 65,it acts transitively on {0,1,2,3,4, 0,1,2,3,4}. There

fore, TV has a single orbit, namely {0,1, 2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} in {0,1, 2, 3,4,0,1,2,3,4}.
Take a representative from this orbit and apply it to TV, and determine to which double

coset it belongs to (in other words, if the Cayley graph is expanded):

TV •

t0 = Nt0E

[0].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length ten,

ten *j’s will extend the Cayley graph from [*] to [0].
Next, look at the double coset TVtoTV , the words of length one, which we will

denote by [0]. To obtain the elements in [0], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,
TV0. The point stabiliser,TV0, consists of permutations in TV = S5 which fix 0 and permute

1,2,3,4. This means that | TV01 = 4! = 24. In this case, the point stabiliser is equal to the
set stabiliser, TV<°>. TV<°> = TV0 = ((1,2,3,4), (1,2,3,4)) = ((1,2,3) (1,4), (1,2,3) (1,4))
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= ((1,2) (1,3) (1,4), (1,2) (1,3) (1,4)) = A4 on 8 letters. Thus, |TV<°>| = — = 12. Hence

To find the orbits of TV^°\ we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by TV(0) . The orbits of TV^ are
{0} , {0} , {1,2,3,4} and {1,2,3,4} . The number of single cosets in the double coset [0]
is obtained by dividing

= 10. To obtain the elements in this double coset,

we must first find the right cosets, also known as transversals, of

in TV. Therefore

[0] = {TVto, TVti, Nt2, Nt3,Nt4, Nto, TVti, Nt2, Nt3, Nt4}.
Now we must take a representative from each orbit of TV(°) and apply it to TVto

to determine if the Cayley graph is expanded or collapsed:

TVtg . to — Nig G [0].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti will map [0] to [0].
TVto ■ to = TV G [*]
Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0] to [*].

TVio ■ ti = Ntoti
This is a new double coset which we will label as [01].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 4,
four tf’s will extend the Cayley graph from [0] to [01].

TVto ■ ti — TVtgti
This is a new double coset which we will label as [01].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 4,
four ti’s will extend the Cayley graph from [0] to [01].

Now, we look at the double coset TVtot i TV which we denoted [01]. To obtain
the elements in [01], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0 and 1, TV01. The point

stabiliser consists of permutations in TV =

which fix 0 and 1 and permute 2,3,4.

This means that |TV01| = 3! = 6. The set stabiliser, TV^01) > TV01. Due to relation 1,
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listed above, the set stabiliser increases:
N (toti)(01) = NtRo = Ntoh

(01) G Al<01> =^> JVC01) > (AI01, (01)).

Therefore, |7VC01) | = 6 • 2 = 12. To find the orbits of A^01\ we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and
4 by AI^01) . The orbits of AI^01) are {0,1}, {2,3,4}, and {0,1,2,3,4}. The number of

single cosets in the double coset [01] is obtained by dividing

= 10, To

obtain the single cosets in this double coset, we apply the permutations in Sg :
[01] = AltotiAI = {AI (toti)n |n G AI} = {AItoti, Nt0t2, Ntot3, AIt0t4}
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of AI^01^ and apply it to Alio^i to

determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
Altoti •

= Alto (li)2 = Altflij G [01].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 2,
2 things map from [01] to [01].

Altoti • t2 = Ntot]t2.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [012].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 3,
three things will extend the Cayley graph from [01] to [012],
A7'io II • ti — Alto G [0].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 5, five things map from [01] to [0].
Now we loook at the double coset AltotiAI which we denoted [01]. To obtain

the elements in [01], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0 and I, AI01 . The point

stabiliser, A^01 , consists of permutations in AI = S5 which fix 0 and 1 permute 2,3,4.
Hence AI01 = ((234) (234)). The set stabiliser AI<01) = AI01 , since there are no addition
al relations which increase it, which means A^01)| = 3. To find the orbits of AI^01\ we

conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by AlCoi) . The orbits of AI<oi) are {0}, {1} , {2,3,4} , {0} , {1},
and {2,3,4}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [01] is obtained by dividing

|' =

= 40. To obtain the single cosets in this double coset:

[01] = AltotiAI = {AI (toti)n |n 6 AI} =

{ATo^i, Ntit2, Ntoti, Nt2t3, Ntit2, Nt3t4, Nt2t4, Nt2t3, Nt4to, Nt4t3, Nt3to, Nt3t4,
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Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntjy, Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntfa, Nt0t3, Ntfa, Ntfa, Nt0i4, Ntfa,

N2ti, Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntfa, NtQt2, Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntfa,
Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntfa, Ntfa}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of 2\A01) and apply it to

Nt(fa to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

tVtoti • t0 = Ntfafa.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [010].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [01] to [010].

TVtoti ■ ti = Nto G [0].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [01] to [0].
Ntoti ■ t2 = Ntoifa.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [012].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 3,
three tjs will extend the Cayley graph from [01] to [012],

TVtoti • to = Ntot fa G [01].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1;

one ti will map the Cayley graph from [01] to [01).

Ntfa ■ ti = Ntoti G [01].
Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,

one ti will map the Cayley graph from [01] to [01].

Ntfa • t2 = Ntot-fa =.
Since the orbit of 2 is of length 3,
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three t/s will map the Cayley graph from [01] to [012].
Now we look at the double coset Ntotit2N which we denoted by [012]. To

obtain the elements in [012] we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1, and 2, TV012.
The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S5, which fix 0,1,2 and permute
3,4, hence | TV0121 = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would increase these

permutations, we get that the set stabiliser 7V^012^ = TV012. Therefore, |AT(012)| = 1. To
find the orbits of A^012^ we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by A^012) . The orbits of A^012)

are {0} , {1} , {2} , {3} , {4} , {0} , {1}, {2} , {3} , and {4} . The number of single cosets

in the double coset [012] is obtained by dividing

= 120. To obtain the

j- ~

single cosets in this double coset:

[012] = Ntotit2N = {N (iotita)71 |n G Ar} =
{Ntot-fa, Ntst^, Nt4tit2, Ntot^, ATi4tit3, Nt2tj3, Nt2tito,
Nt2tyt4,

Ntit2t3, Ntifytz, Ntot2t3, Nt^t2U,

Nto^to, Ntot-fa,

Nt3t2t4, Nt3t2ti, Nt0t2ti,

Ntjfati, Ntit2to, Nt3t2t0, Nt4t2to, Ntoiii2, Notify, Notify, Nt0iit4, Ntztyk, AT^tiM,

Nt2tJo, Nt^ NUirio, Nioiih,

Nitidis,

Nt2toti, Ntstot-L, Nt^toh,

Nt3tot2, Ntitot2, Ntitoti, Nt3tot4, Nt2tot4, Nt4tot3, Nhtots, Nt2t0t3, Nt2t3t4, Ntot3t4,

ATtit3t4, Nt2t3tG, Ntit3to, NUtoto, Nt^t^ Ntit3t2, Nt0t3t2, Ntwisty ATt4t3ti, AT£0t3ti,
NtJ2t4, Nt3t2t4, NtQt2U, Ntit2t3, Ntot2t3, Nt4t2t3,

Niot2ti, Nt3i2ii, Ntit2to,

Nt4t2to, Nt3i2t0, AT^toii, TVF3t0ti, Nt2i0ii, Nt4iQi3, Ni2tot3, ATtitot3, ATfytot^, Nt2tot4,
TVf3£oi4, NUhh, Ntitffa,

ATt3i4io, ATfyi4^, Nt2t4tQ,

ATi2^4ii,

NtGt4t3, Nt2t4t3, TVtit4t3, ATt3f4i2, NtoUto, Ntit4t2i Nt2t4t3, ATtot4t3, Ntit4t3, Nt2t4t0,

Nt&io, Nt3t4ti, M3M2, Nt&h, NiQi4t2, NttWi, NiyFty Ntotfa, Nt/fato, NUfato,
ATtit3Fo, Nt2t3t4, NWr, ArFoZZ, Niot3t2, Ntit3t2, ATt4t3t2, Ni^ii, Ntffati, ATt4t3ti}
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of AT^012) and apply it to Nt(jtJ2 to
determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

Ntotit2 • to = Ntot-}t2to — Ntotit2.

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [012] to [012],
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N*o*1*2

■ *1 =

N*o*1*2*1

— N*o*l € [01].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [012] to [01].

Nto*l*2 ■ *2 ~ N*0 *1*2*2 = N*o*i*2

€ [012].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [012] to [012],

N*o*1*2 • *3 = N*o*l*2*3-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [0123].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [012] to [0123].

N*o*it2 * *4

=

Ntofit^

= N*o*l*2*3

G [0123].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length 1,

one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [012] to [0123].

N*o*i*2 •

to =

N*o*1*2*O-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [0120].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [012] to [0120].

N*o*i*2

■ *1 =

N*o*i*2*i

€ [012].

Since the orbit of I is of length one,

one ti will map the Cayley graph from [012] to [012].

N*o*i*2 ‘ *2 = N*o*l*2*2 =

Ntotx € [01].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [012] to [01],

N*0*i*2 • *3 =

NtQtxt2t3.

This is a new double coset which we will label as [0123].
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Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will expand the Cayley graph from [012] to [0123].

Ntotit2 • t4 = Ntotit2t4.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [0124],

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will expand the Cayley graph from [012] to [0124].

Now, we look at the double coset TVtotito which we denoted [010]. To obtain
the elements in [010] we must first find the point stabiliser of 0 and 1, TV010. The point

stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = Sq which fix 0,1, and permute 2,3,4. Hence
Tvoio — 53 which means |tV°^°| = 3! = 6. By relation 3, we know that titoti — Wifo.
Notice that:

TVto to (01) = TV (totito/01) = TVtitoti = TVtotito , by relation 3.

=> Thus, (01) € TV010.

=> jV(°Io) > (jvoio, (01)

To find the orbits of TV(040\ we must congujate 0,1,2,3, and 4 by TV(°i°\ The orbits
are {0,1,0,!} and {2,3,4, 2,3,4}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [010]
is obtained by dividing |

j- = ^ = 10. To obtain the single cosets in this double

coset we apply the permutations in S3:

[010] = TVtotito = {TV (totito)” ]n G TV} =
{TVtotito, TVtit2ti, Nt2t3t2, Nt3t4t3, Nt4tot4, Ntot3to, Nt4tyt4, TVtot2to, Nt2t4t2, Ntit3ti]
Next, we must take a representative from each orbit of TV^010) and apply it to
TVtotito to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TVtotito ■ to = TVtoti G [01].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 4,
four t/s will collapse the Cayley graph from [010] to [01]

TVtotito ■ t2 = TVtotitot2 = TVtotit2to 6 [0120].
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Since the orbit of 2 is of length 6,
six ti’s will extend the Cayley graph from [010] to [0120].

Now, we look at the double coset NtotfaN which we denoted [012]. To obtain
the elements in [012] we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1 and 2, TV012. The
point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = Sg which fix 0,1,2 and permute 2,3,4.

Hence TV012 = 1. Since there are no relations that would increase the stabiliser, we get
that N't012) = TV042;,, hence
hence Ia^042) = 1. To find the orbits of TVt042\ we must congujate

0,1,2,3, and 4 by TV(0l2\ The orbits are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, and
{4}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [012] is obtained by dividing

= 120. To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the
permutations in S$:

[012] = NtoUU = {TV (tot-fa)™ |?r € TV } =
{TVtoti^, TVt3tit2, Ntfafa, Ntfat NtfaU, Nt2ifa, NtfaU, Ntfafa, NUUK, Ntotfa

NtfaU, NUUU, NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntotfa, NtfaU, Ntotfa, NUUU, NUUU, Ntotfa

Ntfall, Ntfato, Ntfafa, Ntfafa, Ntot fa, NtfaU, NUUU, Nifafa NtfaU, NtfaU,

Nt2tfa, NUUU, Ntfato, NUUU, Ntfafa, NtfaU, NtfaU, NtfaU, Nt3tfa, Ntfafa,
Ntfafa, NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntfato NtfaU, NtfaU, NtfaU, NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntotfa,

NtfaU, Ntfato, Ntfato, Ntfato, NtfaU, NtfaU, NtffaU, NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntotfa,

NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntotfa, NtfaU, Ntotfa, NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntotfa, Nfafafa, Ntfato,
NtfaU, NUUU, NtfaU, NUtoU, NtfaU, NtfaU, NtfaU, NtfaU, NtfaU, NtfaU,
NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntfafa, NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntfato, Ntfato, NUUU, Ntfati, Ntotfa,
Ntotfa, Nt2tfa, NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntotfa, NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntotfa, NtfaU, NtfaU,
Ntfato, Ntfato, NUUU, NtfaU, Ntotfa, Ntfati, Ntfati, Ntotfa, NtfaU, Ntfato,
Ntfato, NtfaU, NtfaU, NtoUU, NtoUU, NtfaU, NtfaU, Ntfati, NtoUU, NtfaU}

Next, we must take a representative from each orbit of TV^012) and apply it to

Ntotfa to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.
Ntotfa ■ U = Ntotfato = Ntotfa E [012].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one U will map [012] to itself
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NtQtit2

■ *1 = AVo* 1*2*1 = *V*o*i*2 € [012].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,

one ti will map from [012] to [012].

Ntotit2 • *2 =

TV*o*i*2 =

Ntot-fa =

7V*o*i*2

€ [012].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,

one ti will map [012] to[012]

7V*o*1*2

• *3 = Ntotfatz = A**o*l*2*3 £ [0123].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [012] to [0123].

^*0*1*2 ’ *4 — *V*o*l*2*4 = TVto*i*2*4 £

[0124],

Since the orbit of 4 is of length 1,

one ti will map from [012] to [0124].

N*o*i*2

• *o = Ntotfato E [0120].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will map [012] to [0120]

^*0*1*2 • *1 =

Nto*1*2*1

= TV*o*i*2*o

€ [0120].

Since the orbit of I is of length 1,
one ti will map from [012] to [0120].

TV*o*i*2

■ *2 = TVto*l(*2*2) = TV*o*i G [01].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,

one ti will map [012] to [01]

7V*o*i*2

■ *3 =

TV*o*1*2*3

6 [0l23].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
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one ti will map from [012] to [0123].

TVio*i*2 • *4 = TVYo*1^2*4 G [0124].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [012] to [0l24],

Now we look at the double coset Ntot^t^N which we denoted by [0123]. To

obtain the elements in [0123] we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and 3,

TV0123. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S5, which fix 0,1,2,3 and

permute 4, hence 1TV0123| = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would

increase these permutations, we get that the set stabiliser jM0123) = AT0123. Therefore,

[Art0123) | = 1. To find the orbits of A^0123) we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by TV^0123) . The
orbits of M0123) are {0} , {1} , {2} , {3} , {4}, {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, and {4} . The number
of single cosets in the double coset [0123] is obtained by dividing

= ip = 120.

To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in 5s, as
done in the previous double cosets:
[0123] = Nt^t-fat^N = {TV (*o*i*2*3)n

€ TV}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of TV^0123) and apply it to

Ntotit2t3 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TVi0*l*2*3 •

to

= TVi0*l*2*3*0-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [01230].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [0123] to [01230].

TVtotit2*3 * *1 = ArTo*i*2*4 € [0124].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,

one ti will map from [0123] to [0124].

TVtotit2*3 * *2

= TVto*l*2*3*2 =

AT*o*i*2 G [012].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
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one ti will map from [0123] to [012],
Ntotit2t3 • t3 = Ntotit2t3 G [0123].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,

one ti will map from [0123] to [0123].

Ntotit2t3 • t4 — Ntotit2t3t4.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [01234].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length 1,

one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [0123] to [01234].
Ntotit2t3 - to — Ntotit2t3 G [0123].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will map the Cayley graph from [0123] to [0123].

Ntotit2t3 • fi — Ntotit2t3to 6 [01230].
Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map the Cayley graph from [0123] to [01230].
Notice that there are now two things which expand the Cayley graph
from [0123] to [01230]

AT0M2I3 ■ h =

6 [0124].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [012] to [01].
Ntotit2t3 • t3 = NtQtR2 6 [012].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0123] to [012].

Ntotit2t3 ■ t4 = Ntotit2t3t4.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [01234].
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Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will expand the Cayley graph from [0123] to [01234].

Now we look at the double coset

N*o*i*2*3

which we denoted by [0123]. To

obtain the elements in [0123], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and 3,

AT0123. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = £5, which fix 0,1,2,3 and
permute 4, hence | AT0123 = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would
increase these permutations, we get that the set stabiliser Ad0123) = a*0123. Therefore,
|yy(oi23) | = 1. To find the orbits of Ad0123) we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by Ad0123) . The

orbits of Ad0123) are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3} , {4}, {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, and {4} . The number
of single cosets in the double coset [0123] is obtained by dividing

| =

= 120.

To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in £5:

[0123] = Ntot^tsN = {N (*0*1*26)" |n 6 N}
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of Ad0123) and apply it to
N*o*i*2*3

to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

AT*o*l*2*3 * *0 = N*o*1*2*3*O-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [01230].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti will map from [0123] to [01230].

N*0*l*2*3 ■ *1 — N*o*l*2*3

[0123].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [0123] to [0123].

N*0*l*2*3 • *2 = N*0*i*2*3*2-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [01232].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [0123] to [01232].

N*q*1*2*3

• *3 =

N*o*i*2

€ [012].
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Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [0123] to [012].

Ntohtits ■ t4 = NtQtit2t3t4.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [01234].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length 1,
one ti will extend the Cayley graph from [0123] to [01234].

Ntotit2t3 • to = Ntotit2t3 6 [0123].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will map the Cayley graph from [0123] to [0123].
Notice that there are now two t/s which map the Cayley graph
from [0123] to [0123].

Ntotit2t3 • ti — Ntotit2-G [012].
Since the orbit of I is of length one,

one ti will map the Cayley graph from [0123] to [012].

Ntotit2t3 • t2 = Ntotit2t3 G [0123].
Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will map the Cayley graph from [0123] to [0123]

Ntotit2t3 • t3 = Ntot]t2t3 G [0123].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will map the Cayley graph from [0123] to [0123]

• £4 = Ntotit2t3t4 G [01234].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will map the Cayley graph from [0123] to [01234].
Now we look at the double coset Ntotit2t4N which we denoted by [0124]. To

obtain the elements in [0124], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and 4,
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N0124. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = £5, which fix 0,1,2,4 and
permute 3, hence |n0124| = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would

increase these permutations, we get that the set stabiliser Ad0124) = A*0124. Therefore,
|yy(0i24) | = 1. To find the orbits of Ad0124) we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by Ad0124) . The
orbits of N<0124) are {0}, {1} , {2}, {3} , {4}, {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, and {4} . The number

of single cosets in the double coset [0124] is obtained by dividing

= 120.

To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in £5:

[0124] —

A/’*0*i*2*4*V

= {N (*0*1*26)" |n 6 A*}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^0124) and apply it to
N*o*i*2*4

to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

N*o*1*2*4 * *0 = N*o*1*2*4*O-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [01240].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [0124] to [01240].

N*o*i*2*4 * *1 — AT*o*i*2*4

G [0124].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [0124] to [0124].

N*o*1*2*4 ' *2 = N*o*1*2*3*2

€ [01232].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 1,
one ti will map from [0124] to [01232].

N*o*1*2*4 • *3 = N*o*1*2*4*3-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [01243]

Since the orbit of 3 is of length 1,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [0124] to [01243].
N*o*1*2*4 • *4 = N*0*i*2 6 [012].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length 1,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0124] to [012].
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TV*o*i*2*4 ■ *o =

Ntotfai* E [0124].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will map from [0124] to [0124].
Notice that there are now two tfs which will map
from [0124] to [0124].

TV*o*l*2*4 ' *1 ~ TV*Q*1*2 £

[012].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0124] to [012],

TV*o*1*2*4

• *2 =

AVo *1*2*4

6

[0124].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will map from [0124] to [0124]

N*oti*2*4 • *3 = AT*oti*2*3*4 6

[01234].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will expand the Cayley graph from [0124] to [01234].

Nto*l*2*4 * *4 “ N*0*l*2*4 =

N*o*1*2*3 6 [0123].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will map from [0124] to [0123].
Now we look at the double coset NtotfatoN which we denoted by [0120]. To

obtain the elements in [0120], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1, 2, and 0,

TV0120. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = S5, which fix 0,1,2,0 and
permute 3.4, hence |tV0120 = 2. Since there are no additional relations which would
increase these permutations, we get that the set stabiliser TV^0120) = TV0120. Therefore,
af(°12°)

= 2. To find the orbits of TV^0120) we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by A^0120) . The

orbits of TV<012°) are {0,2}, {1}, {3,4}, {0,2} , {1} , and {3,4} . The number of single

cosets in the double coset [0120] is obtained by dividing

= 60. To obtain
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the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in S3:

[0120] = NtotititoN — {TV (toti£2Fo)n

G TV}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of TV^0120) and apply it to
TVtotit2to to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TVt0tit2t0 • to = TVtotit2 e [012].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length two,
two i/s will collapse the cayley graph from [0120] to [012],

TVtotii2to • ti = TVtotit2to 6 [0120].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one tj will map from [0120] to [0120].

TVfotit2to • t3 = TVtotit2t3t2 € [01232].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length two,
two ti’s will expand the cayley graph from [0120] to [01232].

TVtotit2fo ■ to = TViotit2to = TVtotit2 € [012].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length two,
two ti’s will collapse the cayley graph from [0120] to [012].

TViotit2to ■ ti = Ntatito G [010].
Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0120] to [010].

TVfQiit2to • t3 — TVtotit2t3to G [01230].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length two,
two ti’s will expand the Cayley graph from [0120] to [01230].
Now we look at the double coset TVtotii2t3TV which we denoted by [0123]. To

obtain the elements in [0123], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and 3,

AT0123. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV =

Sq,

which fix 0,1,2,3 and
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permute 4, hence |TV0123 = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would
increase these permutations, we get that the set stabiliser AT^0123^ = TV0123. Therefore,
| jy(oi23) | _ i To
the orbits of AT^0123) we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by TV^0123) . The

orbits of AM0123) are {0}, {1} , {2}, {3}, {4}, {0} , {1} , {2}, {3} and {4} . The number
of single cosets in the double coset [0123] is obtained by dividing |^^3)| = ^p = 120.
To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in S$:

[0123] = TVto*i*2*3AT = {AT (*o*i*2*3)n ]n G AT}
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^0123) and apply it to
ATio*i*2*3 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

AT<o*l*2*3 ■ *o = ATio*l*2*3*O-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [01230].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [0123] to [01230].

AT*o*i*2*3 • *i = ATto*i*2*3*o €

[01230].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will map from [0123] to [01230],

ATio*1*2*3

• *2 = ATtotii2*3*o €

[01230],

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [0123] to [01230]

ATt0*i*2*3 • *3 =

Ntotit2

G

[012],

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [0123] to [012].

Ntotit2t3

• *4 = A**o*it2*3*4-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [01234],

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [0123] to [01234]
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Afro*1*2*3 ‘ *0 =

[0124].

N*o*1*2*4

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will map from [0123] to [0124],

Afro*1*2*3

■ *1 = N*o*1*2*3

e [0123],

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map from [0123] to [0123].

Afro*1*2*3 ■ *2 = N*o*l*2*3 G [0123].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will map from [0123] to [0123]

N*o*l*2*3 • *3 = N*o*1*2*3

G [0123].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will map from [0123] to [0123].

Now, two things will map from [0123] to [0123].

Afro*1*2*3

■ *4 = N*o*1*2*4*3

£ [01243],

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [0123] to [01243]
Now we look at the double coset N*o*i*2*4-Ar which we denoted by [0124]. To
obtain the elements in [0124], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and 4,

N0124. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S3, which fix 0,1,2,4 and
permute 3, hence |a*°^24| = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would

increase these permutations, we get that the set stabiliser Ad0124) = A*0*24. Therefore,
| A/(0124) | = i. To find the orbits of Ad0*24) we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by Ad0*24) . The
orbits of Ad0l24> are {0}, {1}, {2} , {3} , {4}, {0} , {1}, {2} , {3} and {4} . The number
of single cosets in the double coset [0124] is obtained by dividing

| =

= 120.

To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in £5:

[0124] = Afro*i*2'6A' = {N (*06*26)" |n e N}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of Ad0124) and apply it to
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Ntotit2t4 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

Ntotit2t4 • to = Ntotitztrfo G [01230].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [0124] to [01230].

NtotR^U • ti = Ntotit2t4to € [01240].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will map from [0124] to [01240].

Ntotit2t4 ■ t2 = Ntotit2t3to G [01230].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [0124] to [01230]
Nt0tit2t4 • t3 = IVt0t1t2t4t3

This is a new double coset which we will label as [01243]
Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [0124] to [01243].
AItotit2t4 ■ t4 = Ntot]t2 G [012].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [0124] to [012]

Nt^h • to = Artotit2t3 G [0123].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will map from [0124] to [0123].
Artotit2t4 ■ ti = Ntotit2t4 G [0124].

Since the orbit of I is of length one,

one ti will map from [0l24] to [0124].

Ntotit2t4 • t2 = Ntotit2t3 G [0123].
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Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will map from [0124] to [0123]

TVto*l*2*4 ■ *3 ~ TV*o*i*2*3*4 G

[01234].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will map from [0124] to [01234].

TVtotit2*4 • *4 — TVto*l*2*4 G

[0124],

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will map from [0124] to [0124]

Now, two things will map from [0l24] to [0124].
Now we look at the double coset NtQtit2toN which we denoted by [0120]. To

obtain the elements in [0120], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and 0,

TV0120. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = S3i which fix 0,1,2,0 and
permute 3,4, hence |tV0123| = 2.
Take the relation to*i = *i*o and conjugate it by (11) G TV to get
(toti)(1I) = (tito)(1I) => toil = tlio

Now, multiply on the right by t2:
=> *0*1*2 = *1*0*2

Multiply on the right by to
=> *0*l*2*0 — *1 *0*2*0
=> TVto*i*2*o = TViifo*2*o-

Now, take the relation to*i = *i*o and conjugate it by (01) (12) 6 TV .
(t0tlFW2) = (*ito)(ol)(12) => hh = tA.
Multiply on the left by to
=> *0*1*2 = *0*2*1 ■

Multiply on the right by to
=> totlt2to = to*2*l*O

=> TVtotit2to — TVto *2*i*o •

Let (021) be a permutation in TV.
TVtotit2to^021^ = TVt2*o*i*o- If we conjugate the relation to*i = *i*o by (12) G TV, we get
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*0*2 — *2*0 ■
=> AV2 *0*1*0 — N*o*2*i*o but AT*o*i*2*o = ^*0*2*1 to

=> Nt2*0*1*0 — TV*o*1*2*0
Now, (021) 6 7V(oI20) .
So,
> ((021),

=> A<0i28) = 6 .

To find the orbits of

we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by M0120) . The orbits of

AF^20) are {0,2,1,0,1,2} , {3,4}, and {4,3}.The number of single cosets in the double

= 20. To obtain the single cosets in

coset [0120] is obtained by dividing

this double coset we apply the permutations in S5:

[0120] = NtotfatoN = {N (*o*1*2*0)n \ne N}
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^0120) and apply it to

Ntotfaio to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

N*o*i*2*o • *0 — AT*o*i*2

€ [012].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length six,
six t/s will collapse the cayley graph from [0120] to [012].

7Vto*i*2*O • *3 =

N*o*1*2*4*O

€ [01240]

Since the orbit of 3 is of length two,
two ti’s will expand the cayley graph from [0120] to [01240].

Ntotfato ■ t4 = Ntotfahto 6 [01230].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length two,
two ti’s will expand the cayley graph from [0120] to [01230]

Now we look at the double coset

7V*o*i*2*3*o-N

which we denoted by [01230].

To obtain the elements in [01230], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and

3, A'01230. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N — S5, which fix 0,1,2,3
and permute 4, hence | A/"012301 = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would

increase these permutations, we obtain that the set stabiliser Ar<01230) = TV01230, and

so |AF(°123°)| = 1.. To find the orbits of 7V(°1230) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3, and
4 by M0123°) . The orbits of TV*01230) are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4} , {0}, {1}, {2}, {3},
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and {4}.The number of single cosets in the double coset [01230] is obtained by dividing

|jv(in23o)j =

= 120. To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the

permutations in 5s:

[01230] =■ NtotitztstoN = {N (totit2t3to)n [n G TV}
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^01230) and apply it to

Ntotit2t3to to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

NtQtit2t3tQ • to = TVtotlt2t3to = Ntotit2t3 G [0123].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01230] to [0123],

TVtotit2t3to • ti = TVtotit2t3totlThis is a new double coset which we will label as [012301].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01230] to [012301].
TVtotit2t3to ■ t2 = TVtotit2t4 C [0l24].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01230] to [0124].
TVtotit2t3to ■ t3 = TVtotx^to 6 [0120].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01230] to [0120].

TVtotit2t3to • t4 = TV£otit2t3tot4This is a new double coset which we will label as [012304]

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01230] to [012304].

Ntotit2t3tQ ■ to — Ntotit2t3 G [0123].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
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one

will collapse the cayley graph from [01230] to [0123]

N*0*1*2*3*0 ■ *1 —

XtQtit2t3to € [01230].

Since the orbit of I is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01230] to [01230].

N*o*1*2*3*O

' *2 =

N*o*1*2*3 € [0123].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01230] to [0123].
Now there are two things that collapse the cayley graph

from [01230] to [0123].

Nto*i*2*3*O • *3 =

N*o*1*2*3*2 6 [01232].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01230] to [01232].

Nio*l*2*3*O ' *4 = N*0*l*2*3*0*4 £

[012304].

This is a new double coset which we will label as [012304]

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01230] to [012304].
Now we look at the double coset N*o*i*2*3*4-N which we denoted by [01234],

To obtain the elements in [01234], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3 and

4, AT01234. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N — S$, which fix 0,1,2,3,4,
hence |N012341 = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would increase these
permutations, we obtain that the set stabiliser Ad01234) = a*01234, and so | Ad01234) | = 1.

To find the orbits of Ad01234) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3, and 4 by Ad01234> . The
orbits of Ad01234> are {0}, {1} , {2}, {3} , {4} , {0} , {1} , {2}, {3}, and {4}. The number

of single cosets in the double coset [01234] is obtained by dividing

]■ = ip = 120.

To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in S5:

[01234] = A**0*i*2*3*4-N = {N (*0*1*2*36)" |n € N}.
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of Ad01234> and apply it to
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Ntotit2t3t4 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.
Nt0tR2t3t4 • to = AItotit2t3t4 e [01234].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234].
Ntot-[t2t3t4 • ti = Ntot4t2t3tot4 G [012304]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01234] to [012304].
AItotit2t3t4 • t2 = Ntotit2t4t3 G [01243].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [01243].
Altotii2t3t4 ■ t3 = AItotit2t4 G [0124].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [0124].
AItotit2t3t4 • t4 = AItotit2t3t4.

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234].
AIt0tit2t3t4 • to = Ntotit2t3t4io.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [012340]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01234] to [012340]

Ntotit2t3t4 ■ ti = AItotit2t4t3 G [01243],

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01243].
AItotit2t3t4 • t2 = Ntotit2t3tot4 G [012304].
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Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [012304].

Ntotit2t3t4 ■ t3 = Ntot^kh € [01243].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01243].
Now there are two things that map the cayley graph

from [01234] to [01243].

Ntotit2t3t4 ■ t4 = Ntotit2t3 G [0123].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [0123]
Now we look at the double coset NtQtit2t3t4N which we denoted by [01234].
To obtain the elements in [01234], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3 and

4, TV01234. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = S$, which fix 0,1,2,3,

and permute 4 hence TV01234 = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would

increase these permutations, we obtain that the set stabiliser A^01234) = AT01234, and so
^(01234) | = 1. To find the orbits of TV^01234) we conjugate 0,1, 2,3,4,0,1, 2,3, and 4

yy A^01234) . The orbits of TV^01234) are {0}, {1}, {2} , {3}, {4}, {0}, {1} , {2} , {3}, and
{4}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [01234] is obtained by dividing
___ |JV|

|2V(01234) |

_ 120 — ion
—

1

— 1ZU-

To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the

permutations in S-p
[01234] = Ntot]t2t3t4N = {TV(to^i^2^3^4)n |n G TV}.

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of TV^01234) and apply it to

Ntotit2t3t4 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

Ntotit2t3t4 • to = NtotMzU G [01234].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234].
Ntotit2t3t4 • ti = Ntotit2t3t4ti
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This is a new double coset which we will label as [012341]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01234] to [012341]
Ntot4t2t3t4 • t2 = Ntotfaifa G [01234].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234].

NtotfafaU • t3 = NtoUtfatoU E [012304].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01234] to [012304].
NtfatfaU • t4 = Ntotitfa E [0123].
Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [0123].

NtotfafaU ■ to = Ntot4t2t3tQt4.

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01234] to [012304]
NtotitfaU • ti = Ntotfatfa G [01243].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01243].

NtoUtfaU • t2 = NtotfaU E [0123].
Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [0123].

NtotfafaU ■ t3 = NtotfaUU E [01234].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234].
Now there are two things that map the cayley graph
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from [01234] to [01234].

TV*0*i*2*3*4 • *4 = TVt0*i*2*3*4 G

[01234].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234],
Now we look at the double coset Ntot\t2t3tQN which we denoted by [01230].

To obtain the elements in [01230], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,
and 3, TV01230. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S3, which fix
0,1,2, 3, and permutes 4 hence TV012301 = 1. Using magma, we obtain the relation

01230 - 31023 - 21302. Using thiese relations, we can obtain the elements in the set
stabiliser. The first relation 01230 — 31023 can be represented as a permutation in S5,

this permutaion is (032) (032). If we conjugate TV*o*i*2*3*o by (032) (032) , we obtain
N (*o*i*2*3*o/°32^632) = Ntstitohts, but the relation tells us that 31023 — 01230
=> TV*3*l*0*2*3 = Ar*o*l*2*3*O

=> (032) (032) € AT(°123°)
So, N(°123°) > ^(032) (032) ,/V°1230=>• |tV(°1230>| = 3 .

To find the orbits of AA01230) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0, T, 2,3, and 4 by TV<01230> . The
orbits of N(°1230> are {0,3, 2} , {1} , {4} , {0,3, 2} , {1}, and {4}. The number of single

cosets in the double coset [01230] is obtained by dividing

= 40. To

obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in S3:

[01230] = zV*0*1*2*3*0Ar = {TV (*o*i*2*3*o)n |n e TV}.
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^01230) and apply it to

TVto*i*2*3*o

determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TVt0*i*2*3*o ■ *0 = TV*o*i*2*3*o = AT*o*l*2*3 G

[0123].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length three,
three ti ’s will collapse the cayley graph from [01230] to [0123].

TV*o*i*2*3*o ■ *i — Ar*o*1*2*0

G [0120].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01230] to [0120].
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Afr[)*l*2*3*0 ‘*4 —

Afro*1*2*3*4*1 € [012341].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01230] to [012341].

N*0*i*2*3*0

• *0 —

N*o*1*2*3

G [0123].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length three,
three ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01230] to [0123].

Afro*l*2*3*O * *1 = N*o*l*2*4*O G

[01240].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [01230] to [01240].

N*o*1*2*3*O ’ *4 = N*o*i*2*3*O*4

This is a new double coset which we will label as [012304]
Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01230] to [012304].
Now we look at the double coset

N*o*i*2*3*2A*

which we denoted by [01232].

To obtain the elements in [01232], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,

and 3, N01232. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in AT = S5, which fix
0,1,2,3, and permutes 4 hence |n01232 = 1. Using magma, we obtain the relation

01232

10232.

Using these relations, we can obtain the elements in the set sta

biliser. This relation can be represented as a permutation in £5, this permutaion is

(01) (10) (22) (33) (44). If we conjugate Afr0*i*2*3*2 by (01) (10) (22) (33) (44), we ob
tain N (*o*i*2*3*2)^01^16^22^33^44^ = N*i*o*2*3*2j but the relation tells us that 10232 ~
01232
=> N*i*0*2*3*2 = N*o*1*2*3*2

(01) (10) (22) (33) (44) G Ad01232)
So, Ad01232) > ((01) (10) (22) (33) (44) ,N01232^ => Ad01232)| = 2 . To find the orbits
of Ad01232) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0, 1,2,3, and 4 by Ad01232) . The orbits of Ad01232)

are {0,1}, {1,0} , {2,2} , {3,3}, and {4,4}. The number of single cosets in the double
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coset [01232] is obtained by dividing

=

= ®0.

obtain the single cosets

in this double coset we apply the permutations in S51

[01232] = NtotfatfaN = {N (*o*i*2*3*2)n \nE N}.
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^01232) and apply it to
TV*o*i*2*3*2

to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TV*o*i*2*3*2

• *0 = TV*o*i^2*3*0 € [01230].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length two,
two t/s will map the cayley graph from [01232] to [01230].

TV*o*1*2*3*2 • *1 — TV*o*i*2*o

[0120].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length two,
two ti's will collapse the cayley graph from [01232] to [0120].

TV*o*1*2*3*2 ■ *2 = TV*o*i*2*3 G

[0123].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length two,
two *j’s will collapse the cayley graph from [01232] to [0123].

TVtotit2*3*2 • *3 = TV*o*1*2*4 G

[0124],

Since the orbit of 3 is of length two,
two i/s will collapse the cayley graph from [01232] to [0124].

TV*o*1*2*3*2 • *4 =

TV*o*l*2*3*0*4 G [012304].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01232] to [012304].
Now we look at the double coset

TV*o*i*2*3*4-N

which we denoted by [01234].

To obtain the elements in [01234], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,

and 3, TV01234. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = S&, which fix

0,1,2,3, and 4 hence jy0i234 _

Since there are no additional relations which would

increase these permutaions, we get that the set stabiliser A^01234^ = TV01234 . Therefore,
|tv(°1234)| _ i/jo
the orbits of A’(01234) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3, and 4
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, {2}, {3}, {4}, {0} , {1} , {2} , {3}, and

by ^(01234) . The orbits of 2^(01234) are

{4}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [01234] is obtained by dividing

|^(oi234) | =

= 120. To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the

permutations in S3:

[01234] = Ntot&tsWV = {AT

|n G AT}.

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^01234) and apply it to
AItotit2t3t4 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

AItotlt2t3t4 • to = AItotit2t3t4 6 [01234].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234].

AItotit2t3t4 • ti = AIt0tit2t4 6 [0124].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [0124].
Ntotit2t3t4 • t2 = Artotit2t3t4 G [01234].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to itself, [01234].
AItoiit2t3t4 ■ t3 — Ntotit2t3t4 G [01234].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234].
AItotit2t3t4 • t4 = Ntotit2t3t4 G [01234].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234].
Now we have two tiS that will map the cayley graph

from [01234] to [01234].

Ntotit2t3t4 • t0 — AItotit2t3t4to.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [012340].
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Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will extend the cayley graph from [01234] to [012340].

Ntot-faUU • U = Ntotfatfa C [01243].
Since the orbit of I is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01243).

TVt0tit2t3i4 • U = NtotfaUUU-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [012342].
Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will extend the cayley graph from [01234] to [012342].

TVtotit2i3t4 • U = NtotfatfaU G [012304].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will extend the cayley graph from [01234] to [012304].

NtotfaUti ’ t4 = NtotfaU E [0123].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [0123].
Now we look at the double coset NtotfatfaN which we denoted by [01240].

To obtain the elements in [01240], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,

and 4, A701240. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in A7 = S$, which fix
0,1,2,4 and permute 3, hence |a7012^°| = 1. Using magma, we obtain the relations

01240 ~ 41024 ~ 21402. Using these relations, we can obtain the elements in the set
stabiliser. These relations can be represented as permutations in S5. These permutaions

are (042) (042) and (024) (024). If we conjugate Ntotfatfa by (042) (042) we obtain
TV (totfaUtoy042^^’ = NUtfaUU, but the relation tells us that 41024 ~ 01240
=> TVt4i1i0t2t4 = Ntotfatfa
=> (042) (042) G AT(°1240)
So, AT'01230’ > ^(042) (042), A'01240=> N(oi23o> I = 3 . To find the orbits of A^01230’ we

conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by 7V(°1240) . The orbits of A^01240) are {0,2,4}, {1} , {3} , {0,2,4},
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{1}, and {3} . The number of single cosets in the double coset [01240] is obtained by
= 40. To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply

dividing
the permutations in S5:

[01240] = Ntotit2i4toN = {N (totit2Uto)n \n € TV }
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of TV^012'10) and apply it to

Ntotit2t4tQ to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

Ntot^Uto - to — TVWJ4 G [0124]
Since the orbit of 0 is of length three,
three tfs collapse the cayley graph from [01240] to [0124]

NtQtit2t4to ■ ti = TVfotit2to G [0120].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map from [01240] to [0120].

Ntotit2t4to ■ t3 = Ntotit2t3t4to E [012340].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01240] to [012340].
Ntot!t2t4to ■ to = Nt0t!t2t4 G [0124].

Since the orbit of .0 is of length three,
three tfs will colllapse the cayley graph from [01240] to [0124].

NtQtit2t4to • ti = Ntotit2t3to G [01230].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map the Cayley graph from [01240] to [01230].

Ntotit2t4to ■ t3 = Ntotit2t3t4t2 G [012342].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will expand the Cayley graph from [01240] to [012342].

Now we look at the double coset Ntotyt2t4t3N which we denoted by [01243].
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To obtain the elements in [01243], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3,

and 4, TV01240. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = 85, which fix
0,1,2,3 and 4, hence *V01243| = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would

increase these permutaions, we get that the set stabiliser A^01243) = AT01243 . Therefore,
jy(01243)| =1

To find the orbits of TV^01243^ we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by A^01243) . The orbits of
yy(01233) are

, {2} , {3}, {4}, {0} , {1} , {2}, {3}, and {4} . The number of single

cosets in the double coset [01243] is obtained by dividing p^^p =

= 120. To

obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in S5:

[01243]

= {N (tcAWs)" \n E N}
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^01243^ and apply it to

Ntotfatfa to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

N*o*1*2*4*3 ■ *0 = -N*o*l*2*4*3

G [01243]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length three,
three V’s collapse the cayley graph from [01243] to [01243]

N*o*1*2*4*3 ' *1 ~ TV*o*i*2*3

G [0123].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map from [01243] to [0123].

Ntotfatfa

• *2 = Nt0*l*2*4*3 e

[01243].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one */s will map from [01243] to [01243].

Ntotfatfa ■ *3 = Ntotfatfa = AT*o*i*2*3*4 € [01234].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01243] to [01234],

TV*O*1 *2*4*3 * *4 — N*o*1*2*3*4 G

[01234].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01243] to [01234],
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Thus, two things will map from [01243] to [01234].

TVio*i*2*4*3 ■

*o = Ntot^hUto E [012340].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length three,
three tfis will colllapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [0124].

TV*o*i*2*4*3 ■ *1 =

TVto*i*2*3*4

G

[01234].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map the Cayley graph from [01243] to [01234].

TVtot1* 2*4*3 ■ *2 = TV*oti*2*3*o*4

G [012304].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will map the Cayley graph from [01243] to [012304],

TV*o*1*2*4*3 * *3 = TVt0*i*2*4 G

[0124].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will expand the Cayley graph from [01243] to [0124].

TVto*l*2*4*3 • *4 = TVio*1*2*3*0*4

G [012304],

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will map the Cayley graph from [01243] to [012304].
Now we look at the double coset TVto*i*2*3*0TV which we denoted by [01230].

To obtain the elements in [01230], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and

3, TV01230. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = S5, which fix 0,1,2,3
and permute 4, hence |tV01230| = 1. Using magma, we obtain the following relations
01230 - 30123 - 12301 - 23012.
Using these relations, we can obtain the elements in the set stabiliser. These relations

can be represented as permutations in S5. These permutaions are obtained as follows:

01230 - 30123 => (0321) (0321) (44)
01230 - 30123 => (0123) (0123) (44)
01230 - 23012 => (02) (13) (02) (13)
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If we conjugate Afr0*1*2*3*0 by the first permutation, (0321) (0321) (44), we obtain
the following: N (*o*i*2*3*o/°32^5321^44)' = A**3*o*i*2*3> but the relation tells us that

30123 ~ 01230
=> Af*3*o*l*2*3 = Afro*1*2*3*0

=> (0321) (0321) (44) G N<01230)
So, Ad0l230> > ((0321) (0321) (44) ,N0i230^ => |?dol230)| = 4.

To find the orbits of Ad0*230) we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by Ad0*230) . The orbits
of yy(ol23O) are

{q,

3,2,1} , {0,3,2,1}, and {4,4} . The number of single cosets in the
— 30. To obtain the single

double coset [01230] is obtained by dividing

cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in £5:

[01230] =

Afro*i*2*3*oAf = {N (*o*i*2*3*0)"

G

N}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of Ad01230) and apply it to
A**o*i*2*3*o

to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

A**o*i*2*3*o • *0 = A**0*i*2*3*0 = Afro*1*2*4 £ [0124].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length four,
four t/s will collapse the cayley graph from [01230] to [0124].

Afro*1*2*3*0

• *o = N*o*1*2*3

€ [0123].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length four,

four */s will collapse the cayley graph from [01230] to [0123].

N*o*l*2*3*0

• *4

= Afro*1*2*3*4*0 € [012340].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length two,
two *j’s will expand the cayley graph from [01230] to [012340]

Now we look at the double coset Afro*i*2*3*4A* which we denoted by [01234].
To obtain the elements in [01234], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3 and 4,

A*01234. The pOjnf; stabiliser consists of permutations in AT = S5, which fix 0,1,2,3 and
4, hence | AT05-2341 = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would increase these
permutaions, we get that the set stabiliser Ad0*234) = N0^234 . Therefore, | Ad0*234) | — 1.
To find the orbits of Ad0*234) we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by Ad01234) . The orbits of
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jy(°l234) are {0} , {1}, {2}, {3} , {4}, {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, and {4}. The number of single
cosets in the double coset [01234] is obtained by dividing

= 120. To

obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in Sg:
[01234] =

= {N (toi^ht^ |n G N]

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^01234) and apply it to
AToL^is^ to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

Ntoiitziztt ■ to = -Ntotit2t4t3 € [01243].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01243].

AItotii2t3t4 •

= AItotit2t3t4 G [01234],

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234],
AItotit2t3t4 • t2 = AIiotit2i3i4 G [01234],

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234].

W1W4 ■ t3 = W1W4 6 [01234],

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01234].
AItotit2t3t4 • t4 = Ntoi^t^U — AItotit2t4t3 G [01243].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01234] to [01243].

AItotit2t3t4 • to = Ntoiit2t3t4io.

This is a new double coset which we will label as [012340]
Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01234] to [012340].
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Ntotfatfa ■ ti = NtohtfaUto G [012340].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01234] to [012340].
NtoULfaU ■ t2 = NtotfatfaU E [012340].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will expand the cayley graph from [01234] to [012340].

NtotfaUU ' U = NtotfatfaU E [012304].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one tiS will expand the cayley graph from [01234] to [012304].

NtoUtlUti • U = NtotfaU 6 [0123].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01234] to [0123].

Now we look at the double coset NtotfaUUN which we denoted by [01243].
To obtain the elements in [01243], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3 and 4,

TV01243. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S3, which fix 0,1, 2,3 and
4, hence |tV042431 = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would increase these
permutaions, we get that the set stabiliser A^04243) = A?"04243 . Therefore, | AT<04233) | = 1.
To find the orbits of A/^04243) we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by A^04243) . The orbits of

jy(oi243) are {Q}, {j} , {2} } |3j., {4},

, {1}, {2}, {3}, and {4} . The number of single

cosets in the double coset [01243] is obtained by dividing

= 120. To

obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in S5:

[01243] = NtoifatfaN = {N (totfaifa)71 |n G TV}
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of aA01243) and apply it to

Ntotfatfa to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
Ntotfatfa • to = NtotfaUU G [01234].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [01243] to [01234].
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= Ntotit2t4t3 G [01243].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01243] to [01243].

Mo*i*2*4t3 ' it = Ntot^tsU e [01234].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one t{ will map the cayley graph from [01243] to [01234].

Ntoiit2i4t3 ■ t3 = Ntoiit2t4t3 = Ntotit2t3t4 G [01234].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01243] to [01234].
Ntotit2t4t3 • t4 = Ntotit2t3t4 G [01234].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [01243] to [01234].
Ntotit2t4t3 ■ to = Ntotit2t3t4to G [012340].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will extend the cayley graph from [01243] to [012340].

Nto*ii2M3 ■ *1 = Nto^hi^io e [012340].
Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will extend the cayley graph from [01243] to [012340].

Ntotit2t4t3 • t2 = Ntotit2t3t4ti G [012341],

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will extend the cayley graph from [01243] to [012341].

2Vioii^2^4^3 ■ t3 = Ntoiit2i4 G [0124].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [01243] to [0124].
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ATto*l*2*4*3 • *4 = TV*o*l*2*3*O*4 G

[012304].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one t{ will extend the cayley graph from [01243] to [012304].
Now we look at the double coset N*o*i*2*3*o*iAT which we denoted by [012301].

To obtain the elements in [012301], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2, and

3,

a*012301.

The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = 5s, which fix 0,1,2,3

and permute 4, hence | AT0123011 = 1. Using magma we obtain the following relations:

012301 - 230123 - 210321 - 032103 - 123012 - 103210 - 301230 - 321032.
Using these relations, we can obtain the elements in the set stabiliser. These relations

can be represented as permutations in S$. These permutaions are obtained as follows:
012301 - 230123 => (02) (13) (44) (02) (13)

012301 - 301230 => (1032) (1032) (44)

If we conjugate N*o* 1*2*3*0*1 by the first permutation, (02) (13) (44) (02) (13), we obtain
the following: TV (*o*i*2*3*o*i)^°2^13^44^32^^ = ^2*3*0*1*2*31 but the relation tells us

that 230123 - 012301
=> N*2*3*0*l*2*3 = Nto*l*2*3*O*l

(02) (13) (44) (02) (13) G Aft012301)

So,

aM012301)

> <(02) (13) (44) (02) (13), AT012301) => |AT<012301)| > 2.

If we conjugate AT*o* 1*2*3*0*1 by the second permutation, (1032) (1032) (44), we obtain
the following: N (*o*i*2*3*o*i/1632^032^44) = Aft3tot1*2*3*01 but the relation tells us

that 301230 - 012301
=> 7Vt3to*l*2*3*0 = TVto*l*2*3*O*l

=* (1032) (1032) (44) G A^012301)

So, AT(°12301) = ((1032) (1032) (44), (02) (13) (44) (02) (13), AT012301) => | Af<012301> | = 8.
To find the orbits of

aM012301)

we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3, and 4 by A^012301) .

The orbits of A^012301) are {0,1,2,3,0,1,2,3}, and {4,4}. The number of single cosets
in the double coset [012301] is obtained by dividing p^oSoI)]' —

— 15. To obtain

the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in S5:

[012301] = Ntotit2t3totiN = {TV (*o*i*2*3*o*i)n

G

TV}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of Ar(012301) and apply it to
7Vio*i*2*3*o*i to determine if it will extend, or collapse the Cayley graph.
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TV*0*1*2*3*0*l ■ *1 = TV*o*it2*3*O €

[01230].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length eight,
eight *i’s will collapse the cayley graph from [012301] to [01230].

TV*0*i*2*3*0*l ‘ *4 = TV*o*l*2*3*0*l*4-

This is a new double coset which we will label as [0123014].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length two,

two t/s will expand the cayley graph from [012301] to [0123014].
Now we look at the double coset TV*o*i*2*3*o*4-N which we denoted by [012304].
To obtain the elements in [012304], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1, 2, 3

and 4, AZ012304. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = Sg, which fix

0,1,2, 3 and 4, hence | AZ012341 = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would
increase these permutations, we obtain that the set stabiliser A'(012304) — A^012304, and

so |AF<012304) | = 1. To find the orbits of TV^012304) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3, and
4 by AM012304) . The orbits of A^012304> are {0} , {1} , {2} , {3} , {4} , {0} , {1} , {2} , {3},
and {4}.The number of single cosets in the double coset [012304] is obtained by dividing
___ |N|

_ 120 _ non
1

[yy(012304)|

To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the

permutations in S5:

[012304] =

TV*o*i*2*3*o*4TV = {TV (*o*i*2*3*o*4)n |n G TV}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^012304) and apply it to

TV*o *1*2 *3*0*4 *0 determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TV*o*i*2*3*o*4 ■ *0 = TV*o*i*2*3*4 G

[01234].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01234].

TV*oti*2*3*0*4 ‘ *1 = TV*0*1*2*3*0*4 G

[012304].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [012304] to [012304],
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NtQtxt2t3tQt4 ' t2 = Ntotit2t3t4 G [01234].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01234].

7Vtotii2<3io<4 • M

£ [012304],

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [012304] to [012304].

Ntotit2t3tot4 • t4 = Ntotit2t3tot4 G [012304].
Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [012304] to [012304].

Now, two f/s will map the cayley graph from [012304] to [012304].

NtQtit2t3tot4 • to = Ntotit2t3t4to G [012340].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [012304] to [012340].
Ntot\t2t3tot4 > tj = Ntotit2t3tot4t-L.
This is a new double coset which we will label as [0123041].

Since the orbit of I is of length one,

one t/ will extend the cayley graph from [012304] to [0123041].

WiWtfo ■ i2 = Ni0tit2t4i3 6 [01243].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01243].

Ntotit2t3tot4 ■ t3 = NtQtit2t3totit4 € [0123014].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will extend the cayley graph from [012304] to [0123014].

TVtoil£2^3A)^4 * t4 = Ntotjt^toto G [01230].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
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one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01230].

Now we look at the double coset N*q*i*2*3*o*4N which we denoted by [012304].

To obtain the elements in [012304], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3

and 4, A*012304. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S3, which fix
0,1,2,3 and 4, hence | N012341 = 1. Since there are no additional relations which would
increase these permutations, we obtain that the set stabiliser Ad012304) = N012304, and
so | Ad012304) | = 1. To find the orbits of Ad012304) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3, and
4 by Ad012305> . The orbits of Ad012304) are {0} , {1} , {2} , {3} , {4} , {0} , {1} , {2} , {3},

and {4}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [012304] is obtained by dividing
|N|
|^(012304) |

_ 120
1 = 120. To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the

permutations in S5:

[012304] =

N*o*i*2*3*o6N

= {A* (*0*1*2*3*06)" |n G N}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of Ad012304) and apply it to

AT*o*i*2*3*o6 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.
N*o*i*2*3*06 ■ *0 = N*o*i*2*3*4 G [01234].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01234].

N*o*1*2*3*o6

■ *1 =

N*o*1*2*3*O*4

G [012304].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [012304] to [012304].
N*o*i*2*3*o6 • *2 = N*o*i*2*36 6 [01234].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01234].

N*o*1*2*3*O*4

• *3 =

N*o*1*2*3*O*4

G [012304].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [012304] to [012304].
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Ntotit2t3tot4 ' ^4 = Ntotit2t3to G [01230].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01230].
Ntot4t2t3tot4 • to — NtotiDt^ts G [01243].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01243].

Ntotit2t3tot4 ■ t4 = Ntotit2t3totit4 G [0123014].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will extend the cayley graph from [012304] to [0123014].
Ntot-]t2t3tot4 ■ t2 = Ntotit2t3t4 G [01234].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01234].
Ntotit2t3tot4 • t3 = Ntot]t2t3t2 G [01232].
Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,
one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01232].

Ntotit2t3tot4 • t4 = Ntotit2t3tot4 6 [012304],
Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [012304] to [012304].
Now, two tiS map the cayley graph from [012304] to [012304].

Now we look at the double coset Ntotit2t3t4toN which we denoted by [012340].
To obtain the elements in [012340], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3,4

and 0, TV012340. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S3, which fix
0,1,2,3,4,0, hence | jv012340 | = 1. Using magma we obtain the following relations:

012340 - 410324 - 214352.
Using these relations, we can obtain the elements in the set stabiliser, 7y(012340) . These

relations can be represented as permutations in S5. These permutaions are obtained as
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follows:
012340 - 410324 => (042) (042)

012340 ~ 214352 => (024) (024)
If we conjugate Ntotit2t3t4to by the first permutation, (042) (042), we obtain the fol
lowing: N (Mit2WV042)(M2) = Nt4titot3t2t4, but the relation tells us that 410324 ~

012340
Nt4t]tot3t2t4 = Ntotit2t3t4to
=> (042) (042) G aM01234°)
So, M012345) > ^(042) (042) ,TV01234°^ =>

|tV(01234°>|

> 3.

Hence 2V(012340) | = 3. To find the orbits of JVC012343) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,

and 4 by 7V<012346). The orbits of TVf012340) are {0,2,4} , {1}, {3} ,{0,2,4}, {1}, and
{3}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [012340] is obtained by dividing

|jv(di234o) | = ^ = 40. To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the

permutations in S5:
[012340] = 7Vtotit2^3^4fo7V = {N (totit2t3t4to)n |n G TV}.
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of _/v(°1234°) and apply it to

Ntotit2t3t4to to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TVio^i^isLito • to ~ Ntotit2t3t4 G [01234].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length three,
three A’s will collapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [01234].

TVto tit2t3 t4to • ti = TVtotit2t3t4ti G [012341]

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [012340] to [012341].
Nt3tit2t3t4to • t3 = Ntotit2t3t4t2 € [012342].

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [012340] to [012342],

Ntotit2t3t4to ■ to = Ntotit2t3t4to = Ntotit2t3t4 G [01234].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length three,
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three t/s will collapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [01234]

TV*o*1*2*3*4*0 ■ *1 — TV*0*l*2*3*0*4*l G

[0123041].

Since the orbit of I is of length one,

one ti will extend the cayley graph from [012340] to [0123041],

AVo*i*2*3*4*O ' *3 = *V*o*l*2*4*O €

[01240],

Since the orbit of 3 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [01240],
Now we look at the double coset NtotfatstfaN which we denoted by [012341],

To obtain the elements in [012341], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3 and
4, TV012341. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = Sg, which fix 0,1,2,3,
and permute 4 hence |jv012341| = 1. Using magma we obtain the following relations:

012341 - 032413 ~ 042134.
Using these relations, we can obtain the elements in the set stabiliser, iy(012341) , These

relations can be represented as permutations in 85. These permutaions are obtained as

follows:
012341 ~ 032413 => (134) (134)
012341 - 042134 => (143) (143)

If we conjugate TV*oti*2*3*4*i by the first permutation. (134) (134), we obtain the fol
lowing: TV (*o*i*2*3*4*i)^134^^3^^ ~ TV*o*3*2*4*i*3, but the relation tells us that 032413 ~

012341
=& TV*o*3*2*4*1*3 — TV*o*i*2*3*4*1

=> (134) (134) G TV(°12341>
So, TV(°12341) > /(134) (134) ,TV012341^ => | TV<012341) | > 3.

Hence |tV^012341j = 3. To find the orbits of TV<012341) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,
and 4 by 7V<012341). The orbits of aM012341) are {0}, {2} , {1,3,4}, {0}, {2}, and {1,3,4}.

The number of single cosets in the double coset [01234] is obtained by dividing

—

= 40. To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in
S5:

[012341] =

TV*otii2*3*4*iTV = {TV(*o* 1*2*3*4*1 )n

]n

6

TV}.
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Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^012341) and apply it to
NtotfaUUU to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TVto £1^2*3

■ to = NtotfatfaUti E [0123041].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will extend the cayley graph from [012341] to [0123041].

NtoUfaLfati * U = NtoUfaUtjii — Ntotit^UU G [01243]
Since the orbit of 1 is of length three,
three tfs will collapse the cayley graph from [012341] to [01243]

NtotfateUti • t2 = NtotfaUU € [01234],

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [012341] to [01234].

NtoUUUUti • iG = Ntotfatfato E [012340],

Since the orbit of 0 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [012341] to [012340]
A^totit2t3t4ti • ti — Ntotfatfa E [01234].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length three,
three t$’s will collapse the cayley graph from [012341] to [01234].
NtotitfaUU ■ i2 = NtoUtfatoU E [012304].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [012341] to [012304].
Now we look at the double coset NtotitfatoUN which we denoted by [012304].

To obtain the elements in [012304]. we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3 and

4, TV012304, The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = S5, which fix 0,1,2,3,
and 4 hence |tV012304 | = 1. Using magma, we obtain the relations 012304 ~ 310234 ~
213024 ~ 243021 ~ 340231 ~ 042301. Using these relations, we can obtain the elements
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in the set stabiliser, Ad012305) . These relations can be represented as permutations in
S5. These permutaions are obtained as follows:
012304 ~ 243021 => (14) (230230) (14)
If we conjugate TViot^ts^o^i by this permutation, (14) (230230) (14), we obtain the
following: N (tot^htot^1^23023^^ =
but the relation tells us that

243021 ~ 012304

=>■ Nt2t4t3tot2tl = TVtotli2t3to^4

=> (14) (230230) (14) 6 TV<012304)
So, TV<012304) > ^(14) (230230) (14), TV012304^ => |TV<012304>| > 6.
Hence |aM012304> | = 6.

To find the orbits of Al(01230^ we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3, and 4 by TV<012304) . The
orbits of A^012304^ are {1,4}, {1,4}, and {0,2,3,0,2,3}. The number of single cosets in
the double coset [012304] is obtained by dividing

~ jp = 20. To obtain the

single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in 5s:
[012304] = Ntotit2t3tot4N = {TV (totit2t3tot4)n |n G TV}.
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^012304) and apply it to

Ntotit2t3tot4 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TVtotit2?3'to^4 • to — Ntot]t2t4t3 E [01243].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length six,
six t/s will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01243].

AYotiMWoM • ti =

E [012341].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length two,
two ti’s will map the cayley graph from [012304] to [012341].

A7ofM2bZoM • i4 =

E [01230].

Since the orbit of 4 is of length two,
two t/s will collapse the cayley graph from [012304] to [01230].
Now we look at the double coset Ntot^tst^toN which we denoted by [012340].
To obtain the elements in [012340], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3 and
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4, A*012340. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in N = S5, which fix 0,1,2, 3,
and 4 hence |n012340] = 1. Using magma, we obtain the relation 012340 ~ 314023.
Using this relation, we can obtain the elements in the set stabiliser, Ad012340\ These

relations can be represented as permutations in S3. These permutaions are obtained as

follows:
012340 ~ 314023 => (03) (24) (03) (24)

If we conjugate Afrof 1*26*4*0 by this permutation, (03) (24) (03) (24), we obtain the
following: AT (*0*1*26*46 )^03^24^03^24^ — ^*3*1*46*26: but the relation tells us that

314023 - 012340
=> N*3*i*4*o*2*3 = N*o*i*2*3*4*O

=> (03) (24) (03) (24) e Ad°12340>
So, JV<01234°> > /(03) (24) (03) (24), N012545) => | jV<012545> | > 2.
Hence Ad012340) = 2. To find the orbits of Ad012340) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,

and .4 by Ad012340) . The orbits of Ad012340) are {1} , {2,4}, {0,3}, {1}, {2,4}, and

{0,3}. The number of single cosets in the double coset [012340] is obtained by dividing
|jv(oi2346) |' = ^ = 60. To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the
permutations in S$:

[012340] = N*o*i*26*4*oA = {N (*0*1*26*46)" |n G A*}.

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of Ad012340) and apply it to

^*0*1*26*46 to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

AT*o*1*2*3*4*O

■ *0 —

N*o*1*2*3*4

G [01234].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length two,
two */s will collapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [01234].

N*0*i*26*46

* *i = N*o*i*26*4*0 e [012340].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length one,
one ti will map the cayley graph from [012340] to itself , [012340].

N*o*i*2*3*4*o

■ *2 — N*o*i*2*4*3 G [01243].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length two,
two *i’s will collapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [01243].
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A*Tq41^2*3*4*0 ’ *0 — TVtotit2*3*4*O = AT*0*1*2*3*4 G

[01234].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length two,
two t<’s will collapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [01234].

ATto*1*2*3*4*o • *1 = ATto*i*2*3*o G

[01230].

Since the orbit of I is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [01230].

^40*1*2*3*4*0 * *2 — A?"io*i*2*4*3 G [01243].

Since the orbit of 2 is of length two,
two *i’s will collapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [01243].
Now we look at the double coset ATto*i*2*3*4*2AT which we denoted by [012342],

To obtain the elements in [012342], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3 and

4, AT012342. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in AT = S5, which fix 0,1,2,3,
and 4 hence | A*0123421 = 1. Using magma, we obtain the relations 012342 — 014234 —
103423 — 104234 — 102342 — 013423. Using these relations, we can obtain the elements

in the set stabiliser, AT(012342\ These relations can be represented as permutations in
S5. These permutaions are obtained as follows:

012342 - 103423 => (01) (01) (234234)

If we conjugate AT4o*i*2*3*4*2 by this permutation, (01) (01) (234234), we obtain the
following: AT (*o*i*2*3*4*2)^01^61^234234^ = ATti *0*3 *4*2*3, but the relation tells us that
103423 - 012342
=> Arfito*3*4*2*3 = Nto*l*2*3*4*2

=> (01) (01) (234234) E AT<01234^

Hence |at(012342) | = 6. To find the orbits of aA012342) we conjugate 0,l,2,3,4,0,l,2,3,

and 4 by A^012342) . The orbits of AT(012342> are {0,1}, {0,1}, and {2,3,4,2,3,4}. The

number of single cosets in the double coset [012342] is obtained by dividing

=

ip = 20. To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in
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[012342] = NtotMzt^N = {IV

|n € IV}.

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^012342-* and apply it to
IVfoii^s^iii to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

Ntotit2t3t4t2 ■ to = Ntotit2t4to € [01240].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length two,
two tj’s will collapse the cayley graph from [012342] to [01240].

Ntotit2t3t4t2 • ti = Ntotit2t3t4to 6 [012340].
Since the orbit of 1 is of length two,
two t/s will map the cayley graph from [012342] to [012340].

Ntotit2t3t4t2 • t2 = Ntotit2t3t4 € [01234].
Since the orbit of 2 is of length six,

six ti’s will collapse the cayley graph from [012342] to [01234],
Now we look at the double coset Ntotit2t3t4toN which we denoted by [012340],

To obtain the elements in [012340], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3,4
and 0, AI012340. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in IV = S5, which fix

0,1,2,3,4 and 0, hence

Using magma we obtain the relations 012340 ~

234012 ~ 123401 ~ 401234 ~ 340123. Using these relations, we can obtain the elements
in the set stabiliser, Al(°12340\ These relations can be represented as permutations in

S3. These permutaions are obtained as follows:
012340 - 234012 => (02413) (02413)
012340 - 123401 => (01234) (01234)
012340 - 401234 => (04321) (04321)

012340 ~ 340123 => (03142) (03142)
If we conjugate Ntotit2t3t4to by the first permutation, (02413) (024l3), we obtain the
following: N (totit2t3t4to')^Q241^^2^^ = Nt2t3t4totit2, but the relation tells us that
234012 - 012340

=> Nt2t3t4totlt2 — Ntotit2t3t4to
=> (02413) (02413) € IV<oT234°)
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So, TV<042340) > ^(02413) (02413), TV042340=> |TV<042340)| > 5.
Hence |tv(°42340)| = 5. To find the orbits of A^042340) we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by
jy(0l2340) _ The orbits of AT^012340) are {0,1,2,3,4} and {0,1,2,3,4}. The number of

single cosets in the double coset [012340] is obtained by dividing y^j^X^ | =■

= 24.

To obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in S5:

[012340] = Ntoiit2t3t4toN = {N (tot 1^2<3^4to)" |n G TV}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^012340) and apply it to

TVtotit2t3t4to to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:
TVtotit2t3t4to ■ to = Ntotit2t3t4 G [01234].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length five,
five ti’s will collapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [01234].

MM2W0 ■ to = TVtotit2t3^4to = Ntotihhh € [01243].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length five,
five t/s will collapse the cayley graph from [012340] to [01243].

Now we look at the double coset TVtotit2t3totit4TV which we denoted by [0123014].

To obtain the elements in [0123014], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3
and 4, AT0123014. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = S5, which fix

0,1,2,3 and 4, hence |aT0123014| = 1. Using magma we obtain the following relations: *
0123014 ~ 3210324 ~ 1032104 ~ 2301234.
Using these relations, we can obtain the elements in the set stabiliser. These relations

can be represented as permutations in S5. These permutaions are obtained as follows:

0123014 - 3210324 => (03) (12) (03) (12)
0123014 ~ 1032104 => (01) (23) (01) (23)
0123014 ~ 2301234 => (02) (13) (02) (13)
If we conjugate TV^0i1i2t3totit4 by the first permutation, (03) (12) (03) (12), we obtain

the following: TV

that 3210324 ~ 0123014
=> Nt3t2tltot3t2t4 = TVtotlt2t3tQtit4

=> (03) (12) (03) (12) G TV<0123014)

= TVt3t2tifot3t2t4, but the relation tells us
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So, AT(°123014) > ((03) (12) (03) (12), N0123014) => |7V(0123014)| > 2.
If we conjugate Nttftfatfatfa by the second permutation, (01) (23) (01) (23), we obtain
the following: N (*o*i*2*3*o*i*4)^01^23^^^23^ — TVti*o*3*2*i*o*4) but the relation tells us
that 1032104 ~ 0123014
=> Nti*o*3*2*l*O*4 = TV*o*l*2*3*O*l*4

=> (01) (23) (01) (23) E AT<0123014)

So, AM0123014) = ((03) (12) (03) (12), (01) (23) (01) (23), N0123014) => |;y(0123014) | = 4.
To find the orbits of Af(0123014) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0, 1,2,3, and 4 by 7y(°123014) .

The orbits of A^0123014) are {0,1,2,3} , {0,1,2,3}, {4}, and {4}. The number of single

cosets in the double coset [0123014] is obtained by dividing | JV( Jj^014) | =

= 30. To

obtain the single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in 85:

[0123014] = NtotfatfatfaN = {N fatfatfatfa)n \n E N}
Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^0123014) and apply it to

Ntfafatfatfa to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

Ntotfatfatfa ■ to =

TV*o*1*2*3*0*1*4

G [012304].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length four,
four ti’s will collapse the cayley graph from [0123014] to [012304].

TVto*l*2*3*O*l*4 ■ *4 ~ TV*O*1*2*3*O*1*4 G

[0123014],

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will map the cayley graph from [0123014] to itself, [0123014].
TV*o *1*2*3 *0*1*4 ‘ *0 ~ TV*o* 1*2*3 *0*4 € [012304].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length four,
four *i’s will collapse the cayley graph from [0123014] to [012304].

Ntotfatfatfa ■ *4 — Ntotfatfafa E [012301],

Since the orbit of 4 is of length one,

one ti will collapse the cayley graph from [0123014] to [012301].
Now we look at the double coset NtotfatstotfaN which we denoted by [0123041].
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To obtain the elements in [0123041], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0,1,2,3,4

and I, AT0123041. The point stabiliser consists of permutations in TV = Ag, which
fix 0,1,2,3,4 and I, hence |at0123044| = 1. Using magma we obtain the relations

0123041 - 2401234 ~ 2304213 ~ 2103241 - 0421034 - 0324013. Using these rela
tions, we can obtain the elements in the set stabiliser, A^0123041). These relations can
be represented as permutations in S3. These permutaions are obtained as follows:

0123041 - 2401234 => (02) (02) (143143)

0123041 ~ 2304213 => (02) (02) (134134)

0123041 - 2103241 => (02) (02) (11) (33) (44)
0123041 ~ 0421034 => (143) (143)
0123041 ~ 0324013 => (134) (134)
If we conjugate NtotfatfaUU by the first permutation, (02) (02) (143143), we obtain
the following: N (tohWoiJi/05^13314^ = TVf^totiiirfsth but the relation tells us

that 2401234 - 0123041
=> Nt2t4totit2Uh = NtotfatstoUU
=J> (02) (02) (143143) G TV<0123014)
So, Ad0123044) > ^(02) (02) (143143), TV0123044^ =s>
=> |tv(0123044)> > 6.

Therefore |aT<0123041) | > 6

To find the orbits of A^0123044) we conjugate 0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3, and 4 by A^0123044) .

The orbits of A^0123044) are {02}, {02}, and {143143}.The number of.single cosets in
the double coset [0123041] is obtained by dividing

= 20. To obtain the

single cosets in this double coset we apply the permutations in Sg:
[0123041] = NtotfatztfaUN — {N (totfaUtoUtif1 |n G TV}

Next, we must take a representative of each orbit of A^0123041) and apply it to
Ntotfatfatfa to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TVtoU/2^3totfa • to = Ntotfatfato E [012340].
Since the orbit of 0 is of length two,

two tiS will collapse the cayley graph from [0123041] to [012340].

TVtotiMstokii ■ U = NtotfaUtoU C [012304].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length six,
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six t/s will collapse the cayley graph from [0123041] to [012304].

N*0*l*2*3*0*4*l ' *0 = AT*o*1*2*3*4*1

G [012341].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length two,
two *i’s will collapse the cayley graph from [0123041] to [012341).

Since the set of right cosets is closed under right coset multiplication, we have
completed the double coset enumeration.The completed the Cayley Graph, is shown on

the following page. The index of N = S3 in G is 2,520, which is obtained by ading all the

single cosets in each of the double cosets. Recall that the order of N is |N| = 5! = 120.
Thus |G| < 2520 x |N| = 2520 x 120 = 302400. Therefore, |G| < 302400. Using the

same procedure as before, we can show that |G| > 302400. Hence, we can conclude that
the order of G is equal to 302400, [G| = 302400.
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Figure 5.1: The Cayley Graph of Ay x S3 over S$
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Chapter 6

The Construction of A7
We want to that the symmetric representationof Aq is given by
(2,3,4)(234)trt3f2t4;(0,0)(lj)(2,2KMK4,3)i3^t3;(04!2)(0,l)2)tJitot2ti ’ where x ~

(01234) (01234)

and Y - (00) (11) (22) (34) (43).

The symmetric presentation of the progenitor 3*5 :m S3 is given by
3*5
£5 = (x,y,t\x^ = y2 = (yx)4 = [z,y]3 = 1 = *3 = (y*)2 = (ytx)2 , (y**2)
The control subgroup N is £5 on ten letters, ti and ti for i = 0,4 . We must perform a
double coset enumeration of G over S3. The double coset enumeration consists of finding

all double cosets [w] and figuring out how many single cosets each of these contains.
Notice that the double coset enumeration is complete when the set of right cosets is

closed under right multiplication. That is, when none of the tjs can expand the cayley
graph any further. Notice that from the definition of 3*5, we obtain the property: *3 = 1

for i = 0, ...,4 . Then multiplying by the inverse of the tjs, results in a new property:
tf • tr1 = 1 ■ tr1 ==> t2 = tt1. Thus t2 = t-1 and we will denote the inverses t^1 as 6 .

The control subgroup is the permutation group S5 on ten letters.
We will proceed to expanding our relators and obtining our relations.

The first relation is as follows (2,3,4) (2,3,4) 6*36*4 = e .
If we use the operation of right multiplication we can further simplify this relation:
=> (2,3,4) (2,3,4) 6*36*4 • 6 = e • 6

=>(2,3,4) (2,3,4)6*36 = 6
==> (2,3,4) (2,3,4) 6*3*2 • *2 = 6 • *2

=>(2,3,4) (2,3,4) 6*3 = 6*2
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Thus, we obtain the following relation (2,3,4) (2,3,4) 4443 = t^.

The second relation is as follows (5,5) (1,1) (2,2) (3,4) (4,3) *3*4*3 = e.
If we use the operation of right multiplication we can further simplify this relation:
(5,5) (1,1) (2,2) (3,4) (4,3) *3*“4*3 • *3 = e • *3
(5,5) (1,1) (2,2) (3,4) (4,3) *3*_4 = *3

=> (5,5) (1,1) (2,2) (3,4) (4,3) *3*4 • *4 = *3 • *4
=> (5,5) (1,1) (2,2) (3,4) (4,3) t3

= *3*4

Thus, we obtain the following relation (5,5) (1,1) (2, 2) (3,4) (4,3) *3

= *3*4.

The third relation is as follows (5,1,2) (5,1,2) *i*5*2*i = e .
If we use the operation of right multiplication we can further simplify this relation:

=> (5,1,2) (5,1,2) *i*5*2*1 ■ *1 = e • ti
=> (5,1,2) (5,1,2) *i*5*2

= *i

=>(5,1,2) (5,1,2) *1*5*2

■ *2 = *1 ■ *2

=>(5,1,2) (5,I,2)ti*5=ti*2

Thus, we obtain the following relation (5,1,2) (5,1,2) *1*5 = *i*2.

The fourth relation is as follows (5,4,2,5,4,2) (1,3) (3,1) 45*4*2*5 = e .
If we use the operation of right multiplication we can further simplify this relation:
(5,4,2,5,4,2) (1,3) (3,1) *5*4*2*5 • *5 = e ■ *5

=> (5,4, 2, 5,4,2) (1, 3) (3,1) *“5*4*2

= *5

=> (5,4,2,5,4,2) (1,3) (3,1) *5*4*2

• *2 = *5 • *2

=> (5,4,2,5,4,2) (1,3) (3,1) *5*4

= *5*2

Thus, we obtain the following relation (5,4, 2,5,4, 2) (1,3) (3,1) *5*4 = *5*2 •

6.1

The Double Coset Enumeration of G over Sy
First, note that N = ((0,0) (1,1) (2,2) (3,4) (4,3), (0,1,2,3,4) (0,1,2,3,4)).

The empty word is NeN = {Nen | n E TV} = {TVn | n E TV} = {TV}. We will denote this
double coset by [*] . The number of elements in [*] is

= 1, hence [*] consists of

the single coset, N. Since N = Sg,it acts transitively on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4}. There

fore, N has a single orbit, namely {0,1,2, 3,4,0,1, 2,3,4} in {0,1, 2, 3,4,0,1,2,3,4}.
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Take a representative from this orbit and apply it to TV, and determine to which double

coset it belongs to (in other words, if the Cayley graph is expanded):

N ■ to ~ Nto E [0].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length ten,
ten t/s will extend the Cayley graph from [*] to [0].

Next, look at the double coset TVtoTV , the words of length one, which we will de
note by [0]. To obtain the elements in [0], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0, TV0.

The point stabiliser, TV0, consists of permutations in TV = S$ which fix 0 and permute
1,2,3,4. This means that | TV°| = 4! = 24. In this case, the point stabiliser is equal to the
set .stabiliser, TV<°>. TV<°> = TV0 = ((1,2,3,4), (1,2,3,4)) = ((1,2,3) (1,4), (1,2,3) (1,4))

= ((1,2) (1,3) (1,4), (T, 2) (1,3) (1,4)) = A4 on 8 letters. Thus, |7V<0> | = y = 12. Hence

To find the orbits of TV<°\ we conjugate 0,1,2,3 and 4 by TV<°> . The orbits of TV<0> are

{0}, {0} ,{1,2,3,4} and {1,2,3,4} . The number of single cosets in the double coset [0]
is obtained by dividing

)■ =

= 10. To obtain the elements in this double coset,

we must first find the right cosets, also known as transversals, of TV<°) in TV. Therefore

[0] = {TVto, TVti, Nt2, Nt3i TVt4, TVto, TVfy, Nt2, TVt3, TVt4}.
Now we must take a representative from each orbit of TV<°) and apply it to TVto

to determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph.

TVto ■ to = TVto € [0].

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,

one ti will map [0] to [0].

TVto . to = TV E [*]

Since the orbit of 0 is of length 1,
one ti will collapse the Cayley graph from [0] to [*].

TVto ■ t4 — TVtoti
This is a new double coset which we will label as [01].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 4,
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four tiS will extend the Cayley graph from [0] to [01].

Alto ■ tj = Ntoti = Alto € [0]

Since the orbit of I is of length 4,
four tj’s will map [0] to [0].

Now, we look at the double coset AltotiAI which we denoted [01]. To obtain
the elements in [01], we must first find the point stabiliser of 0 and 1, AI01. The point

stabiliser consists of permutations in AI =

which fix 0 and 1 and permute 2,3,4.

This means that | AI011 = 3! = 6. The set stabiliser, Alt01) > A'01. Due to the relation

mentioned above, the set stabiliser increases:
N (t0ii)(01) = Ntito = Ntoti => (01) G Al<01) => AI<01) > (Al01, (01)).
Therefore, |Alt01)| = 6 • 2 = 12.

To find the orbits of Alt01), we conjugate 0,1,2

and 3 by Alt01) . The orbits of Alt01) are {0,1,1,0} and {2,3,4,2,3,4}. The num

ber of single cqsets in the double coset [01] is obtained by dividing
10.

=

We used magma to find the transversals of Alt01) jn AI, the transversals are:

Jd(AI), (0,1,2,3,4) (01234), (1,3,0,2,4)

(1,3,0,2,4), (1,4,2,0,3) (1,4,2,0,3),
(1,4) (2,3,0,2,3,0) (4,1), (1,0,4,3,2) (1,0,4,3,2),
(1,0,3,2) (2,1,0,3) (4,4), (1,1) (2,0,4,3) (3,2,0,4), (1,2,3,4) (2,3,4,1) (0,0), and

(1,3,4,0) (2,2) (3,4,0,1).
Now, we apply the transversals to A7oli by conjugation to obtain the single cosets in

[01]:

[01] = AltotiAI = {AI(toti)n |n G AI}

=> [01] = {AItoti, Nttt2, Nt2t3, Nt3t4, Nt2U, Nt4to, Nt3to, Nt4ti, Nt0t2, Ntii3]

Now, we must take a representative of each orbit of Alt01) and apply it to Ntqti to

determine if it will extend or collapse the Cayley graph:

AItoti • ti = Alto (ti • ti) = Alto G [0].

Since the orbit of 1 is of length 4,
four ti’s collapse the Cayley graph from [01] to [0].
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Ntoti • t2 = Ntotit2 E [01]

Since the orbit of 2 is of length 6,
six ti’s will map [01] to [01].

Thus, we obtain the following Cayley graph:

Figure 6.1: The Cayley Graph of A? over So
So the index of TV = So in G is
W ,
|TV|

W

|TV<°)|

,

|TV|

|TV(Q1) |

= 1 + 10 + 10 = 21

Recall that the order of TV is |TV| = 5! = 120. The Cayley diagram gives the
maximum order of G, thus |G| < 21 x 120 = 2520. In other wors, it establishes that
|G| < 2520. Using the same process as shown in the previous chapters, we can show
that |G| > 2520. Hence, we can conclude that that |G| = 2520.
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Chapter 7

The Construction of 3 x

M22

I began my construction of the group 3 x M22, but I was unable to finish it. I

have included the magma code for the incomplete construction in the appendix. Please
see Appendix B.
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Appendix A: MAGMA Code for

S:=Sym(6);
xx:-S!(6,l,2,3,4,5);
yy:=S!(6,1);
N:=sub<SIxx,yy>;
G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x"6,y"2,(x*y)"5,(y*y"x)"3,(y*y"(x"2))~2,
t*2,(x*y,t), (t,(y~(x"4))) ,(x*t)"6,(t*t~x)"2>;
f,G1,k:=CosetAction(G,sub<GIx,y>);
IN:=sub<GlIf(x),f(y)>;
ts:=[f(t"(x"i)): i in [1,2,3,4,5,6]];
prodim := function(pt, Q, I);
/* Return the image of pt under permutations
Q[I] applied sequentially. ♦/
v := pt;
for i in I do v := v"(Q[i]);
end for;
return v;
end function;

#G;
/*
Code for Coset Stabilisers

*/

N6:=Stabiliser(N,6);N6;
N6c:=sub<N[N6>;
N61:=Stabiliser(N6 ,1);N61;
N61c:=sub<N|N61>;
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N612:=Stabiliser(N61,2);N612;#N612;
N612c:=sub<N|N612>;
/* ===================================
Code for Transversals
====================================#/
T6s := Transversal(N,N6); T6s;
T61:^Transversal(N,N61c);T61;

T612:=Transversal(N,N612c);T612;
/* ==========================================
Code for finding the number of single cosets
====================£=====^=:===—------ ========*/
cst := [null : i in [1 .. 32]] where null is [IntegersO | ];
for i := 1 to 6 do cst[prodim(l, ts, [i])] := [i] ;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..32] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

for i in [l..#T6s] do
ss: = [6] "T6s [i] ;
cst[prodimd,ts, ss)]:=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..32] do if cst [i] ne []

then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

for i in [l..#T61] do
ss: = [6,l] "T61[i] ;
cst [prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..32] do if cst[i] ne []

then m:=ni+l; end if; end for; m;

for i in [l..#T612] do
ss; = [6,1,2] "T612 [i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..32] do if cst [i] ne []

then

end if; end for; m;
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Permutation Representation to Symmetric Representation
===========================================*/
per2sym := function(G1,N, p);
ww := cst[l"p];
tt := p * &* [G11 (ts [ww[#ww - 1 + 1]])**—1: 1 in [1 .. #ww]];
zz := N![rep{j: j in [1..6] I (l~ts[i])"tt eq l*ts[j]}: i in [1..6]];
return <zz, ww>;
end function;
I * ==========================================

Symmetric Representation to Permutation Representation
===========================================*/
sym2per := function(Gl,N, yyy);

xxx := N ! yyy[i]; uuu := yyy[21;
p := [1 : i in [1 .. 32]] ;
ts:=[f(t"(x"i)): i in [1,2,3,4,5,6]];
for i := 1 to 6 do
p[prodim(l, ts, [i])] := prodim(l, ts, [i] *xxx) ;
end for;
T6s := Transversal(N,N6);
for i in [l..#T6s] do
ss: = [6] *T6s [i] ;
p [prodim(1,ts, ss)]:=prodim(l,ts, ss'xxx);
end for;

T61 := Transversal(N,N61c);
for i in [l..#T61] do
ss: = [6,l] *T61[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= prodim(l, ts, ss*xxx);
end for;

T612:=Transversal(N,N612c);
for i in [l..#T612] do
ss: = [6,l,2] "T612[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodim(l, ts, ss"xxx);
end for;
return (G1 ! p) * &*[G1Its[uuu[j]]: j in [1 .. #uuu]J;
end function;
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Appendix B: MAGMA Code
for 3 x

M22

S:=Sym(28);
xx:=S!(1,2,3,4,5,6,7)(8,9,10,11,12,13,14)(15,16,17,18,19,20,21)
(22,23,24,25,26,27,28);
yy:=S!(l,8)(2,13)(3,10)(4,5)(6,9)(11,12)(15,22)(16,27)(17,24)(18,19)
(20,23)(25,26);
N:=sub<SIxx,yy>; #N;

for g in N do g; end for;

NN<x,y>:=Group<x,y |x'‘7,y'‘2, (x*y)*3, (x,y) “4>; #NN;
G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x“7,y*2,(x*y)*3,(x,y)*4,t*3,(t*(x"4),x*y),(t,y),
(x*t) "5, (x“-l*t) *5>;
V:=CosetSpace(G,sub<G|x,y>:CosetLimit:=10000000);
/♦ The following computes the order of G*/
Gl:=CosetImage(V); #G1;

fx:=Gl.l;
fy:=G1.2;
ft:=G1.3;
IN:=sub<Gl[fx,fy>; #IN;

ts:=[Id(Gl):i in [1..28JJ;
ts [7] :=ft;
ts [1]:=(ft*fx);
tsC2]:=((ft)*((fx)"2));
ts[3]:=((ft)*((fx)*3));
ts[4]:=((ft)*((fx)"4));
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ts[5]:=((ft)"((fx)"5));
ts[6]: = ((ft)"((fx)*6));
ts[8] :=ts[l] ~fy;
ts[9] :=ts[6]"fy;
ts [10]:=ts[3]"fy;
ts[ll] :=ts[10] "fx;
ts[12]:=ts[ll]"fx;
ts[13]:=ts[12]"fx;
ts [14] : =ts [13] x;
ts [15] :=ts[l] "'-I;
ts[16]:=ts[2]"-1;
ts[17]:=ts[3]"-I;
ts[18]:=ts[4]"-l;
ts[19] :=ts[5]*-l;
ts[20]:=ts[6]"-1;
ts[21]:=ts[7]"-1;
ts[22] :=ts[8]"-l;
ts [23]:=ts[9]"-1;
ts[24] :=ts[10]"-l;
ts [25]:=ts[ll]*-l;
ts[26] :®ts[12]*-l;
ts[27]:=ts[13] ~-l;
ts[28] :=ts[14]"-l;
cst := [null : i in [1 .. 5280]] where null is [Integers() | ];
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)

/* Return the image of pt under permutations Q[I]
applied sequentially. */
v := pt;
for i in I do
v := v"(Q[i]);
end for;
return v;
end function;
#G1;

/*

=---- ============================

1.
[*]
================================
Orbits(N);

/*

*/

================================
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2.

[7]

/♦Finds the relations.*/
S:={[7]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in [1..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[7] eq g*ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [1]]
then print SSStiJ;
end if;
end for;
end for;

/* Coset stabiliser of [7]*/
N7:=Stabiliser(N,7); #N7; N7;

N7c:=sub<N|N7>; #N7c; N7c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(7) */
T7s:= Transversal(N,N7); T7s;
/* number of cosets through [7], excluding [*]. */
for i in [l..#T7s] do
ss: = [7] ~T7s[i] ;
cst [prodim(l,ts,ss)]:=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
end if; end for; m;

/*the following will yield the relations necessary to
translate the permutations given for m and n.*/
for i in [1 . . 5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then i, cst Ti] ;
end if; end for;
/♦orbits*/
Orbits(N7);
/*

=====------ -------------- ===============

3.
[21]
================================
S:={[21]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
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for i in [l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[21] eq g*ts[Rep(SSS[i])[1] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if;
end for;
end for;

/* Coset stabiliser of [21]*/
N21:=Stabiliser(N,21); #N21; N21;

N21c:=sub<N|N21>; #N21c; N21c;

for g in N21c do g; end for;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(21) */
T21s:= Transversal(N,N21c); #T21s; T21s;

/* number of cosets through [21], excluding[*]. */
for i in [l..#T21s] do
ss: = [21] ~T21s[i] ;
cst[prodini(l,ts,ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/*orbits*/
Orbits(N21c);

/*====---- =========
4. [7,1]
==============*/
S :={ [7,1]
SS:=S“N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[7]*ts[l] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/*Finds the coset stabilizer of [56]. */
N71:^Stabiliser(N7,1);#N71;N71;
N71c:=sub<NIN71>;#N71c;N71c;
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/* Obtains the transversals of N(71).*/
T71:-Transversal(N,N71c);#T71;T71;
/★Obtains the total number of cosets(through [71] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T71] do
ss:=[7,l] ~T71[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :« ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

for g in N71c do g; end for;
/★Checks the orbits of N71c ★/
0rbits(N71c);
/*—————---5. [715]
- ------------------- ====*/

S:={[7,15]};
SS:=S*N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[7]*ts[15] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;

/★Finds the coset stabilizer of [715]. */
N715:=Stabiliser(N7 ,15);#N715;N715;
N715c:=sub<NIN715>;#N715c;N715c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(715).*/
T715:-Transversal(N,N715c);#T715;T715;
/★Obtains the total number of cosets(through [715] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T715] do
ss:=[7,15]"T715 [i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] : = ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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for g in N715c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N715c */
Orbits(N715c);

/*====------- - ---- 6. [7, 28]
=====---- ======*/
S:={[7,28]};
SS:=S~N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[7]*ts[28] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [728]. ♦/
N728: =Stabiliser'(N7,28) ; #N728; N728;
N728c:=sub<N1N728>;#N728c;N728c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(728).*/
T728:-Transversal(N,N728c);#T728;T728;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [728] & excluding [♦])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T728] do
ss: = [7,28]"T728[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1. .5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

for g in N728c do g; end for;

/♦Checks the orbits' of N728c +/
Orbits(N728c);
/*---- ==========---7. [7, 14]
==============*/
S:={[7,14]};
SS:=S*N;
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SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[7]*ts[14] eq
g*ts[Rep(SSS[i]) [l]]+ts[Rep(SSS[i]) [2]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [56] . */
N714:=Stabiliser(N7,14);#N714;N714;
N714c:=sub<NIN714>;#N714c;N714c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(714).*/
T714:=Transversal(N,N714c);#T714;T714;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [71] & excluding [♦])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T714] do
ss’: = [7,14] ~T714[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

for g in N714c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N714c ♦/
Orbits(N714c);
/♦======---------- 8. [21,14]
==============♦/
S:={[21,14]};
SS:=S*N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [21]*ts[14] eq
g+ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] ♦ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;

/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [56]. */
N2114:=Stabiliser(N21,14);#N2114;N2114;
N2114c:=sub<NIN2114>;#N2114c;N2114c;
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/* Obtains the transversals of N(2114).*/
T2114:=Transversal(N,N2114c);#T2114;T2114;

/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [2114] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T2114] do
ss: = [21,14]*T2114[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

for g in N2114c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N2114c */
Orbits(N2114c);

/+================ .
9. [21,15]
---- =======_==*/
S:={[21,15]};
SS:=S~N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [21] *ts [15] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS Ci] ) [1] ] +ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;

/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [2115]. */
N2115:-Stabiliser(N21,15);#N2115;N2115;
N2115c:=sub<N|N2115>;#N2115c;N2115c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(2115).*/
T2115:-Transversal(N,N2115c);#T2115;T2115;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [2115] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [1..#T2115] do
ss:-[21,15]~T2115[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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for g in N2115c do g; end for;
/★Checks the orbits of N2115c */
Orbits(N2115c);

10. [21,1]
- ---- ==========*/
S:={ [21,1]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[21]*ts[l] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/★Finds the coset stabilizer of [56]. */
N211:=Stabiliser(N21,l);#N211;N211;
N211c:=sub<N|N211>;#N211c;N211c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(211).*/
T211:=Transversal(N,N211c);#T211;T211;
/★Obtains the total number of cosets(through [211] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T211] do
ss:=[21,l] ~T211[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

for g in N21ic do g; end for;
/★Checks the orbits of N211c */
0rbits(N211c);
/*================

11. [7,1,3]
==============*/
S:={[7,1,3]};
SS:=S"N;
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SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7] *ts [1] *ts [3] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i]) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,3]. */
N713:=Stabiliser(N71,3);#N713;N713;
N713c:=sub<NIN713>;#N713c;N713c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(713).*/
T713:^Transversal(N,N713c);#T713;T713;

/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [713] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. ♦/
for i in [l..#T713] do
ss:=[7,l,3]~T713[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/♦ prints elements in the stabilizer, N713 ♦/
for g in N713c do g; end for;

/♦Checks the orbits of N713c */
Orbits(N713c);

/*-------------------- ===
12. [7,1,4]
- -------------------- */

S:<[7,1,4]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS) ;
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]*ts [1]*ts[4] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] ♦ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,4]. */
N714:=Stabiliser(N71,4);#N714;N714;
N714c:=sub<NIN714>;#N714c;N714c;
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/* Obtains the transversals of N(714).*/
T714:=Transversal(N,N714c);#T714;T714;

/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [714] & excluding [♦])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T714] do
ss: = [7,l,4] ~T713[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/♦ prints elements in the stabilizer, N714 */
for g in N714c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N714c */
0rbits(N714c);
/*====---- =========
13. [7,1,6]
- -------------------- */
S:={ [7,1,6]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7] *ts [1] *ts[6] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [3]]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;

/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,6]. */
N716:=Stabiliser(N71,6);#N716;N716;
N716c:=sub<NIN716>;#N716c;N716c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(716).*/
T716:=Transversal(N,N716c);#T716;T716;

/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [716] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. ♦/
for i in [l..#T716] do
ss:«[7,l,6]~T716[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] : = ss;
end for;
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m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N716 */
for g in N716c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N716c */
Orbits(N716c);

/*=============---14. [7,1,7]
==============+/
S:={[7,1,7]};
SS:=S~N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[7]*ts[1]*ts[7] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] ♦ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦ obtain relation [14,6,14] “ [7,1,7]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
Then we enter relation. ♦/

for n in IN do
if ts [7] *ts [1] *ts [7] eq n* (ts [14]*ts[6]♦ts[14]) then print n;
end if; end for;
/♦ to check we do the following:♦/
ts[7]*ts[1]*ts[7] eq ((fy)~2)*(ts[14]*ts[6]*ts[14] );
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,7]. */
N717:^Stabiliser(N71 ,7);#N717;N717;
N717c:=sub<NIN717>;#N717c;N717c;

/* Enters the relation [14,6,14] “ [7,1,7] */
for n in N do if 14"n eq 7 and 6~n eq 1
then N717c:=sub<N|N717c,n>; end if; end for;
/♦ To double check, the following should print all relations*/
[7,1,7]"N717c;
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/* Obtains the transversals of N(717).*/
T717:-Transversal(N,N717c);#T717;T717;
/★Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7,1,7] & excluding [♦])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T717] do
ss:=[7,l,7]~T717[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N717 */
for g in N717c do g; end for;
/★Checks the orbits of N717c */
Orbits(N717c);

/*================
15. [7,1,8]
- --------------- ===*/
S:-{[7,1,8]};
SS:=S“N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]*ts [1]*ts[8] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/★Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,8]. */
N718:-Stabiliser(N71,8);#N718;N718;
N718c:=sub<N[N718>;#N718c;N718c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(718).*/
T718:-Transversal(N,N718c);#T718;T718;
/★Obtains the total number of cosets(through [718] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T718] do
ss:=[7,l,8]"T718[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]ss;
end for;
m:=0;
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for i in [1. .5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N718 */
for g in N718c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N718c ♦/
Orbits(N718c);

/*===---- =:---- ======
16. [7,1,10]
============== */
S:={[7,1,1O]J;
SS:=S*N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]♦ts [1]♦ts[10] eq
g+ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] +ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;

/* obtain relation [14,12,11] " [7,1,10]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
Then we enter relation. */
for n in IN do
if ts[7]*ts[1]*ts [10] eq n*(ts [14]*ts [12]*ts[11]) then print n;
end if; end for;
/♦ to check we do the following:
ts [7] ♦ts [1] *ts [10] eq (f (n)*(ts [14] *ts [12] *ts [11]) ;
but i cannot calculate n in terms of x and y. ♦/

/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,10]. */
N7110:“Stabiliser(N71,10);#N7110;N7110;
N7110c:=sub<N|N7110>;#N7110c;N7110c;
/♦ Enters the relation [14,12,11] ~ [7,1,10] ♦/
for n in N do if 14*n eq 7 and 12*n eq 1 and ll*n eq 10
then N7110c:=sub<N|N7110c,n>; end if; end for;
/♦ To double check, the following should print all relations^/
[7,1,10]*N7110c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(7110).*/
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T7110:=Transversal(N,N7110c);#T7110;T7110;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7110] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. ♦/
for i in [l..#T7110] do
ss:=[7,l,10]"T7110[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/♦ prints elements in the stabilizer, N7110 */
for g in N7110c do g; end for; #N7110c;

/♦Checks the orbits of N7110c */
Orbits(N7110c);

/#================
17. [7,1,11]
==============*/
S:={[7,1,11]};
SS:=S“N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]♦ts[1]+ts[11] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1]] ♦ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2]] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,11]. */
N7111:“Stabiliser(N71,11);#N7111;N7111;
N7111c:=sub<N|N7111>;#N711ic;N7111c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(7111).*/
T7111:“Transversal(N,N7111c);#T7111;T7111;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7111] & excluding [♦])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7111] do
ss:=[7,l,ll]*17111[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N7111 */
for g in N7111C do g; end for;
/★Checks the orbits of N7111c */
Orbits(N7111c);

/+=================
18. [7,1,12]
==============*/
S:={ [7,1,12]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7] *ts [1] *ts [12] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/★Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,12]. */
N7112:=Stabiliser(N71,12);#N7112;N7112;
N7112c:=sub<NIN7112>;#N7112c;N7112c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(7112).*/
T7112 "Transversal(N,N7112c);#T7112;T7112;
/★Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7112] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7112] do
ss:=[7,l,12]~T7112[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N7112 */
for g in N7112c do g; end for;
/★Checks the orbits of N7112c */
Orbits(N7112c);

/*=---- - ------- ---- ===
19. [7,1,17]
==============*/
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Sr—[[7,1,17] J-;
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7] *ts [1] *ts [17] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;

/* obtain relation [5,9,24] " [7,1,17]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
Then we enter relation. */

for n in IN do
if ts [7]*ts [1]*ts [17] eq n* (ts [5] *ts [9] *ts [24] ) then print n;
end if; end for;
/* to check we do the following:
ts [7] *ts [1] *ts [17] eq (f (n) )*(ts[5]*ts[9]*ts[24]);
but i cannot calculate n in terms of x and y. */
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,17]. */
N7117:=Stabiliser(N71,17);#N7117;N7117;
N7117c:=sub<N|N7117>;#N7117c;N7117c;

/♦ Enters the relation [5,9,24] " [7,1,17] */
for n in N do if 5"n eq 7 and 9~n eq 1 and 24"n eq 17
then N7117c:=sub<N|N7117c,n>; end if; end for;

/* To double check, the following should print all relations*/
[7,1,17] ■'N7117c;
/♦ Obtains the transversals of N(7117).*/
T7117:-Transversal(N,N7117c);#T7117;T7117;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7117] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. ♦/
for i in [l..#T7117] do
ss:=[7,l,17]"T7117[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N7117 */
for g in N7117c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N7117c ♦/
Orbits(N7117c);

/*================
20. [7,1,18]
==============♦/
S:={ [7,1,18]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]*ts[1]*ts[18] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,18]. */
N7118:=Stabiliser(N71,18);#N7118;N7118;
N7118c:=sub<N|N7118>;#N7118c;N7118c;

/♦ Obtains the transversals of N(7118).*/
T7118:=Transversal(N,N7118c);#T7118;T7118;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7118] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7118] do
ss:=[7,l,18]~T7118[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N7118 */
for g in N7118c do g; end for;

/♦Checks the orbits of N7118c */
0rbits(N7118c);
/*================
21. [7,1,19]
==============*/
S:={[7,1,19]>;
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SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[7]*ts[1]*ts[19] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS Ei] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS Ei] ) [3] ]
then print SSS Ei];
end if; end for; end for;

/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of E7,l,19]. */
N7119:“Stabiliser(N71,19);#N7119;N7119;
N7119c:=sub<N|N7119>;#N7119c;N7119c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(7119).+/
T7119:=Transversal(N,N7119c);#T7119;T7119;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through E7119] & excluding [♦])
by conjugation. */
for i in E1..#T7119] do
ss:=[7,i,19]~T7119[i];
cstEprodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in El-.5280] do if cstEi] ne El then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/♦ prints elements in the stabilizer, N7119 ♦/
for g in N7119c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N7119c */
0rbits(N7119c);

/*=-------------------22. E7,l,20]
==============*/
S:=<[7,1,20]};
SS:=S*N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i inEl..#SS] do
for g in IN do if tsE7]*ts[1]*ts[20] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i]) [2] ] *ts ERep (SSS [i]) E3] ]
then print SSS Ei];
end if; end for; end for;

/♦ obtains relation E7,l,20] ~ E14,2,24]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
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Then we enter relation. */
for n in IN do
if ts [7] *ts [1] *ts [20] eq n*(ts [14] *ts [2] *ts [24] ) then print n;
end if; end for;
/* to check we do the following:
ts [7] *ts [1] *ts [20] eq (f (n) ) * (ts [14] *ts [2] *ts [24] ) ;
but i cannot calculate n in terms of x and y. */

/★Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,20]. */
N7120:-Stabiliser(N71,20);#N7120;N7120;
N7120c:=sub<NIN7120>;#N7120c;N7120c;
/* Enters the relation [14,2,24] " [7,1,20] */
for n in N do if 14~n eq 7 and 2~n eq 1 and 24"n eq 20
then N7120c:=sub<NlN7120c,n>; end if; end for;
/* To double check, the following should print all relations*/
[7,1,20]‘N7120c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(7120).*/
T7120:-Transversal(N,N7120c);#T7120;T7120;

/★Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7120] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7120] do
ss: = [7,l,20] ~T7120[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N7120 */
for g in N7120c do g; end for;
/★Checks the orbits of N7120c */
Orbits(N7120c);

/*---- =------- - ---- ===
23. [7,1,21]
---- ===========*/
S:={ [7,1,21]};
SS:=S"N;
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SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7] *ts [1] *ts [21] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/* Obtains the relation [7,1,21] " [14,1,28]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
Then we enter relation. */

for n in IN do
if ts [7] *ts [1] *ts [21] eq n*(ts [14]*ts[1]*ts[28] ) then print n;
end if; end for;
/* to check we do the following:
ts [7] *ts [1] *ts [21] eq (f (n))*(ts[14] *ts [1] *ts [28] ) ;
but i cannot calculate n in terms of x and y. */

/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,21]. */
N7121:=Stabiliser(N71,21);#N7121;N7121;
N7121c:=sub<N|N7121>;#N7121c;N7121c;
/♦ Enters the relation [14,1,28] “ [7,1,21] ♦/
for n in N do if 14"n eq 7 and l*n eq 1 and 28"n eq 21
then N7121c:=sub<N|N7121c,n>; end if; end for;

/♦ To double check, the following should print all relations*/
[7,1,21]~N7121c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(7121).*/
T7121:=Transversal(N,N7121c);#T7121;T7121;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7121] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7121] do
ss:=[7,l,21]*T7121[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N7121 */
for g in N7121C do g; end for;
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/★Checks the orbits of N7121c */
Orbits(N7121c);
/He================

24. [7,1,22]
===========---- */
S:={[7,1,22]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]*ts [1]*ts[22] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/★Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,22]. */
N7122:-Stabiliser(N71, 22);#N7122;N7122;
N7122c:=sub<N|N7122>;#N7122c;N7122c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(7122).*/
T7122:-Transversal(N,N7122c);#T7122;T7122;
/★Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7122] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7122] do
ss:=[7,1,22]"T7122[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N7122 */
for g in N7122c do g; end for;
/★Checks the orbits of N7122c */
Orbits(N7122c);

/*--------------- ---- 25. [7,1,23]
==============*/
S:={ [7,1,23]};
SS:=S~N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
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for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7] *ts [1] *ts[23] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS[i]';
end if; end for; end for;
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,1,23]. */
N7123:-Stabiliser(N71,23);#N7123;N7123;
N7123c:=sub<NIN7123>;#N7123c;N7123c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(7123).*/
T7123:-Transversal(N,N7123c);#T7123;T7123;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7123] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7123] do
ss:=[7,l,23]~T7123[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/♦ prints elements in the stabilizer, N7123 */
for g in N7123c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N7123c */
Orbits(N7123c);

/♦========---- =====
26. [7,15,3]
=========——♦/
S:={ [7,15,3]};
SS:=S~N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]*ts [15]*ts[3] eq
g+ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦ Obtains the relation [7,15,3] " [13,22,5]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
Then we enter relation. ♦/
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for n in IN do
if ts [7] *ts [15] *ts [3] eq n*(ts [13] *ts [22] *ts [5] ) then print n;
end if; end for;

/* to check we do the following:
ts [7] *ts [15] *ts [3] eq (f(n))*(ts[13]*ts[22]*ts[5]);
but i cannot calculate n in terms of x and y. ♦/
/★Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,15,3]. ★/
N7153:-Stabiliser(N715,3);#N7153;N7153;
N7153c:=sub<N|N7153>;#N7153c;N7153c;
/★ Enters the relation [13,22,5] ~ [7,15,3] */
for n in N do if 13"n eq 7 and 22“n eq 15 and 5"n eq 3
then N7153c:=sub<N|N7153c,n>; end if; end for;

/* To double check, the following should print all relations*/
[7,15,3]"N7153c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(7153).*/
T7153:-Transversal(N,N7153c);#T7153;T7153;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7153] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7153] do
ss:=[7,15,3]~T7153[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N7153 */
for g in N7153c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N7153c */
Orbits(N7153c);

/*================
27. [7,15,7]
==——======*/
S:—{[7,15,7]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
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for g in IN do if ts [7]+ts [15] ♦ts [7] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;

/* Obtains the relation [7,15,7] " [1,21,1]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
Then we enter relation. */

for n in IN do
if ts [7]*ts[15]*ts[7] eq n*(ts [1]*ts[21]*ts[1] ) then print n;
end if; end for;
/* to check we do the following:
ts [7] *ts [15] *ts [7] eq (f (n))*(ts[l]*ts[21]*ts[l] ) ;
but i cannot calculate n in terms of x and y. */

/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,15,7]. */
N7157:-Stabiliser(N715,7);#N7157;N7157;
N7157c:=sub<N|N7157>;#N7157c;N7157c;
/* Enters the relation [1,21,1] " [7,15,7] */
for n in N do if l^n eq 7 and 21"n eq 15
then N7157c:=sub<N|N7157c,n>; end if; end for;
/* To double check, the following should print all relations^/
[7,15,7]"N7157c;
/♦ Obtains the transversals of N(7157).*/
T7157:-Transversal(N,N7157c) ;#T7157;T7157;

/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7157] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7157] do
ss:=[7,15,7]~T7157[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/♦ prints elements in the stabilizer, N7157 ♦/
#N7157;
for g in N7157c do g; end for;
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/♦Checks the orbits of N7157c ♦/
Orbits(N7157c);
/*================
28. [7,15,8]
=======---- ---S:={[7,15,8]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7] *ts [15] *ts [8] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦ Obtains the relation [7,15,8] " [9,19,12]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
Then we enter relation. ♦/

for n in IN do
if ts [7] *ts [15] *ts [8] eq n*(ts [9] *ts [19] *ts [12] ) then print n;
end if; end for;

/♦to check we do the following:
ts [7] *ts [15] *ts [8] eq (f (n) ) * (ts [9] *ts [19] *ts [12] ) ;
but i cannot calculate n in terms of x and y. */
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,15,8]. ♦/
N7158:=Stabiliser(N715,8);#N7158;N7158;
N7158c:=sub<NIN7158>;#N7158c;N7158c;
/♦ Enters the relation [9,19,12] “ [7,15,8] ♦/
for n in N do if 9*n eq 7 and 19"n eq 15 and 12"n eq 8
then N7158c:=sub<N|N7158c,n>; end if; end for;

/♦To double check, the following should print all relations*/
[7,15,8]*N7158c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(7158).*/
T7158:=Transversal(N,N7158c);#T7158;T7158;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [7158] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7158] do
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ss:=[7,15,8]*T7158[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N71578*/
for g in N7158c do g; end for;

/♦Checks the orbits of N7158c ♦/
Orbits(N7158c);
/*================
29. [7,15,11]
==============*/
S:={ [7,15,11]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7] *ts [15] *ts [11] eq
g+ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] +ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,15,11]. */
N71511:=Stabiliser(N715,ll);#N71511;N71511;
N71511c:=sub<N|N71511>;#N71511c;N71511c;

/♦ Obtains the transversals of N(71511).*/
T71511:“Transversal(N,N71511c);#T71511;T71511;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [71511] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. ♦/
for i in [l..#T71511] do
ss:=[7,15,ll]"T71511[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/♦ prints elements in the stabilizer, N71511*/
for g in N71511c do g; end for;

/♦Checks the orbits of N71511c */
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Orbits(N71511c);

/+================
30. [7,15,18]
===—=====*/
S:={[7,15,18] >;
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]*ts [15]*ts [18] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;
/* Obtains the relation [7,15,18] “ [4,27,21]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
Then we enter relation. */

for n in IN do
if ts [7] *ts [15] *ts [18] eq n*(ts [4] *ts [27] *ts [21] ) then print n;
end if; end for;
/* to check we do the following:
ts [7] *ts [15] *ts [18] eq (f (n) )* (ts [4] *ts [27] *ts [21] );
but i cannot calculate n in terms of x and y. */
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,15,18]. */
N71518:“Stabiliser(N715,18);#N71518;N71518;
N71518c:=sub<N|N71518>;#N71518c;N71518c;
/+ Enters the relation [4,27,21] " [7,15,18] ♦/
for n in N do if 4~n eq 7 and 27“n eq 15 and 21*n eq 18
then N71518c:=sub<N|N71518c,n>; end if; end for;

/* To double check, the following should print all relations*/
[7,15,18]~N71518c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(71518).*/
T71518:=Transversal(N,N71518c);#T71518;T71518;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [71518] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T71518] do
ss:=[7,15,18]"171518 [i];
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cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N71518*/
for g in N71518c do g; end for;
/♦Checks the orbits of N71518c */
Orbits(N71518c);

/+=================

31. [7,15,20]
===========---- */
S:={[7,15,20]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]*ts [15]*ts[20] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS Ci];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,15,20]. */
N71520:-Stabiliser(N715,20);#N71520;N71520;
N71520C:=sub<NIN71520> ;#N71520c;N71520c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(71520).+/
T71520:-Transversal(N,N71520c);#T71520;T71520;

/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [71520] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T71520] do
ss:=[7,15,20]"T71520[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;

/♦Checks the orbits of N71520c ♦/
Orbits(N71520c);
/*================

32.

[7,15,21]
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--------------=====*/
S:=-[[7,15,21]};
SS:=S~N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts[7]*ts[15]*ts[21] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;
/♦ Obtains the relation [7,15,21] " [13,22,27]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
Then we enter relation. */
for n in IN do
if ts[7]*ts[15]*ts [21] eq n*(ts[13]*ts[22]*ts[27]) then print n;
end if; end for;

/* to check we do the following:
ts[7]*ts[15]*ts[21] eq (f (n))*(ts[13]*ts[22]*ts[27] ) ;
but i cannot calculate n in terms of x and y. */

/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,15,21]. */
N71521:-Stabiliser(N715,21);#N71521;N71521;
N71521C:=sub<N1N71521>;#N71521c;N71521c;
/♦ Enters the relation [13,22,27] " [7,15,21] */
for n in N do if 13"n eq 7 and 22"n eq 15 and 27"n eq 21
then N71521c:=sub<N|N71521c,n>; end if; end for;
/♦ To double check, the following should print all relations*/
[7,15,21]*N71521c;

/* Obtains the transversals of N(71521).*/
T71521:-Transversal(N,N71521c);#T71521;T71521;
/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [71521] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T71521] do
ss:=[7,15,21]*T71521[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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/* prints elements in the stabilizer, N71521*/
for g in N71521c do g; end for;

/♦Checks the orbits of N71521C */
Orbits(N71521c);
/*===========---- 33. [7,28,7]
==============*/
S:={ [7,28,7]};
SS:=S~N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]*ts [28]*ts[7] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;

/* Obtains the relation [7,28,7] " [14,21,14]
To enter relation, first we verify if it holds by finding n .
Then we enter relation. */
for n in IN do
if ts[7]*ts[28]*ts [7] eq n*(ts[14]*ts[21]*ts[14]) then print n;
end if; end for;

/* to check we do the following:*/
ts [7] *ts [28] *ts [7] eq (fy"2)* (ts [14] *ts [21] *ts [14] ) ;
/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,28,7]. */
N7287:-Stabiliser(N728,7);#N7287;N7287;
N7287c:=sub<NIN7287>;#N7287c;N7287c;

/* Enters the relation
[7,28,7] ~ [14,21,14]
for n in N do if 14“n eq 7 and 21“n eq 28
then N7287c:=sub<N|N7287c,n>; end if; end for;

*/

/* To double check, the following should print all relations*/
[7,28,7]~N7287c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(7287).*/
T7287:-Transversal(N,N7287c);#T7287;T7287;
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/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [71521] & excluding [♦])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T7287] do
ss:=[7,28,7]"T7287[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/♦ prints elements in the stabilizer, N7287*/
for g in N7287c do g; end for;

/♦Checks the orbits of N7287c */
Orbits(N7287c);
/*==========---- 34. [7,28,15]
==============♦/
S:={[7,28,15]};
SS:=S"N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7]*ts [28]*ts[15] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [3] ]
then print SSS [i];
end if; end for; end for;

/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,28,15], ♦/
N72815:“Stabiliser(N728,15);#N72815;N72815;
N72815c:=sub<NIN72815>;#N72815c;N72815c;

/♦ Obtains the transversals of N(72815).*/
T72815:“Transversal(N,N72815c) ;#T72815;T72815;

/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [72815] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T72815] do
ss:=[7,28,15]"T72815[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/*m= 3773*/
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/♦Checks the orbits of N72815c */
Orbits(N72815c);

/*=———-----35.
[7,14,15]
==============*/
S:—[[7,14,15]};
SS:=S*N;
SSS:=Setseq(SS);
for i in[l..#SS] do
for g in IN do if ts [7] *ts [14] *ts [15] eq
g*ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [1] ] *ts [Rep (SSS [i] ) [2]] *ts [Rep(SSS [i] ) [3]]
then print SSS[i];
end if; end for; end for;

/♦Finds the coset stabilizer of [7,14,15]. ♦/
N71415:-Stabiliser(N714, 15);#N71415;N71415;
N71415C:=sub<NIN71415>;#N71415c;N71415c;
/* Obtains the transversals of N(71415).*/
T71415:-Transversal(N,N71415c);#T71415;T71415;

/♦Obtains the total number of cosets(through [71415] & excluding [*])
by conjugation. */
for i in [l..#T71415] do
ss:=[7,14,15]"T71415[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)]:= ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
/♦Checks the orbits of N71415c */
Orbits(N71415c);
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